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O\ISAT Laboratories conducts a program of

basic research anti developutcn t to advance satel-

lite communications technology. Elcntcuts of

the program are funded by Intelsat Satellite Serv-

ices and A9aritintc Services (both part of CO\1SAT's

World Svstcnts Division). and are paid for from revenues

derived from international conununicatiunssc tl icescar-

ried via the INTELSAT and IN\i.\RS:A'I' organizations.

Other work is funded by nonregulated components of

the Corporation. Documentation concerning jurisdic-

tional work (that is, work wholly or partially funded by

the rate payer) is made available to the public through it

catalog that announces the availability of published

papers and reports.

During 1988 CO\ISA'l Laboratories had an operat-

ing budget of $36 million, of which almost h0 percent

came from Corporate sources and the balance froth

outside. Approximately 30 percent of the Corporate

funding (20 percent of the total) supported an applied

research program with the goal of creating new techrtol-

ogv which has the potential for improving communica-

tions systems over the long term. A further }:r percent of

the Corporate funding paid for development projects.

which were undertaken by the Laboratories forelements

of the Corporation on a contract-like basis, and had

nearer term applications.'Ihe balance of the Corporate

funding was for technical support on various projects,

studies, and technical issues. The largest effort under-

taken for an external customer was for the NASA

Advanced Communications Tech nolop, Satellite (ACTS) program, although the Laboratories continues to perform

a significant antotrnt of developtnenl and technical support work for INTEL.S;A f.

Commencing with calendar veal 1983 we have published an Annual Report sununariziug the results of our

research and developnx'ut program . This report. the sixth in the series, summarizes all the R&D work undertaken

with Corporate support during 1988.

J u 1 111 V. I':vans

March 1989



COMBAT LABORATORIES 1988 INTRODUCTION

C

ONISAT Corporation was created in I963 follow-

ing the passage of the Communications Satellite

Act, which President hennedv signed into lath in

late 1962. Subsequently, in 196-1, INTELSAT was estab-

lished to facilitate international conuuunications be-

tween fixed points by satellite, and COMSAT was

named i'.S. Signature. Initially. INTELSAT had 11

participants. This has since grown to 115 member coun-

tries. and the organization presently provides sei ice to

170 nations.

Until 1979, COMSAT also acted as technical man-

ager of INTEI.SAT. In this role CONIS.V"I encounters d

many technical problems, and COMSAT Laboratories

was formed in 1967 to help meet these challenges. Ini-

tially located in Washington. D.(:.. the Laboratories

moved to its present quarters in Clarkshurg, Maryland,

in 1969. COMSAT Laboratories prescntlt has a staff of

approximately 301) and occupies buildings which afford

about 250,000 square feet of space. These facilities are

located on a 210-acre tract along Route 1-`?70 north of

Gaithersburg. Maryland.

In 1973. (:OMSAT formed the COMSAT Geucral

Corporation with the expectation of branching into do-

mestic satellite communications. In 1975, in partnership

with IBM and Aetna Casualty Co., the Satellite Business

Systems Corporation was formed. In 1979, as a result of

successful demonstrations using the `1:^RISAT svstcnt of

maritime mobile satellite communications. COMSAT

and the U.S. State Department joined with other nations

to tornt INVI.ARSAT, for which COAIS.A F again serves as

L.S. Signatory and representative.

In 1987 COMSA T was reorganized into five divi-

sions, namely the World Systems Division (\\'SD), which

serves as the L.S. Signatory to INTEI.SAT and INM:\R-

S\ F: COMSAT International Communications (CICI ):

COMSAT Video Enterprises (CVE). a business that deliv-

ers TV to hotels in the U.S. via satellite: the Laboratories

and the Information Systems Division (into which

COMSAT General and COMSAT's manufacturing divi-

sions were all grouped). Subsequently, as a result of the

sale of CICI and the manufacturing businesses, the

Laboratories was reduced in size during 1988 to 300

people. Also in 1988, the Information Systems Division

was icnantrcf COMSAT Systems Division (CSD).

lit 1988, the largest part of the work at (.O\1SAT

Laboratories was that performed for the regulated activ-

ity of international satellite communications, either

direr th for COJISA T or indirectly for INITEI.S. I .

Additional work was performed for (:S1) and (YE,

mostly with support from the Corporate shareholders.

Efforts funded entirely by sources outside of CO\IS.AT'

INTEI.SAT included activities for the Federal Gotern-

ment. and the largest part of this was the work perfornxxl

on the NASA Advanced Communications Technology

Satellite (ACTS) program.

During 1988 the Laboratories remained orgautizcd

into six technical divisions: Applied Technologies.

ConunuuicationsTechnologv. Microelectronics, Micro-

wavc Technolog , Network Technology, and System

Development. Of these, the first live divisions participate

in a research program Ihnded by the Corporation. This

program constit ttted aboutone-f fif th of the Laboratories'

activities and included jurisdictional (\\'SD) business, as

well as the nonjurisdictional activities of COMSAT. The

former must, perforce. be made public, while the latter

is held proprietary.

The balance of the Laboratories' support came from

projects performed for and directed by various corpo-

rate elements. INTEI.SAT, INV-L\RSAT, or other outside

organizations. Each project is separately negotiated and

has specified deliverables and delivery dates. The System

Development Division, which is chief l occupied in writ-

ing computer software, works almost exclusively oil such

specific tasks.

This report summarizes the Laboratories' Research

and Development (R&D) activities in 1988. It is organ-

ized by technology, as defined by the six technical areas

represented by each division. ']'lie work is further subdi-

vided into the 1,011(m ing categories:

• jurisdictional research and development

• uonjurisdictional research and development

• support work performed for various

C( )AISAT divisions in response to specific

requests

• work performed for IN 1 1•11.SAT

• outer work.
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technical areas of importance to the CoIporaIicnu. including Icchnologics loo an ad\itnced communications

satellite concept with mane pencil beams and on-board processing
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he Microwave Technology Division (MTD) of COMSAT Laboratories carries out research , development,

and support fencticnts in a number of technical areas of importance to the Cen -poration, including technologies

for an advanced communications satellite concept with many pencil beams and cot-board processing.

Specifically, a phased - array satellite antenna , including monolithic micrcnvave integrated circuits (MMICs),

is being developed . Significant progress has been made toward the ctnnpletion of a 64 - element, Ku-band

phased-array proof- of-concept antenna . A lightweight , broadband 4 x 4 microwave switch matrix (MSM)

for C-hated use has been assembled and successfully tested . A multiplexer using quadrupole -mode filters for

each channel has been breadboarded, reducing the per-filter mass In two thirds as compared with a dual-mode design. A

lightweight reflector-hype microstrip radiator, whose flight-qualified mass is about a quarter that of a typical waveguide

radiator, has been developed. Support work has continued on MIC and waveguide filters, satellite mcntitoring and in-orbit

testing, new earth station antennas and feeds, microwave propagation studies, and antenna modifications at the Southbury

earth station.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

Multimode Microwave Filters

Work ()it muIt intocfe waveguide cavity filters contin-

ued in 1988. A studs of h rc ed-made degeneracies in cv-

lindricalcavitirsle(l totheconcept and design ofasingle-

cavity fifth-order elliptic filter. the reali/ed prototype

exhibited a spurious coupling betw•e en two of the ni des.

which prevented accurate tuning of the unit to the

desired filter response. Further studies revealed that an

extra degree of freedom in the geometr\ of the cavity

would he necessary to independently ante and couple

each degenerate tuode. New software was developed

that accounts for geometries other than cylindrical in

the mode analysis. Results obtained so far encourage

attempts to realin• degeneracies of up to sixth-order.

In the area of high-power filters, a stuck was com-

pleted on the effects of thermal gradients on dual-niode

dielecuic-loadedcayityfilters. Ditiirentgeonuuieswere

analyzed in terms of heat dissipation. insertion loss, and

temperature coefficient. Special materials were ordered

and several test cavities were designed and built. I figh-

power tests of these units are scheduled for 1989.

Superconducting Filters

During 1988 \1TI) instituted it program to keep

abreast of fast-moving superconducting filter technol-

ogy and to carry out microwave conductivity measure-

nte•nts on high critical temperature ('1', > 77 K) samples.

In May 1988, during it workshop on this subject organ-

i/ed bs C:0\1SA"i' for the International Microwave Svi n-

pusium in New York, current results and projections

trere discussed by an audience of'over 150 scientists and

engineers.

Propagation Studies

CO\1S:\I' Laboratories performs a number of radio-

wave propagation studies applied to satellite coninutni-

cations.A variety of slant-path propagation intpairnu•nt

models have been dcycloped and applied to the design

of operating satellite communications syste•nts. Sample

calculations of rain inrpairrnents for it typical iNTELS,-VF

Easiness Services link between New York and i.onelon,

assuming a satellite located at 53'W. are displayed in

Figure 1. In addition, methods of' intpairntent nnitiga-

lion such as up-link power control, site dive•rsit\, and de-

polarization compensaticnt have been studied. Several

types of data are collected at the Laboratories lot- model

testing; equipment development programs are also

pursued.

Art investigation of low-cost propagation rneasetre-

n•nt techniques was initiated in 1988. Preliminary

('valuations of several candidate approaches were p(•1-

-formed, including monolithic microwave integrated

ircuitrniniaturiied microwave auti%c circuit (\1\tl(:

\t \MA(:) itupletnentations of widchand radiometric noise

2
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receivers , use of PIN -diode switches in Dicke -switched

radiometers, and application of commercial devices in

narrow-band beacon receivers . Substantial progress was

achieved , particularly in the latter category , with the

identification of several commercially based beacon-

receive approaches for subsequent testing.
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Figure 1. Estimated average annual impairment statistics for

paths at two elevation angles

Holographic Antenna Measurement Study

For several years. the Laboratories has applied mi-

crowave holographic techniques , based on the Fourier-

transform relationship between the antenna radiation

pattern and the field distribution of the antenna aper-

tttre. for accurate diagnosis of antenna surface character-

istics. In 1988, several improvements were incorporated

into the holographic antenna measurement system to

farther enhance performance . A new Scientific Atlanta

-I

positioner/controller, used for accurate control of an-

tenna position during antenna scans, was purchased to

replace the existing unit. (Installation of the controller

and conversion of the operating software are planned

for 1989.) Data communication extender boxes, which

forntrrlv linked the receive equipment to the source

antenna and the controlling contptuer via interface

buses, were replaced with faster, more reliable units.

Two essential computer programs were transferred from

HP-1000 computers to MTD's faster and more reliable

HP-810 computer, and the graphics interfaces were

rewritten to remove all dependence on specific terminal

type. 'T'hese equipment upgrades have resulted in a

faster. more reliable, less complex system for making

holographic antenna measurements.

Figure 2 shows the amplitude excitation of a proto-

type flat-plate phased array as measured by the holo-

graphic system. These measurements aided in the array

development process by supplying data on the perform-

ance of the dividing network.

CONTOUR
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Figure 2. Amplitude of aperture field (element excitation)
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Component Modeling

l,.ealization of semi-lumped capacitive elements using

radial stubs can reduce the size of MMIC modules.

Ilowever, accurate models for such elements are not

available in the literature. I lence, a generalized model

for a radial capacitive element was developed.

The radial sails were modeled as a cascade of several

step-transmission lines of equal length, with progres-

sively increasing widths. l :nd effects were modeled by

using, for the last step, an open-ended step-transmission

line with width equal to the circumference of the radial

stub.

Previously, in 1987, a programmable Ku-hand linear

phase shifter (constant group delay) module had been

developed for the active antenna task. To reduce chip

sizes, capacitive elements of the low-pass filters that

provided the constant group delays were realized with

radial stubs. I-lowever, the measured phase shifts were

found to he almost one-half of the expected values. As

part of the 1988 effort, these circuits were redesigned

using the radial-stub model described above. Measured

data for the new modules were found to he in very good

agreement with predictions, confirming the accuracy of

the new model.

Broadband Low-Loss Analog Phase Shifters

A low-cost, broadband analog phase shifter, capable

of it complete 360' phase-shift capability at 12 GHz, is

being designed. The projected chip area, minimized to

reduce the cost, is no larger than 90 x 90 mil, significantly

smaller than reported phase shifters in this frequency

range. Other factors, such as circuit complexity and

sensitivity to manufacturing tolerances, also affect cost

through wafer yield and ►nust be kept in mind during the

design process.

The approach is based on a reflection phase shifter

design, in which the phase shift function is produced by

a change in the reflection coefficient of a varactor diode

circuit as the diode bias is varied. As the voltage level can

he varied continuously by an external control circuit,

analog phase shift operation is produced. Since the

diodes are always reverse biased, the power required to

drive the phase-shifter chip is extremely small.

Possible applications of this MMIC phase shifter

include flat-plate antennas and future communications

satellite antenna systems. In the case of the flat-plate

antenna, a series of phase shifters could be integrated

into each antenna to permit electronic beam pointing.

Therefore, it stationary antenna could be electronically

pointed to many different satellite locations.

Computer-Assisted Microwave Measurement
Techniques

For many years, COMSAT Laboratories has designed

and developed In-Orbit Test (lOT) systems to measure

the communications performance of satellites subse-

quent to launch. These systems are controlled by very so-

phisticated software that embodies over 20 years of

(;OMSAi"s measurement expertise. Recently, the trend

toward nlnltiuser systems with remote terminals has

required a new operating system. In 1987, implementa-

tion of a computer operating system (MPCP II), which

provides it "platform" for the development of user-

friendly, efficient software to control microwave instru-

mentation, was started. This system is based on a previ-

ous single-terminal system that was used in several IOT

projects. Unlike the previous single-terminal system,

the new MPCP II accommodates multiple users (several

workstations) within a computer network. The new

system is based on UNIX and utilizes the industry stan-

dard X-window interface. The kernel of MPCP II was

completed in 1987 tinder proprietary R&I) and was

reported last year.

It was recognized in 1988 that this system could be

used to advantage in our antenna characterization

facility that is used for in-house incast irernents on juri -

dicticnally funded programs. To this end, a set of micro-

wave instrument drivers was developed and is now

operational under MPCP II.

SSPA Development

The design of the three-stage, 4-(;Hz, 2-W ampli-

fier developed in 1987 was modified to facilitate its im-

plementation on it silicon motherboard. A modified

circuit layout, which allows the realization of the

complete three-stage structure on a single substrate, was

completed. In this approach, NIMICs, discrete field

effect transistors (FETs). and passive components will

cohabit the same substrate. The silicon motherboard

:i
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has the potential :ulvantag< s of intpruyin}; reliability and

reproelucibility and reducing manufacturing costs. A

process developed for the etching of via-holes and device

recesses preserves the low-loss properties of the high-

resistivity silicon being used.

Designs at 1 1 GI If were completed for the complete

5-stage, 2-\% solid-state power :unplifict (SSPA) which

will he used to populate the high-power array being

developed in the laborator%. The amplifier consists of a

cascade of single- and two-stage \I NIl(. c hips followed b%

aquasi-monolithic two-stage high-power amplifier (I 1I'A).

Masks for the \1M1(: chips have been fabricated and

circuit processing has started. \lask layout for the quasi-

monolithic F1PA is in progress.

Substantial progress was demonstrated during 1988

in the development of high-efficiency power FEl's. As

shown in Table I. power-added efliciencics of over 41)

percent, associated with more than 0.5 W per FE I cell,

have been measured at 12 (:I Ii on several wafers. these

results arc essentially at the state of'thc art. This accorn-

plishnu•nt resulted from it better understanding of the

220
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20

11000

2.0

1.0

-1.0

-2 0 1

11000

1

effectsof surfacestates andhow to measure them , aswell

it,, the development of technique s to limit the surface

state density to an acceptable level while keeping the

breakdown voltage high.

Table 1. .Associated Power and Power-Added Efficiency for

1.45-min Power FE7

Date

Power

(nt\V)

Power-

Added

1•:fl-iciene%

Frequency
((l Ii)

("'11

198 7 3.10 Loes 12
Feb 1988 277 40.7 12

Apr 1988 313 47.6 12

Aug 1988 533 42.8 12

Oct 1988 658 43.1) 12

1988 572 62.8 6

In 1988, significant progress was also made in they

development of it high-voltage MMl(: amplifier. In
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Figure 3. Performance data of 5-hit digital phase shifter
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Figure 4. Individual amplit ude aril phase perf(nmanee of actne circuit modules fur the hxe-power array

conjunction with the \1i(ror•lecu-onics Division, it two-

cell FF 1' \4\il(:, which can he operated using a 20-\'D(:

bias suppl%. and it fine-c ( -If FIF NINA(:. which can he op-

erated using a III-\'D(: hias.upply. have been deye lopeel.

Roth tvsu- and firer-cell NINA(:. achieved 1-W output

power at X-hand. These are the first high-voltage FET

\I\II(s reported. A -Itl-V SS1 A case inrprcr.e satellite

uansnritte•r eflicie nrv by as much as 15 percent relative

to a conventional IU-\' SSPA, resulting in substantial

weight sayings.

At the beginning of 1988, a decision was made to

realize the last FET switch. intended to turn the HP:\ on

and off in order to save power, using it simple hybrid

switch rather than an \I\II(. configuration. A bread-

board of the hybrid switch was fabricated and tested,

demonsrtating good prrfot mince.

Multibeam Phased-Array Antenna

Two active phased at rays are under development.

The low-power array consists of 64 horns. Each horn is

feel by a module containing a digitally controlled phase

shifter and attenttator, and drivt-r and buffer amplifiers,

all in \I\II(1 form. plus the necessat-N digital control

circuitt\ and the power supph. "Fite high-power array

contains digitally c umrolled phase shifters, as well as

Ill 'As, to control the beam direction and provide the

power needed to achieve the required e.i.r.p. A thermal

control system is required in addition to thc• other sys-

tems contained in the low-powwer array. 'hhesc arrays are

intended its it test bed for future nrultiheant antennas

(with or without icflcctor s'stent.s) generating shaped

hopping and scanning beams.

A key component in the NINA(: module for both the

low- and high-power arrays is the :)-hit digital phase

shifter. During the f first quarter of 14)SS, the• major causes

of observed performance anomalies w•e•re identified and

resolved. This effort resulted in a phase shifter with per-

formance very close to that predicted. Figure 3 shows

performance data lot tilt- phase shifter.

In the low-power array, 64 active circuit modules

(consisting of \I\II(: low-power driver and buffer

amplifiers, it :-hit digital phase shifter, a 3-hit digital
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attenuator, an M s1I(-t(1-waveguicie transition, and a

local control module) were integrated and tested. The

nteastired performance of t hest modules has met the de-

sign goals. In addition to the ti•l nloclules ncc(le(l for the

array. a number of spare modules were also fabricated.

Figure I presents data for the amplittule and phase

performance of the individual modules. Statistics lot- all

fi l elements are provicit'd iI I Figure 5.

Other strhsstenls within tile low-pcnt•t array were

complett•d early in 1988, including the power supply aml

harness for the control anti power lines. Minor modifi-

cations were made in the mechanic al (lesign of the active-

circuit module box. The complete army is now as-

sembled. and testing for reconfigurable beams, as well as

scanning beams, will be done during flit- first part of

1989. Figure 6 shows the complete array.

i he conceptual (It•stgrl of tilt' high-power arravwent

through sc\-ci-al iterations in 1988 in order to be ttersertie

various traffic situations. The final (4-sign. which sup-

ports four simultaneous beams. encompasses it beam-

101,1111, 119 matrix (UM), a high-power antplilici assembly

(I II'.\.. ), orthomode I ans(luc•ers (()\fl's) lot- dual po-

lariiations. and 2.1 radiating horns. Digital thermal

confetti and power supply systems are pai is of the (lesign

lot the cotttplete array.

For future high-capacity communications satellite

applications, a candidate antenna system would consist

of a small, active phased array feeding a (foal-reflector

antenna system. The reflector system nlttst be designed

to provide rnaxinlttnl gain and nlinintuul scan loss over

it full-earth coverage of +9. Offset (ottfocaf paraboloids

have appropriate characteristicswhen fell by a uniformly

excited array aperture. In 1987, a model wits thoroughly

teste(l and compared with analvticalh calculated restilts.

In 1988 the computer program was enhanced to facili-

tate shaped-reflector analysis (to improve, scan loss) and

the code was converted to run on the fast cm I IP 8 10

computer. The agreement between the ntt'a,urenlents

and the calculations was excellent. considering the

complexity of the antenna system geometry. The scan

peaks. main beams, and si(lelobc structures were

accurately predicted by tlrt' computer program; even for

the severe scan cases, the, agreement was acceptable.

On-board Demodulation and Remodulation

Diming 1988, ;t miniaturized reverse -nlodttlation

loop 1'RMl.) was designed and fabricated. The R\1L.
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consisting of a de ► nodulatoi, it rr ► nodulator, and it com-

parator circuit. has been fabricated using a planar quasi-

monolithic approach on it I0-mil-thick alumina sub-

suate. the overall dimensions of the circuit are 0.65 x

1.54 in. A GaAs chip with delay less than 0.•1 its has been

selected fin- the comparator circuit, so that delay line

lengths and modem overall size can be reduced. A

lightweight. removable Kovar carrier and an aluminttnt

test housing have been designed and fahricated. Assenr-

bh and some limited testing of these miniaturized

components will be (tone in the near future. I'hc unit is

pictured in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Miniaturized reeerse-mndulucm Imp

Figure S. :\1icrawate .witch matrix

The assentbh and RF testing of the broadband. light-

weight I x f \ISM have been completed. \leasurenu•nts

show that, over the 3.5- to 6.54.11/ frequent y range, oil-

to-off isolation for all 16 paths is greater than 511 dR. The

MSM insertiom loss and the path-to-path insertion loss

variations are less than (i.25 (III and I d11, respectively.

(her the down-link hand of 3.7 to 4.2 GI lz, the path-to-

path insertion loss variations are less than 0.6 dR and on-

to-off isolation is greater than till dR. The return loss at all

input and output ports is better than 15 (1B. The driver

control circuits for the 1 x 1 MSN1 switches were fabri-

catrd on a 15-mil-thick 1.35- x I-in. alumina substuate.

The mechanical housing lot integration of the conu-ol

circuit with the MSM was also fabricated. The MSNI is

shown in Figure S. On-to-ofl'performance ratio data are

given in Figtt e 41.

Low-Mass Filter Multiplexer

During 1988. the design . fabrication . and toning of

a breadboard nitiltiplexet utilizing quadruple-mode fil-

ters lot each channel were successfully accomplished.

Figure 10 is a photugnaph of the breadboard Quad-flux

unit. The ►ueasurtd and theoretical transmission loss for

the three channels and the return loss at the waveguide

conunon output are presented in Figures I la and I Ih.

respectively. These results demonstrate the feasibility of

tile QuadA1ux and its advantages over the conventional

dual-mode realization ( in terms of lower number of,

cavities and lower insertion loss). A ehtal-mode multi-

plexer would introduce an insertion loss of about 0 .4i dR

per filter; it is estimated that the engineering model of

this multiplexer will introduce losses of the order of 0.3

dB pet filter. The final per- filter mass of the engineering

model multiplexer, to heconrpleted iii I ¶159. isestintatecf

to he use-third That of the dual-much i i•.tliiation.

Propagation Measurements in Africa

Several resolutions of the International Telecom-

munication Union (IT U) have noted the critical %)lort-

age ofpropagation data for tropical regionsoftlte world,

and in particular the urgent tired for data front .\fuica.

Such data would he especialh beneficial to the dryelop-

meat of propagation models tot- tropical and equatorial

regions of the world. For the past several vears, COMSAT

Labor atories has cooperated with 1NTELSAT. the 1'.S.

Telecunununications Training Institute, the National

Telecununttnicatiuns and Intotniation .\dntinisrtation,
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the U.S. Agency lot International Development , the I.S.

Information Agency, anti the governments of (:a meroon,

Kenya , and Nigeria to collect Ku-hand radiom e tric sky

noise and rain-rate data in Africa.

In 1987 radiometers were installed and data collec-

tion was initiated at Douala. Cameroon: Nairobi, Kenya:

and Ile-Iii:, Nigeria. Yoder joint (:( )MSAT /INTELSAT

funding , COMSAT Laboratories provides a variety of

fluid support , technical consultation , and resupply ac-

tivities for each of the.-African experimental facilities. In

1988, agreements were consummated to continue the

measure ments phase for it second year through mid-

1989. Planning was also begun lot- data analysis and for

reporting of the first year of data collected at the sites.

8000

A dual-band feed is being developed to

provide simultaneous access in both C- and

Ku-hands from a single earth station an-

tenna . The design employs a iniltiaperture,

directional, slot tedwaveguidcarav toachieve

unity coupling at Ktt-hand from rectangular

waveguides into the G band (2.12! -in.-diame-

ter) circular waveguide . Separate orthogonal

sets of'waveguides are used to couple the 1 I-

and I.1-(:Hi signals . These slotted :u rays have

a ntinitnal eflect on the 41/6-(.1fi signals

which propagate through the coupling re-

gion in the circular waveguide. The advan-

tages of this approach over existing dual-band feed de-

signs (Nippon Electric (:otnpanv and include

superior mode purity, reduced weight and site. and

reduced fabrication costs.

Most of Ihe• effort in the past year has been devoted

to achieving unit coupling of the I I/ 1.1-(:11/ energy

into the 2.125-M. cir(ularwaveguide. A design for the 1I-

GII/ coupler will) it worst-case loss of I (ill and good

modal purity was achieved. The swept-frequency re-

sponse of the I 1-(:H, coupler is shown in Figure 12. It

was found that simple scaling of the 1 1-(.I I/ multi-aper-

ture array to the 14-(;i1 hand would not give unity

coupling without some technique for increasing the slot

coupling. Subsequently. an improved geometry using

taller coupling slots was investigated. For a given slot

length. increasing the slot height yields greater cou-

pling. The increased height slot geometry will provide

unity coupling at 14 GHi with it slight increase in coupler

length. Figure 13 is a photograph of the partially as-

sembled coupler.

The design for a dual-band corrugated feed horn

was investigated. The primary problem is launching the

desired hybrid modes in the horn. Therefore, it was nec-

essarv to consider only the design of the horn input

section. The technique used to design C-hand horns was

modified such that the corrugations are about three-

quarters of a wavelength deep in the 1 1 / 1 l-(:Ili hands.

Satisfactory performance was achieved over all four

frequency hands.

The fabrication and testing ofa complete dual-hand

feed is scheduled for 1989.

10
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Ku-Band Up-Link Power Control Development

l•.\perinu•ntal ttp - link power (01110)1 (1'1.I'(;) Sys-

tents were implenic• ntcd and tested at 14A I (:I I/ in

c(pc•n-loop configurations under it variety of weather

conditions at (A )M15:\T Laboraoi ics during 1986 and

1987. Successful p(•rf'ormance was demollsu and for

rain fade Ieyels up to 7-S rIB . proving the viability of the

technique lot- team Ku-band earth stations . During

1988, the operational principles established under the

previous deyelopntcut acti\itics %ve rc applied to the

design of I'l.l'(:'Vstcnts suitable for implementation or

field retrofit in new and existing Ku - band earth ternii-

nals• and a bask ( Icsign was cotnplcicd. During 1989,

I'I,P(: algorithms and practical beacon -monitoring

schemes w ill be c''altt.ttcd.

Ultra-Low-Cost Earth Station Study

This study examined the feasibility of ultra-low-cost

earth station operation in it star network tluough it

global transponder of an INTEL S:\ f V satellite in ill-

dined orbit, with either it Standard .\ or it Standard B

Station se•1 ing as a huh Station. Double-hop operation

hcnycc n small remote terminals and ••pttsh-to-talk" voice

op^ raionsare asunted. This type of nenyork would pro-

yide service where to me existed befilrc, or where very ru-

dintt•ntar\• service was presi(tush available.

I hie study concluded that star-network(d double-

hop service using a Standard .\ (at)-nt antenna) huh sta-

tion is possible for remote Stations with 1.8-m or 2.9-m

II



anten nas assembled from "off-the-shelf" parts at it cost of

approximately $25,000. Sat isfactory Voice transmission

can he achieved, and low - hit-rate data transmission will

perform satisfactorily as long as the voice connection is

good . A station with it 1.8-in antenna would not work

with a small hub ( 18-m antenna) due to interference

considerations and the need for high remote - station

HPA power.

For small-terminal networks of this kind to be

cost- effective in the INTE L SAT environment, some

relaxation in performance requirements lot cross-po-

larization isolation , and possibly also transmit - antenna

sidelobe specifications , are necessary . If such relaxation

cannot be obtained , spread spectrum techniques can be

used with digital transmission to meet spectral density

limitations . Although this latter configuration will in-

crease terminal complexity / cost somewhat , it will be less

costly than meeting the present , rather stringent , inter-

ference criteria.

NONJURISDICTIONAL R&D

Flat-Plate Antenna

COMSAT and Matsushita Electric Works (MEW)

have a joint program to develop and produce low-cost,

lightweight, high-efficiency flat-plate array antennas for

satellite reception. An improved version of a dual line-

arly polarized flat-plate array was developed in 1998.

Figure 1.1 depicts one of the units. The array denurn-

st-ated greater than 60-percent efficiency in each polari-

zation over a 750-AMHz bandwidth. Cross-polarization

isolations of greater than :10 dB and port-to-port isola-

tions of better than 25 dB were achieved. A flat-plate

array based on this design is presently being developed

for the .%S'FR-1 market in Europe. The unit will he

approximately 0.75 1112 and will achieve a gain of37 dBi.

An improved flat-plate feed technique consisting of

a stripline-to,-wavegttide transition has been developed.

This feed will replace the coaxial feed presently being

employed in the flat-plate array. The transition achieves

better than 25 dB of return loss and will improve the

overall noise temperature of the array.

Preliminary assembly and testing of an integrated

low-noise block (I.NB) clown-converter began in 1988.

This single-substrate circuit contains a low-noise arnpli-

Ir

O 13010 rl.1.1

DI

[317 t17 r1 •-i
13 1I-1.1.1

'e g g

Figure 14 . Hat-plate array antenna

Fier (L NA), mixer, local oscillator, and IF :unplifier on a

low-cost glass substrate. The circuit will he placed in a

newly developed housing and imbedded into the flat an-

tenna structure to provide it self-contained, flat-panel-

t% pc I cceiyer.

Current approaches to the antenna system require

the use of external low-noise down-converters, which

teed to be relatively large boxes mounted on the back of

the antenna unit. In addition to increased size and

weight. there is also a degradation in overall system per-

formance due to unavoidable losses in the connection

between the antenna and receiver unit. The goal of the

LNB project is to overcome these limitations by develop-

ing it miniaturized receiver that maybe mounted directly

into the antenna package.

The selected design accommodates the entire re-

ceiver on it single glass substrate approximately 1-in- and

0.048-in. thick, a convenient size for integration directly

into the antenna with a very-low-loss transition between

the- antenna stripline and the input to the LNA. This

design incorporates it two-stage LNA, MMIC mixer chip,

and a two-stage IF amplifier. The remaining portions of

the substrate surface are allocated for test purposes, but

eventially this area will be used for a built-in local

oscillator. Corning 7059 glass has been selected for the

substrate because of its low loss and suitable microwave

1°_



MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY

pi ((pcrtic •s. To give the first o\erall contprunti,e betwt en

low cost and Iow noise figure, the LV:\ use's it high

electron mohilit, transistor ( IIEMT) in lilt- liist stag('

and it comrntional low-noise FET in the sec and stage.

the entire receiver substrate is innplrtnent -d in coplanar

wavcduide to simplify circuit grounding.

COMSAT SUPPORT

INMARSAT III Study

Drtrirtg 1988, (;O\lS:\1' Laboratories initiated it

5tII(I\ un behalf ()1 \l at it intt Services to investigate the

It-( hnol)g-v appropri:ue fm- :t third generation I\'\1.\R-

S:\I Ill satellite. Specific areas addr(•ssecl were the

spacecraft btu ( hara(I(•ristics for 1,260-and I ,` 0 -kg

mass, the efli•ct of pat tial operation during eclipse. +3°

\-S stationk(•rping. t1)<• properties of I: hand traveling

wave lobes and SSI':\s, and the properties of different

antenna technologies such as reflectors and pliasc(l

arrav5. These It,( Itnologi(', were then nutdelccl into a

nthnbcr of pavloa(1 design,. and the e\pet tccl pt-dol m-

ance as it liniction of b115 sue \vas generated. Various

tradeofl:,\.•crt'(•\amiIIcdto((ptiIll izee.i.1 p. as it function

of 1)115 si/(,.

Resltlls front this 5114(1\ ,}matt( that lot the larger

space( rail 1)145, it is possible to re'alize' both global and

spot b(•ant (()\erages. .\ global c.ix.p. o il :119 (11-M and

spot t-.4.1 p. "Ic:uer Ih:nt I.-) dB\\' ntav he at hievc(1 it tltr

l: Ian(1 amplifier is 115('(1 efficirnth and if parli.tl opera-

tion is assunu•d during satellite eclipses.

(:(:IR Activities

\s pai t of (:O\1S:\ l 's r\Iensivr pat R 1I , 11ion in the

drlibe•rations of Ihr International Cclecontlmuti(atiott

1'niun standards (onnnittees. \1I-D coordinate, tilt-

Labo1:uot Ics' a(ti\itit•s in the him-national Radio (:on-

stillati\c•(:ommittet ,((.(: IR). Both thr <:ontntuuicatiun,

Tr(hni(lucs Division (C ID) a n d \fl - D pl:h ntajut n;t-

IiottaI Intl internaliunaI roles in rite ('(: I R, (sousing on

SIIId\ (:roult ( S(:) I (Fixed-SatcIIitcScI\itc • ) an (I S( I.-)

(Iropagation in \on-ionvrd Media). with aclclilional

atirntion to S(: 6 (Propagation in 1(,nitecl \ledia 1. S(: S

I1

(\lohtle S('rvicc•s ), and ti(:s I0 I I (Broadcast Sc•rvices).

1h<•rc weI(. several ntajut ('(forts doting 1988.

(:O\IS.-\T provided I'.S. representation at a muting

of S(: Iuterint \%orking I'artv;t . 3 (IZadiontetrorolc>t,\ ).

held in (:rnr\I tiro ing ^anuan 141 t?t, and sent a clelet;:ue

to the S(:. Int<•rin) \terming in Geneva during April

19M8. The I.,tboratories supplies the V.S. representative

to Interim \Vorking Pau-iv 5 2 . who also serves as tht•

(bail than oI an intc • rnation:tl testing group fin- the Sl:utt-

P;uh \lohile and Broadc15ting repUrts ofS(::t.

PE.•A(ESAT Inclined-Orbit Operation
Demonstration

1 d<nuuutation using ( :- b:ut(1 1.8-and 2.9-nt

antenna svste•nts with the inclined-orbit Pacific Ocean

IN Ill S:\I I\'-.\ (F-3) satellite was condo( tt-d firr the

Pl'.Al I"S:\ I organisation . Art iu( lined-(trhit tracking

antenna mount and tithing-control circ(tit wcrc devel-

oped. Ihr antenna mocha was de'signe'd so that the

ntnvente • nt of a single actuator mill properly nto\ed the

antenna in both aiintuth anti elt • vation to follow the

satellite ntovcnu • nt. I hc acluai m ill Ill \\a5 con1olled In

an antenna positiuner that \\:lsdriven by a sidereal ( r\stal

time base'. .\ total of IS positions during it sidereal da\

can be programmed with this unit.

Maritime Services Antenna Modifications

Two all Will Iasal

shore station werr retrofitted to operate with the new

.01(1 e\tendrd fi-egiiencv hands of the I\\L\IZS,\I' II

s. tellitr. The polarize(' of one antenna was modified.

it(-%\ I \ :\s were installed, and complete at c(•ptance• tests

\\er('(ouducte(I. Bothanl('nnasno\acomphwithlh(•I\-

\I.\IZS\I II spccifi(atinns. A test will be stilt to

I\\1 \RS.\T to settee (Iualifi(ation of the antennas for

operation with th(• I\\1.\RS\ 1 II satellite series.

T ht. (:hand I l-III Soirntilil \tlanta antenna was

rc•Irolittr(I to allo\a transmission and reception ill (ircu-

Iat polarisation. A I f.( 111/ (italic'('-%%avc polari/er dc-

signc•d h\ (.O\1S.VI' Laboratories was installed in the

:utlt'ttn:t. 'I r:utsntil patterns:utd r:uliostargait) nu•asilie-

ntc•nIs %\cIc also) perfin nt(•d (1111 ittg tilt- ref ofit pI ogl bin.

\hrtn:Uive :tpproac br, Io proci(It I .-hind capability on

this antenna \%I•t( .tls( 's.floated.
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INTELSAT CONTRACTS

4/6-GHz Dual-Polarized Feed System Develop-

ment for C-Band Steerable Spot Beam Antenna

The first-phase design and study of it dual -polarized

G band feed for it steerable spot beam antenna system

were , contpletc (l. The spot beam system consists of an

offset reIlector atltc • nna and ahigh-polarisation Isola

tion fe ed stem that can he switched by ground ( on1-

citand front dual orthogonal linear polarizations to dual

opposing sense circular polarizations . The feed system

operatessimuluulcoush in both the I\'I'FISA"I'tt anstnit

and receive , freclut • ncv hands . This technology is appro-

priate , fin- the, IN TE ISAT \'If sate llite series , as well as

for fttttne gclicration satellites.

Thc second phase, to be comple ted in 1989 , consists

of fabricating and testing a flight prototype feed and

rctlectot. system.

Compact Feed Development

Efforts to develop lightweight flight-qualified feed

elements continued. The goal of the program is to use

printed-circuit radiator te.•chuolog to realize light-

weight high-polarization-purity feed elements. These

elements would replace cxistingwa%eguide horns. M ITS,

and polarizers that combine to make the feed large and

relatively heavy. In the past year, (lcvelopment concen-

trated on lightweight, compact, C- band. dual circularly

polarized nlicrostt ip radiators for communications satel-

lite reflector feed arrays. Two types of nlicro.strip

radiators were successfulh developed and built: one

for reflectorfeed use,, and one fur direct-radiating array

application.

Figures 15 and Ifi show the front and back views of

the reflector-type, compact radiator, which consists of

two parts: the elect ronrtgnetit all coupled (1•:M(:) patch

elcnlt•nts that conlptise the radiating portion of the, feed,

and two microstrip polarizing networks that feed the

patches. The entire flight-qualified radiator weighs only

70 g (c otnpared with about 300 g lot a typical waveguide

radiator), and nicasures 4.4 x,l. I in. The radiator exhib-

its an excellent axial ratio of about 0.3 dB across the op-

crating hand. as shown in Figure 17. and has an efficiency

of Dyer 75 percent. The setts it loss of this radiator is

Figure 1 i. Rejlectur-tyfx romfskr racfieucrr, front view

Figure 16. Rt'f1cc for-type coT111mct rcufiutor, Nick vietv

shown in Figure Ifs. The direct - radiating type . which is a

similar but larger version of the fe•c•(f radiator , also has

good pt•rfo matlce.

In addition to the hardware, it software package to

model the compact radiator has been developed. The

softwat e model, which is has(d on a nlethud of moments

solttion to the patch radiator, agrees well with the

ntcastnc ( l results.

Field Support and Miscellaneous

I'nder contract to INTF.I.tiAT, it variety of field

support and consultation sets ices were provided to ra-

11



MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY

LHCP. LEFT-HAND CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
RHCP RIGHT-HAND CIRCULAR POLARIZATON

I I I I I_ I I I
3.6

f (GHz)

Figure 17. ('nmpa.-t feed gain/axial ratio on axis for
right-hand circular polarization

OTHER

Active Microwave Filters

During 1988 work began on constructing it I- to S-

Calz active microwave bandpass NI NI I(. filter for the

Naval Research Laboratot- . F his contract called fir it

two-phase effort. the first phase requiring it filter rejec-

tion of 20 dB and the second requiring it rejection of GO

d6 at 3 and 9 (:Hz. The first-phase design goal was

achieved by using it mix of active Iumped and distributed

circuitclcntcnts . ^l\II(:prucessingofanum^eruf(:aAs

walcrs has begun. It is envisaged that the filter

will he ayailahlc for clc ct ical testing in early

1989.

IOTj ESVA System

3.4 LHCP PORT 4.4 3.4 1 RHCP PORT

FREQUENCY (GHz)

Figure IS. (:, nnpa et feed return loss

diontctric nteasurcalrent sites in Atu .stralia, (:ameroon.

and Nige ria (the latter two as part of the Joint

IN"IEISAT.COMSAT A frican propagation measm•e-

utentseantpaign discussed previously) . Such services are

Vital for the successful operation of remote experiments

and are an outgrowth of CONIS,A Fs Tong involvement in

the de%clopnu•nt and deployment of propagation tneas-

tneTncuts worldwide.

In addition , rainfall parameters in IN I F I.S.V •s

Propagation Data Base were updated for a set of new

earth stations.

In April 1988 , COMSAT Laboratories was

awarded it contract by LUTELSAT. the Euro-

pean communications satellite consortium, to

develop a folly integrated 10T and cotntuuuica-

tions system monitoring system . In addition to

the traditional JOT measurements, this system

will perform a number of new ones, including measurc-

nments in which the 10*I* Station verifies the performancc

of other earth stations. using it satellite path . Simultane-

ous tneastu - emettts can be performed from several re-

mote locations.

1 hr 10T/IS\'A sVSterrr redttires a substantial soft-

ware effort and will use MCP II. which is currently

tinder development at the Laboratories and is based on

the UNIX operating system. Thesvstenr will have, it rtscr-

fi-iendly interface , based on the X-window system

developed at the Massachusetts Institute, of Technology .

15
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The Microelectronics Division (,'\11E!)) supports COMSAT Laboratories' need for state-of-the-art microelec-

tronics for use in advancing satellite communications ssstents and promoting commercial applications. MEll

performs research and development on discrete components such as field effect transistors (FE•I's), nticr(ncave

integrated circuits (MICs), and monolithic MICs (MMICs). (jeneral goals are to improve the per/ornuuue,

operating speed, and reliability of these components and circuits. ^1EU capabilities encompass all aspects of

this technolo)ry from device modeling and materials growth through fabrication, RFand DC characterization,

and reliability evaluation. In 19 88, ,LIED developed the technology for fabricating individual high-electron-mobility tran-

sistors (HE,MTs), pseudonmrphic HEMTs (P-HEMTs), and ;\1S11Cs. Dual-stage amplifiers exhibited a noise figure of

5. 3 dl3 at 58 (1Hz, the l(ncest reported at that frequency. MED also fabricated power FF.Ts with 40-percent power-added

efficiency at I I (jHz and developed technology for fabricating low-resistance tee gates with the highest reported aspect

ratios. As part of NIED's support in physical and chemical analysis, three phenomena linking traveling wave tube (TAT)

cathode failure to chemical composition were identified by means of cathode analysis.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&I)

Materials Technology

In 1988, MLU continued its research prugiant in

ntillintel(r scasr components ts'ith the dru•lupnu•nt uI

HE:\1 I materials anti I' I Il:\I'I',n ucunr, n,ing no,lrcu-

Iar be.uU tIrilax% (MM). 1•.nrtg hand diagrams lc,t the

I IE\FF and P I Il:\1I structures are shussn in Figure 1.

These slim lure, contain :\I(.a:\, hetei cajun( butt Intel,

Lacs that gcnerate twO-(lintcnsiunal (•I(•cn tin gases in III(-

(;,L\,.ut(1 Iii(;L-\s lavers. resp((tisrh-. Rcraus(• In(:,t.-\s

ha.a,nr.tllerhandgapehl rg^th:utG.L\,. alatgt•renergy

hand (1i,cuntill uit cxi,I, Al III In(::L\, .\I( :L\> inter-

face and a significantly I:u g(•r l \(>-(iintcn,iun:tl clrcu-un

dcn,ils is generated fat rite P-I IF\IT ,u Uctute. \ ts%u-

(linu•nsiunal elc(trun densils uI >Y x I0''= ( III' has been

achievc(I at I.ahuraturic,. The cnctgv band

(list(nttitiUitV it file Ili( ..t\, (;;I-\s beretUjUn(Burt n-

attier, cameral injection into the G.Lt, bUllit trier hs

cunlining the tsvu-tlinu n,ional t Ie(tI tit ga, (() file

III(.a.A,. :\n enhanced electrum ,attt atiun s(•Iocity is as-

suciatctl with Iii ;aAs. (:naafi Fle(Iliclit\ measurements

made tina('.O\1S:\I P-IIIMI (Icsicetsitlta().;i;-tmgate

length indicated an c•l((ttun satauatiun sclu(it\ cal I.hx

Itlc (In s. hhe,t• features render the N-111:\1 I ,trUChUre

nt(,rr ,Uit.tbIc Ilan Ilse I I1•:\fI- 5tIuclurr lur maid ruts ^(

and ntillintct(r scas< appli(atiun,.

\ccur.Ue salves Ii,t the percentage uI in(liaun in

the :allUV :caul fur grusath tatty sere required Io pieparc a

n' AIGaAs

2D ELECTRON GAS

UNDOPED SPACER AIGaAs

(a) III: :\1T device stmmo-t

n' AIGaAs

EF

UNDOPED GaAs

UNDOPED SPACER AIGaAs

(h) 1'-1 IEAIT device structure

Figure 1. Energy banal diagrams

I t.
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pseudotnorphic layer with superior electrical transport

properties. Strain caused by the inequality between the

unst cssecl lattice constants of In(:.u\s and GaAs is ab-

sorbed clasticali up to a critical Layer thickness that is it

function of indium alloy composition. In thicker layers,

the strain is relieved by generation of misfit dislocations.

which degrade electrical transport properties. To per-

mit ntcasurentcnt of growth rate and alloy composition

during growth. it technique based on reflection high-

energy electron diffraction (RIII•]•:I)) intensity oscilla-

lionsti•ontthe material surf ace wasintplemented. Growth

rates measured for GaA.s, :UGaAs. and In(;a.•\s were 3.01,

3.85, and 3.85 A' s, respectively. The Al and fit atomic

fractions for the ternaries were, both 0.22. The ability to

measure, growth rates and alloy composition prior to

P-IIFM'Istructure formation significantly improved the

number of usable structures.

Another yield intproventent was obtained by in-

creasing the size of the GaAs substrates processed.

During the final quarter of 1988. MRE. material was

grown on several 3-in.-diamcter GaAs wafers. The MBE

machine fixturing proved satisfactor-, and 3-in. wafers

were processed identically to 2-in. wafers. A yield im-

proventent ofgreater than twice the number of ( hips was

expected to result front the intple•ntenration of 3-in.

GaAs wafers in the process lines.

An ultra-broadband. nwnolithic, 5-hit digital attenu-

ator for the Ku-band pbascd-array antenna being con-

structed by the Microwa e• Technology Division (XTTD )

was developed cut ion-irnplanted GaAs, Which provided

the required material properties. I'll(- MMIC consisted

of 36 FE:T devices and 36 resistors produced by it dual-

energy ion implantation process. Experinu•ntal work

using a 11111-key' n' implant in combination with a 300-

ke•V it intpl:utt produced good agreement between the

measured profile, and the target profile. Carrier concen-

tration profile reproducihilitywithin about 9 percent for

approximately 35 wafers is shown in Figure 2. Variation

in sheet resistivit within awafer was typically +3 pvt-cent.

These data were used to perform it seusiti\it' analysis on

the device characteristics of pinch-till voltage V
t
, till-

gated drain source, current 1 (... UN-state equivalent

drain-to-source resistance, and capacitaucc. The equiva-

lent resistance. and capacitance values did not change by

more than :, percent for fixed values of Vt' and litigated

la'. This analysis provided an important link between

III"), which was the process control parameter. and de-

sired device characteristic's. The highly reproducible

ion-irnplanted layers resulted in high -yield circuit fabri-

cation and closely matche d circuit performance.

E
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Figure 2. 1)esikyn Target and experinlental tartatron from eL•sign ji,r

35 wafers produced using dual-energy (I00/_;00-kcV) uni

Implantation pru)iI's indicate excellent uniformity

Device and Circuit Fabrication

Begun in 1985. ME:D's 5,0011-ft c Icanroom fabrica-

tion facility dedicated to (;aAs fabrication was placed in

full operation during 1988. Atom 1,8()() ft- Of (_:IitSS I()()

area is dedicated to electron-heart (e-heam) lithography

and photolithography operations. The remaining area.

which houses wet cltetnist v, thin filnt, and plasma proc-

ess operations, is maintained under Class 1000 condi-

tions. The completed facility permits all M MI(: and GaAs

FE T fabrication to take place in nearly particulate-free

enyironnaents. Photographs of portions of the ( :lass 100

and Class 1(10(1 areas are shown in Figure 3.

The fabrication of reproducible gate lengths by e-

beant lithography was predonrinantl' affected by the

pattern writing field size and associated on- and off-axis

beam stigmatism and focus. Gate length control with a

acs value of (1.1)35 pot for large a-heart writing fields

(=3 mm) and (1.020 pm for small a-beam writing fields

(< I mm) was obtained by new procedures and enhance-

ments to system hardware and software for on- and o11-

axis correction ofbeant focus and astigmatism. Software

techniques were also inipletnented that permit multi-

fieldwritingschcnteson tll soon'n:lfer. Criticaldinu•n-

sion fe;ti to s were written ,Ii 117,111 lie Id si/cs and small

I8
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i

(a) Cass l ih? area

A low-temperature (250°C) device passivation process

using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition

(PE(:VI) ofSi,N, has been developed. The films are de-

posited using Sil I, A11, reactants diluted in Ile or N ,

carrier gas. The deposited films exhibit it Si N atomic

ratio of 0.75 and oxygen content of less than 1 percent:

they are under tensile stress of 10" dune/cot .

4E 26KV 05 225 c
YRE 0509: Lxree ► CLK ^D" „ .

(h) CUSS 1 0Iki urea

Figure 3 . MED's GaAs FET anti XIN11C talmcanon cleammmm

beam spot size, whereas less critical geometries were

written at large field sizes and heart currents, thus

maintaining gate length control and increasing system

throughput.

Figure 4 shows it 0.25-pm tee gate structure that

requires control of the beam focus, stigmatism, and

positioning. Two layers of resist having different thick-

ness and sensitivities were exposed with the same heart

dosage. The differential development rates produced

the resist cross section required to form the metal gate.

The passivation of power metal semiconductor FET

(\IESFET) channels is critical for eliminating the time-

dependent shift in the RF parameters and minimizing

handling and environmental damage to the \t \l I(: chip.

Figure 4. F{i,eh csp it- ratio, t .15-pm tee gdte f tuned ttsin ,^ dual-
layer resists of different e{ectrun scnsitie itv

A eurrrbined %%ct acid and dr plasma cleaning pier

cedurc has been developed for surface cleaning before

nitride passivation. Figure 5 shows the pulsed, gate-drain

current transient measurement of the FET after nitride

passivation. 1-V characteristic curves, taken at different

time intervals after the application of gate voltage (V).

coincide, indicating that this cleaning prucedttre re-

nxwes surface states and does not generate traps in the

GaAs devices. The new \IESFET passivation using this

nitride deposition process produced changes of <10

percent in salurateel source-drain current (ld")

t-ansconductance (g ), and breakdown voltage (Vh )

values. Parameter changes of P } fE\IT devices similarly

passivated were also <10 percent of tear nit ide deposit lull.

The high reliability of the passivated Ga.•\s devices

was demonstrated by changes it the power \l1•SFE-I_

device parameters of <5 percent alien the devices arc

annealed at 300"C for 100 lit-. Low-noise P-HE\ITs

showed parameter shifts of nearly 10 percent after simi-

lar heating cycles. These shifts are believed to be th e to

the difference it the material stucUne of the channel

rc gion.

1'.1
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Advanced Devices and Circuits

V-hand. Iota-noise . :,S-(: Hi. single- and dual-stage

\I \l I(:, h.lsed on P-111-A lts t ti t 1) f ► .a:i- x (i 0-Fong;ors were

drtc lope d. Measured noise ligure and gain perfortn-

auce• arc shown in Tahlr I. These data rrpi csenird the

lottc•st c urrenth rc•poric • d noise figure at \'-hand . M ore

important! ill c• highlt unilurnt fabrication process al-

lows rontint' cascading of multiple \1\1I( Is for future

st,trrtls applications while still providing good noise

figurt. : 111(1 osaII(' train . Figure h shores tllc eln:tl-stage

11-III\1I \I\TI(..

VOLTAGE (V)

Figure 5. Pulsed gate-drain current transient mcttsurenlent alter uet/

drv .Ieanltlg cold pasin 'auun sh„u s cxcdknt stahliity wider wide

diltcrenual in pulse Length

DcvcI( pntcnt 4 )1 rnh:ulccd miniature microwave

actitr (lit tlit 1 \1\1.( :1 pt ocrssiltg on high rrsi,tit ilt ,ili

con \tas initiated for \I1'1). lTht• silicon \1\1.\( included

the following passive c omponc•nts: rc•,istot,, capac itol N.

inductors,air bridges, and in some' case',,via-hole,tthough

viii subslralr to ground. I:c•latitr to a sta11d;u d dielecu is

substrate. the silicon ntothrrhoard offer, advantages of

higher thermal conductititt tin power amplifiers and

loo itidtu Ianrr via hole, to ground. Wells %%(-I-(- fi)t avid

in the 114 )111 silicon surtu(• t4) prrmil a rec ess lot m titc

devices that 1-(.duct's Ilse Ic•11gih and inducl:utcr of 1)4)11(1

wire's Itonl the trartsnli,siun line to Ow actitr drtiec.

Via-holes e•tcht'd I11ro11g1) to the fiontside will provide

ground contact to the actitr (1(-\i( c.

I

Table 1. V b(md /' ll1:.11Y rtoisc /i^rtrn Turd kaun
/4)'1/„rma rr ce

Ntunhcr

cif .Staige,

\s,ocialed

(.liu ((113)

\I.t\intuIll

.\taiI,tllr

Gain ((113)

1 3.!I 3.;) 7.2

2 :).:3 8.2 10.2

1 5.8 12.3 21.1

(.:L-\s nl<nlolithic anlplitier, based o11 \1l•aFL:I tc•ch-

nolop. we're developed at \'-haled lot- loft-noi,c and low-

po%%c •r applicaticros . I he,c \1\110:,, which haul on chip

I)(. blocking and hi.t, armor ks, we're faht itated irmn

hot h vapor phase e•pit,t\t (\'I'F) and \1131: materials. The

single'-stage power antplilict 111 uncle'(! More' Own I.t) dR

of gain hone 57 to 60.5 (:li/. with it nl;txinunrl 0tltpUt

power of !la nt\1- and a c orresponding potter-a(Ided

Figure h. 1 )tud-stage \'-hand P -HE.\1T LN.\



efficiency of 11 percent at 51; GHz. At 73 nt1\ ', it maxi-

nitum power-added efficiency of 1 5 .3 percent was ob-

tained. :\ cascaded four-stage power ansplifici demon-

strafed stable operation , achieving a gain of 17 (111 and

output power of 85 ni\V . In addition, the two-stage

balanced a mplifier shown in Figure 7 provide s output

power of 13fi Ii i and linear gain of 7.5 dR at 5 fi.5 to 61)

GHi. These results demonstrated that exc silent Icnc-

noisc pct lot tut tncccan hcohtained from I'-I II•:\1 I' \l\1ICs

and fiat pot.eroutput Isacltieyahlcwith \1l• S1.l•:l N1\11Cs

in the 604 M/ hand.

01 I I I 10

56 57 58 59 60

FREQUENCY (GHZ)

Figure 7. nucln•r,w, I A
iA.a't. rr fi ^U' 11^^I ^i',IA ITaCCc1"lQli

:\ computer prograns was written to generate ll :

c haiactcristic s and Itill RF cgtiyalent circuits ton- both

HE\fI sand P-HFNIT.. Glye'ti Ilse physical par:unetersof

the u:ussistor (soured, gate. and drain sites: eloping: and

layer thickness), the I)t gram predicts the cttrent-yolt-

age curves of I he device for ill(- bias range of interest and

generates tht• equivalent circuit element values.

N11•a) developed I-\1', discrete. Power 1.11's with

power-added efficiency of >-II) percent at I I GHL that

promise to be re•lial,ic satellite power amplifier alterna-

tives to l \1"I s. Several of these FI•:Ts were combined in

a solid-state power ansplificr (SSI'.\) to lot ill an clensent

of it phased-array antenna being deyc•lopecl bt \1f1.

lit-hand ( I - I - to I iI li) low-noise amplifiers

(1,N.\,,) weredeyeloped lot %atelliteapplications. These

MI\11(: 1.N.\swere fahrictied on \'I'1•: and \I BE material.

Fled Iron-h<•ans lithograpliv achieved it gate eiintertsion

()1 0.35 pill for improved RI•• performance. Source series

feedback improved circuit stability. Rotli single- and

dual-stage L\As were fabricated. with the dual-stage

1.\.-\ containing on-hip inlet stage matching. Data on

these 1.\.-\s are presc•ntecl in fable 2.

Table 2 . Kn-hand V VI runty figure m,d as siti ited gait

Nunuhe•i Noise \ ss estate I
of Stages Figure ((IR ) (:: tits I(M)

2.t) 7.5
2 2.5 l x`1.1)
l 2.8 25.11

Four^rll. high-voltage (I IN) \1\11( amplifiers were

successfully tested at bias conditions up to l(1 V. :1

resistive hiasirig schenu• was implemented that allows

operation with a high-voltage supply and it single nega-

Iiyc gate bias. eliminating three other gate bias supplies

at intermediate voltages. Subsequent testing showed no

degradation in pe•rtornrance of individually biased am-

plifiers. 'I'll(- H\TF: I \1\1I(; amplifier shown in Figure 8

;O hided output power of 28 dRnt with power-addled

efficiency ol'2)) percent and small-signal gain of 8.5 (IR.

The two-cell \t\1I(: amplifier achieved output power of

29 dRns and p,wcr-adclc•el e•fficic•ncy of 2.1 percent.

These accomplishments demonstrated that SSP.\s can

indeed be biased at the satellite bus voltage of 28-40 V.

This feature led to improved DC-to-RF conversion effi-

ciency by reducing or eliminating DC potter losses in the

pc,wercotsditioningcirctitry. In 1989,( ircuit Iuiningand

inipro\ed device ellicie•ncy will be used to improve

amplifier performance.

Measurement and Characterization

Fabrication process changes that inc reased t tie value

of \ * , ,, list- high-efficiency GaAs power Fl-'.I'% produce it

phenomenon associated with FET current tansieiits

known its "prentattue power saturation ," in tyhich the

FF 1 fails to generate expected microwave power and RF

efficien(y . Figure 9) shows gate input voltage versus time

and the resulting output (chain) current versus tittle for

a FET . the output (-tit icnt is proportional to the input

voltage, with a suhtractiye transient that decayswith time.

This c•fli•ct is caused by surface states that gain or lose

clmigc slotth compared with the rate of change of the

21
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developed using MBE material and e-beam lithography.

The single-stage power amplifier achieved linear gain of

5.5 to (i.5 (1B at 12.5 to 15.5 GI Iz. ()utput power of 22.5

dBm (175 m\V) and associated gain of 4.(i dil were

obtained at 12.5 GI Iz. A cascaded five-stage balanced

amplifier was fabricated to achieve usable power gain

and output power for system applications as shown in

Figure 10. Linear power gain of 15.1 dli and saturated

output power of-almost `?7dlim (501)u1W) were obtained

at 1'2 GI Iz.

PSAT-0.5 W -

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

FREQUENCY IGliz,

Figure 8. High -voltage FET NP\,11C amplifier performance suitable

for operatitm at s tellite No voltage of 28-40 V

b-

41 1 i
41 42 43

FREQUENCY(GHz)

I I I I I I I I I

4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Ph (dBm)

Figure 9. Input gate voltage (a) and output drain current response

b) resulting from surtace states on GaAs show the improrenlent in

transient response front passivauom

gate voltage. The amplitude and time constants associ-

ated with the current transients allow prediction of the

premature power saturation that agrees with power

measurements and the surface state dt'nsity.

An autoniated system was set Itp to measure the

output current transients for a large number of DC:

drain voltages, thus providing a new tool for the study

of surface states on GaAs. This tool enabled the devel-

opment of process t(xhnology h r realizing high-effi-

cicncy FETs.

U-baud. -14-GHi, MMIC, power amplifiers based ott

an optimized device structure (0.35-x 800-pin gate) were

Figure 10. Power transfer characteristic and IrequencN, response of
I_L-hand (42.5-to 45.5-GH;), five-stage MMIC, amplifier

Analytical Techniques

N1ED maintains sophisticated phcsicochetnical ana-

lytical techniques to support microelectronics research

and dryelupnu nt and to assist the rest of the Laborato-

ries and the Corporation in improving satellite conunu-

nicatiunstechnologv' . TheT\tiT,amajorsvstemelement

on board satellites, is one of the life-limiting compo-

nents . T he state-of-the-art TVVT uses an oxide cathode

because of its light weight, long life, and ruggedness.

There are ongoing efforts in MIED to understand the

operation of these_ cathodes and devise methods for

improving their reliability.

The following three phenomena linking cathode

failure to chemical composition were discovered . First,

22
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two distinct nwrphologies were identified and their

composition studied: it glassy phase seen only in regions

where the oxide coaling dclantinated from the underly-

ing cathode nickel button ( Figure I Ia), and at rough

granular or nodular phase strongh associated with

adherent regions of tlw cathodes in hotly good and

failed cathodes ( Figure 111)). Surface analysis of t he nvo

morphologies verified that the glass , region was cony

posed of it compound of \i.,Z.r that appears to have

inched at the• operating temperature oI the (atlu,de.

The cause of the low -melting compound formation

remains under investigation . Second. carbon was fintnd

in diflirrent valence states that represented carbonate•sor

carbides at the oxide-substrate interface . Such material

represented incomplete or inadequate oxidation of rite

coating material during manufacture . Tltirel. elc• tnental

i

(a) LiJtcd ghusv surJicc containing Zr-rich g amdes

(h) Textured surface of NiAoanules c(u+racteristic of cathoch, rcgums

unh'r cufhcrent Dutch coaung

Figure 11. Sli,\ls of TXCT cathode cocumg

23

contamination by sulfur, a known metal embrittler. was

identific•ef as the source of failure in one cathode.

(A)SIS.\T Laboratories has established a fat ilia to

test the microwave properties of high-temperature su-

perconductor (HTS) materials, to help guide research

on methods of increasing their microwave conductivity,

and to determine if improved nrate•rials can he used to

enhance high-frequcucy X1511(: pc•rfirrnrance. t'sing

this facility, the quality factors (`) of an aluminum

nticrowaye• resonance cavity with an HIS end plate and

a copper end plate have been compared at 15-18 (i li.

Figure 12 shows an example of 'Q versus temperature

data obtained for several samples of 1Ba.Cu+O_ . an

1 ITS Iii,( :aSr, C:u_ oxide compound. and a copper disk.

'I•he cylindrical resonance cavity. Q depe•ncls on

the square root of the conductivity of an HTS wafer

placed at the end of the cavity. 'The abrupt increase in

Qdenoting the transition of the material under test to a

0
0
0

x

O

0 100 200

TEMPERATURE (K)

300

Figure 12. ( .ac tt\ Q as Junction of remf erattrre showing the
super,unductmg transitions fur various I ITS samples and a

copln-r disk (a: copper disk, h and c tteo samples of

TBa,('u,O_ d: Bi,CaSr,Cu,oxide)

I
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>upercoudueting state. was used Codetermine thecrit it al

trn ►peratur c I . Figure 13 shows the morphologic at dit-

leIe11cc, Icsultinghout nco processing techniques used

to fabricate the bulk I I I S material. The cu-pt ccipitated

sample ( Figure I'3a) appears to have Icwei gaps between

micructNstalliteS, thereby providing hence nricruwa\e

conductivit\ than the hot-pressed sample (Figure 13h) as

seen It ()lit curves h and c, respectiveh'. in Figure 12.

Co-precipiuued Y13,.(:, l), - FITS sampk

(1+) Not-prey<rd 1'li4.(;u;0. - santpl'.

Figure 1 3 Grr}acc murphulogv

,\t CO\1S:\T laborato ries, radiation damage to

Ga:\sdcyicc, ispreu nth shame Icrircd ill t•rntsoi : tlon)ic

displacements or damage from an equivalent fluence.

1 hi, method differs significanth front the n ► e•asurement

of eicpositcd energy trued fin silicon elc\ice•s:uul circuits.

.\ simple, I eliahle racli:uiott monitor has been developed

for determining the displacement capability of it wide

yam iet\ of radiation sources. Thc• monitor is based on the

extremely linear change in resistancc of ( ;:t,•\s as a Junc-

tion of radiation fluence and can he calibrated with a

simple ohnunrter. (:a.\, resistor, arc uwtrntc•d in con-

\ciitional integrated circuit packages lot ease of use and

tested in a gannna irradiation cell and in an electron

ace elevator for linearity and precision. This monitor

pm ovieles it cross-ealihration for the mangy gamma radia-

tion. (hanged-particle, and ne•unron m.uliation sources

ttsecl in testing Ga.\s F h: l s and \1\1I(.s.

I ligh-level irradiation 1:•lli^rads0>\ Cobalt GO gill] Illia

rays, electrons, and nc•trtIons degrades (;;:\s FET pc•r-

for seduce by reducing effee liyc doping to Vrls and carrier

nu>hility in the active channel regions. \IF1) has previ-

ously shown that damage from Cobalt hill ganuna rays

and I \Ic\' elcuruns arc gttalitativel similar. The 198 8

c1lotI demonstrated that neutrons c•reatc a differcnt type

of match al damage but produce similar device degrada-

tion ch:ra( tcristic s.

1 thermal su ess. aces Ic raed life test of CMISAT

\1KF-grown. Ga.'_s-based I IE\1 F devices was conducted

to evaluate reliability and lifetime of these p ronrising

devices ill liuure satellite applications. I II•;\IT devices

wcreslIbjcctedtoaseriesol high-tctttpeiatiurc c zpostncs

host 175 C. to 27,5 in steps of 25 C lot 18 lit put step.

Initial values of 11. , \ \ I , and g were measured ont

cm It device and alter each thermal step. Device failures

w•e•re defined as a change of store than 21) pet ( ent in any

of the measured pal imicters. Preliminary i eliability prc-

dictions based out tests of these few devices indi( :re•el that

nlcan tine to failure 0I 11 , F) exceeds 11,111111 years at

nornt:tl operating temperatures. Further testing on a

target s:unple is uude•rw:ty to verify these predictions.

Ifeat. voltage. and radiation are the three primary

sources of st ess in solid slab devices. Voltage stressing

of Instal-insulator-metal 1 \t I \1) capacitors typical of t hose

used in \[\[ICScrra1csat least three failure nu•ch:rtisnts.

011h infant nwrtality, tentatiyeh• associ;rcd with pin-

holes that arise during device fabrication, is likch to

cause failure of -.\[.\11(:s under normal operating condi-

tions. This failure mite hanisin is easily identified in

device characterisation tests and preselection criteria

were dcyc1oped.
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Adual-gate \IFSFFT \ariahle-poweI an,plilieI in lilt. :13-

GIII/ band h.Is been dc^t lope d. I he single-stagt• .uttl,Ii-

fier shutcn in Figure 14 de'monstrate's linear gain of 9.1

(iii and (1 I :uni( t:utgc• of 3t) (Ili. ,\ two-stagy balanced

amplifier provides linear gain of 16.5 (Ili and ntaxiuttun

output powerof2",.3ctRIMill 33(;I1,. \linimalsatiations

in the' insertion phase' and potsrr-added rftieiene^ ill the

amplifier as :t function of second gale conu-ol ha%c been

(1c nuntstratrtl.

Figure 14a Single-stage, drta! gate :\1E\I'1.7 ha-hand umphfier

0.

FREQUENCY (GHz)

Figure 14h (i,tm and mt,ut return loss dluarate the uric, range„ f

INTELSAT SUPPORT

:\ nett potential failure mechanism %%as identified in

the nickel-h%(iogcn (Nil I,) hattericsusedin IN I ELS:\I

satellites and other spmucraft programs. 1-his failurt•

nu•chanisnt teas utI(mcled during product assurant r

testing of IN FELS:\T \'I NiH„ haueric•s in (ollaboration

with (.O\1S:\T's;\ppliect 1 ('intologit•s I)i\ision (AI I)I

and I\'i I.1.S.11'. Real-time and acct•Ieratcd-lift, tests

sine(I:(tinge(lipseseasunswerepe rfornu clan I\TI.t.S:\ I

\'I Nil I. batteries at both (.O\1S.\T I.ahor:uories and

I lugtn s .\ir(raft Co. \1F I) performed n(icrocht •ntic:ii

anahsis on the cell (otnpottc•nts, iIM hiding the positive

plates and separators. F.Iectron-beam-excited. enettrc-

dispersive x-raV• anah sis shuwrd that isl:nufs of platinum-

riclt particles accumui. t on the surface' of the positive

plait's, as shotcn ill Figut c• 15. 'Fit(- presence of platinum

()It the positive plate leads to local depletion of charge

and loss oI (ell tapa( it\ , hilt cmh positkc plates front

I\ I F I ..SA 1 VI cells subic(ted to simulated eclipse cvcle

testing shoved evidence of platintnn . The source of

platinum ()it the positive plates of IN'1•I•:I.S.AT VI cells

was nact•d to migration of p:(rtic•lc•S Irotn the nrgati%c

pl:(tr through the opal tricot-'.%o'l'c•I) %ircar srpar:uot.

whichditterstronttlit- dcnseasbestosused on IN I .1 S:\l

V. Ftu-theIt-sus al d.u(.tlttit al ex ahtatit n%%(•rrIll 1\

101%( ertain the impact of I di%( I ",• ahotu hatter,' lift-

on the IN'I'l•:I.S;\'F \'I prugtan(.

In other IN I support work, \1l•.I) conductc•(I

an imrstigation of potcnti.tl shutting tnt•t hanisnts in the

IN I'1•:I.S-\ I \ solar it rat . Mt tallugraphic cross sections

crf,olarcc II 1 apron graphitrepox, lantinatc • structttt'rs

of te,t (ottpottswt 'rc examined. The Isapton insulating

l:twrsw( I( intact in all c ases . Work will (cnttintic ill 19,89

to determine ' the proh. (hle faihut• tut•c h:tni,tn.

OTIIFR

NIST Calibration Standard

Hit, National Institute of Standards and'FcclmologN

(NISI) uflers main ('citifie d stan(I:u(Is to scientists

around tile world. .\Inuttg the newest of these is SR\I

2133. a nine'-laver sand ich of high-purity nickel mid

chromium on silicon . which acts as it calibration stati-

dard lot- determining the argon ion spattering rate in

1 25
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15. Badkscattered SEMI image (a) and energy-dispersive
x-ray map ( h) of platintnn on the surface of a positive plate from

a life-tested 1NTELSAT VI NiH, hatter', chatting location
of the platintn t i.lcm b

surface analysis instrumentation. It is fabricated In

alters aately depositing 610-A nickel and 580-A chronti out

lavers onto it silicon substrate within the same %acuuan

system, thus creating a contamination-free structure of

metal lavers haying yen- sharp interfaces. In a demon-

sttation structure fabricated at COMSAT, the interface

sharpness was decreased from it value of'80 A (obtaine(l

by previous contractors) to65A. l hesuucture was char

acterized using Auger electron analysis and argon ion

sputtering to resolve the layers (Figure 16). fader

contract to NISI, MEL) will prepare a new supply of ma-

terial for SRNI 2 135.

SCALE =400A

Figure 16. Alternating nickel and chromium lavers of SRIy1 21 i5
Standard as measured by Anger electron spectroscopy depth profile

delineating the high eontrcut bettceen Ni and Cr layers

Microwave Characterization of Devices and

MMICs

COMSAT Laboratories clenwnstratcd and applied

for it patent on a method of using laser pulses for

microwave characterization of devices and MMICs on

Gals wafers. The technique eliminates the need for

electromechanical contact Ihatoften damages the MMIC

(luring testing and interferes with accurate circuit pa-

ratncIer determination. A brief pulse of laser light on it

photoconductive gap generates it voltage pulse it few

picoseconds in width that travels along it tranmtission

line printed on the water. Tile koltitgc amplituclc is

sampled as the laser light pulse passes it sampling line

separated ('tutu the transmission line b\' a pftotocondttc-

tivcgap. Tit is gap is illtnninated with a second laser pulse

derived from the first by insertion of an optical delay.

Many such voltage samples, one. pet laser pulse. with

differing time delays, provide infottnatiou about the

shape of' the pulse. The pulse shape is coayerted to an

amplitude versus fregtucacy spectrum by means of it

Fourier transform. The microwave performance of an

MMIC call be characterized by measuring the pulse

shapes before and after the pulses pass through it device

or circuit. Figure 17 shows amplifier microwave power

gain versus frequency for a Gals MMIC.

2(i
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Figure 17. Gain of an \4,\11(' as nlcetstar.l using optically

gencrtted idol sampled toltai;e pulses without probe

contact to the samples

As it result of this work, (:( )\1S:\T Laboratories teas

awarded a SUl)CI III tract bt I R\\'. under the U.S. Gote•rn-

ment \1l\II(: Phase I program . for pic • Iituinart study of

the technique . \ lore recently. the \lI\IIC program

aflice awarded a \tl\EIC Phase Ill contact to COMSAT

Laboratories (with TRW, the University of \lar% land,

and EEKC as subcontractors ) to develop corninctcial

equipment ti ) t the optical method of charact (• ri/ing

\t\ll(.s nrl (_.:t.\s tsatt rs.

Ion-Implanted Hvperabrupt Varactor Diodes

(:( )\ISAT has ongoing programs with Hughes Air-

craft Co. and the N atal Research Laborator% to de%clop

ion-implanted ht perahrupt v aractor diodes for insel lion

into it voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) circuit. A

hvperabrupt inlpuritt profile (Figure 18, curve a) is

required to produce a taractor with Qof 10. capacitance

tuning ratio of 17 to 1, and maximum operating toltage

of 3.3 V. \Iodcling has shown that it is possible to

produce a close approximation of this impurity profile

using 6-\1rV silicon and sulfur ions and low -cnergt sili-

con ions ( curve W . The expt rinlentall achie ed profile

is shown buy curve c . \\'ork is i n progress to produce an ion

implant and anneal process that more closely matches

the modeled result . \ 1\tl(: wafers into ndc d to be used as

\'(:Os at trequenc ics between 14.5 and 26.5 GI Ii were

fabricated for I lughes Aircraft Co. Other devices in-

cluded an ion -implanted FEE, associated inductors. and

thin-film capacitors.

27

Materials Analysis

In 1988, MED continued to provide materials analy-

sis expertise on it contract basis to other laboratories,

corporate divisions , and outside customers worldwide.

For example . \IEl) provided anal tical assistance to the

following oig:ulirations intohcd in various aerospace

battery progi anis : British Aerospace I'LC, NASA. \Icsser-

schniitt-Bi'olkotsw-Blohnl (\ IRR), and :\rrospatialc. 'I'hc

Datid Tabor Research (. enter of the t S. i\atvv ap-

proached (:0\1SAT lot assistanc (• in identitcing the

cause of'prci nturc failures of K-\lonrl components on

subm arines.:\ttger election analysis of fracture surfaces

proved the k(-to understanding the metallurgical na-

ture of the weakness . 1\1E:D and AI 1) also conibinc•d

ellorts to slippy gold -plated silver solar cell intcrcutt-

nc cts to a \:15:\ suhconu actor for use in the Explorer II

platform spacecraft program.

U.S. Air Force Transmit /Receive Modules

\1ED began work in late 1988 for Unisys Corpora-

tion to produce 75 transmit ; receive modules for the

V.S. Air Fore e. An I NA for the receiver, it power

amplifier, and amplifier driver chips were designed and

scheduled for production and testing in 1989. I he•ywill

he assembled into hernn•t ically sealed packages in 1990.

101 5f

00 04 0.8 1,2 1.6 20 2.4 28

DEPTH BELOW SURFACE

Figure 18. I Ivperal rupt ion implant profiles for the V(;( ) showing
the rxcrflent agreement between the tnudtlmng and the actual

dett:e ideal (gamma of 1.5) (a), modeled profile (h),
measured device profit' (c)

I
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he Applied Technologies Division (ATD) prcmides a broad range of research and development capabilities in

disciplines such as controls ; dynamics and propulsion ; satellite telemetry , tracking , and command ; traveling

soave tube amplifiers (TWTAs ); structures, mechanisms, and thermal control ; power systems, energy

conversion and storage ; reliability and quality assurance ; and environmental and qualification testing. The

design and fabrication facilities of COMSAT Laboratories are part of ATD. ATD is responsible for extending

satellite lifetime and reliability, and supports development programs in other divisions , such as the

ntultibeant antenna program for Intelsat Satellite Services ( ISS) within COMSAT's World Systems Division

(WSD). XI'D pr(wides engineering support under contract to INTELSAT and for other spacecraft programs , including

INMARSAT 11 on behalf of the COMSAT Systems Division ((SI)). In 1988, ATI) initiated development of a c(mmnion

pressure vessel nickel-hydrogen (Nill,) aerospace battery under a joint development with Johnson Controls, Inc.;

continued thennal and mechanical design of the multihe nr phased -array antenna; and prrn ided major support to ISS, in

its role as t'.S. Signatory to INTELSAT, in the technical evaluation of proposals for the INTELSAT VII satellite system.

COMSAT JURISDIC'I'l0NAL R&D Education .uul training serve )roe idrel lift (:. l)KE\.

\IS( I'.\l._'. tilt- I\I• R I.-\ n)ass pr(prrtit•s program. and

\R( )F)2 a11d 1)IS(.( )S (hiuunic.s plogra11)s.

Analytical Techniques

In I¶)88, rrsc mall o11 anahtit:tl t('(hni(Itie' cO11tii-

urd u) i11)pro\,r IIII O\t•tall an:th tic al cal)al)Ilitit•, crl :\ I'l).

I his intpro\cltrrrt \%:)s a((o11tplishr(I I)c adding nets

s()ftss•arr. rih:uu ing .111(1 comet ling existing sotttcdre.

increasing acrssihilitc (() local :urd nrtWorks (LANs).

a11(1 training ,)(l '0)1111(1 using the softt5,u C.

ORRI' :mud I'\\'F), list, digital cuntl)ttlrr progr:uns

for si11uthii IgIhrdi11:uii(sa11(lprrfot111,u)cr()Itht- roll-

\.:n% (o11tOl .5 .1(11) oI a \tht•c•I IIll ustrr. \%,rrr tIr\rlopr(I

mid \ali(latrd. i-hr\ tsrrr applied It, sin)ttlation of the

I\IT•a S. l \ :utitttdr drtrrn)in:uion and control still-

s„tcm (.\l)(:S). The acha11(c•d continuous simulation

I itngttag( (.\(:SI.) pi (w r:ui.of)tainr(I i11 1987, \% its used I

clr^tl )) th(s( )IOgra11n.

Sr\rral ptogtann t\idrh ttsc•(I Ill 111(illstil wt-re

iu)difit'd mid r11ha11crd: N.\S I R.\\, used for finite

c•Ic•iu•it sli tic rural aiahsis: SI\I) \. used for thern)aI

a11ahsis. I'.\ I R.\\, a per- suit post-pr(cessor for N.-\S-

I R.\\ .uul SI\U:\: (:.\L)lJ , a thrrc -dimensional (on)-

puter-aided design pt ()gran): \IS(:-I'.\l.2, used for st-rss

and vibration :utahsis: and and ('. I RI.-(:, turd h)r

control ssstr11) design. a11ah'sis. d11(1 simulation. l ill's and

data tsrrr t:u)sfct I rtl hettwrr11 l)rogr:tins and (ont)utrrs

I means of ii-house and Initial Graphics Fxuhange•

Standard (1(;ES) tr:uisl:uIIts.

Automated Satellite Command and Control

Satellite command and cunuvl cc ntrr I t•(luirc•itt-nts

.ur 1)rcotni11g tn((rr sc%cIv as the itiithrts ,11)(1 the dif-

Invent t5pc•s OI satrllitrs incrra,r. Fcr r\:)ntl)It•. in thr

I!I!II)s, sc venal I\ I F.I.S.\ I satrllitrs Ir(n11 thrrt• dittr•rrrnt

srrirs\%Ill hr op(ratiunal. Despite this changing(•i\ iroi-

mrnt, the Operating t I itrria will rritain Ihr s:une. I'hr

satrllitrs mast hr oprr:ic•d safely. high IvailahiIit\ of

(otntuunications srt5itc must hr maintained, and the

o)c•ratit)g cost must hr tniiin)i/r(l. Auto11)atio11 in tilt-

control (ritrr is irr(Ir(1 to ease the grossing ((ntflict

hr•ttsrrn the o)rr:ui11g r11niro1111teit :u)d the (ritc•ri,t for

good )(•rforit:uu c.

To oI ga11in• control (c•11tc•r functions that dre (:11uii-

(I:nrs fi)I- autotuatiot). three krv areas of I(•(hnolop

torn identified: c•\prrt (or knowledge-based) s^strtns,

sitnltlators. aid computers. Investigation of real-ti11)r.

p:u allc I computers began ^sith an architect u c itnolvih g

opru(rssur boards with a microcom)itrr or tsorksta-

lionas host. Each coprocessor could contain ip to four

parallel processors. I'hc processors, drsigncd for high

l)mini nuanceand c•ass' integration sriIh oIlint )rO(rssors.

half high-speed processor-to-processor (on)i)tnti(:ttioi

links. cu clip high speed randomaccc.slit nuns (12 \\I).
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and on-chip tinte•Is. Ot several available software

development alternatives . parallel FORTRAN (stan-

dard FOR IRA N : atgntemc ( 1 with parallel crntsttucts 1

was selected for initial work to achieve c oarse-grain

parallelism.

A demonstration project used the parallel cone

puter as a real -tithe, hardware -in the -loop simulator.

liv ttic end of 1988, the simulator control and tuuni-

IOr soft % II • front the DirecI Broadcast Satellite sinat-

lator %%as succes .slitlh downloaded and ntodilie•d for

the parallel computer . lm 14)84 ) , the ap p lication soft-

warea%-ill he downloaded and adapted. and the hard-

ware place ( in the ( unuul of the parallel computer.

thus completing the (leuuntarati(nt.

Multibeam Phased-Array Antenna

During 1188, to satish the system requirements, a

new conceptual design for the bight-poser. dual-polal-

i,ed Ku-band array was developed. As in pI t %n ti' cnn-

figuratiuns, heat pipes wete used to transport 875 Vt ul

heat dissipated in the ntultiheant antenna (NIRA) to I e-

mote radiators tclr rejection to space. 1 he baseline mod-

ule comprised the• hollowing components and suhasse•nt-

hlics:

• 24 heed horns

• 21 orthogonal male trausduccrs (()\1Ts)

• IS high-power :unplifiers (I I PAS). 24 for

each pol:ui/aticIII

• `? heart-fiErntiug matrices MlAls). (III(- lot

<•ach pol:u ization

• 2 controller asse mblies. one for each

polari/atio n

• 2 redundant power supplies, one for each

polarization

• 1; redundant heat pipe assemblies.

Figure 1 shows the MBA ennceptual design. The 24

teed horns are (onfigured ill a hexagonal shape (five tnt-

equal rows in a staggered pattern) to facilitate the inte•r-

leaving of \IRA aurdules to Irrnt a crnnplete shay. The

I IPAS are Inuunte(l as close to the heat pipes as possible

tominintize• the temperature gradient between the highly

heat dissipating field effect transistors (FE I s) and the

heat pipe vapid. Thermal anahsis of the III'As

indicated that the fl^1' junction temperatures were

BFM (BEAM FORMING MATRIX)
"ORIlONT&L POLARI2ATION
III 4PUT REAMS)

CONTROLLER

NORI1OPI'AL POLAA12ATION

POWER SUPPLY
/ NORIIONIAL POIAMlAIpN

BFM (BEAM FORMING MATRIXI
VERTICAL POLAR12ATION
I. INPUT SEAMS)

Figure 1. ,\f ldnheam high-pottier active phased arras

acceptable. Ilse estimated weight of the entire NIBA

modul<• was .17 kg.

rue overall controller fur the Ku-hand high-power

array is a distributed hierarchical ( ontroller contpn ising

the e\eccttivc• ( ontroller• the data distribution and tint-

ing unit (DD'l l'), the local controller ntn(1ttle (I (:NI)

unit, and several monolithic nti( lo%%avc• integrated (.ir-

cuit 1\1\1I(:) (itI%ers in the BFNI unit. In 1988, the con-

troller design was chartge•d to ac cununndate int}truve-

ntcnts and system re(plilenu•its. The controller was in

an . R I!u ed state of development by the end of 14)88..\tt

I.(:\1 breadboard was tested. an(I the computer-aided

design of thin l.(:\I printed circuit hoard was (ontpletc•d

(Figure 2). In addition. the I.(:NI hoard and the I.(.\I

tenil mechanical parts were fabricated. fhc• DDT) • was

completed, and the executive controller was almost

cuntpieled.

Work was perforated ()it the controller for the 61-

clentent low-power array. The \Ull(: drivers for the

area were completed. Fabricated ten alumina hoards,

these circuits were integrated with the NI\1IC circuits.

The performance and functional reguire•nu•nts of

the• power supply for the Ku-hand high-power array.

as well as design goals (such as high efIi(ic•ncv, snt:dl

volttnt(., and low mass), werc developed and t oorcli-

nate•(1with other disciplines. This power supph pi (r

vides regulated DC power to the high-power solid-state

power amplifiers (SSPAs), the BF\1 \l\Il(:s. and the
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digital controller. It will be mechanically and thermally

integrated with the high-power array module.

A design for the SSP:A drain voltage supply (350-W

total load) was (leteloped using state-of-the-art topology

and components (i.e., integrated magnetics and ceramic

capacitors).

Figure 2. LocaI Cutttn,l module board fin the high-purer anrav

Early Failure Detection of TWTs

The principal reliability risk in space traveling wave

tubes (T\V"Is) remains the thermionic oxide cathode,

which is susceptible to subtle processing faults that ntav

Advanced Satellite Thermal Control

A thermal control design concept was defined and

developed for spacecraft with a modularized m ultibcant

phase-array antenna system. :\ capillary puntpccl two-

phase heat transfer loop (CPL) transports the AlB,\ heat

dissipation to spacecraft radiator panels. Design data for

the ( lI were scaled from a future NASA ( ;uddard flight

experiment, fh^^il' `^C. A spacecraft iadi:uor panel h a-

turing 1.90-cm-diameter axially grooved aluntinunt,'anr

nxmia heat pipeswasarea-and weight-optimized byvarv-

ing the heat pipe spacing and thickness of the panel

skins. The heat transfer interfaces between the \l R,\

heat pipes and the (1111. and between the (:Pl. and the

spacecraft radiator panels were analyzed, and design

curves of required interface weight versus tentperattire

gradient were generated. Spacecraft area and weight

requircnu•nts were defined as functions of the required

Icnlpcraturc at the yIBA amplifier chip irtcrfacc.

resttltinearl- failure (3to5years),

rather than the theoretical value

of 15 years. For the current gen-

eration of spacecraft, traditional

cathode tests are not satisfactory

because a suitable diagnostic test

has to he applicable after the'I'\\T

has been integrated with its power

supply, an electronic power con-

ditioner (EPC), to form it T\\'l

amplifier (FWIA).

In an effort to reduce the

nunrberofcarlyfailures, time fluc-

tuating (also called noise) proper-

ties of the cathode current are

being investigated with the goal of

demonstrating correlations be-

tween characteristic signatures and

cathode anomalies. Theor and

observation show that phvssical and

chemical irregularities in the ox-

ide or its bonding to the metal sulr

strate can lead to excess noise. Sev-

eral frequency ranges are being studied; the lowest cor-

responds to slight variations with time during a life test.

In three typical space 'I'\\Ts, tiny lumps in the filament

current have occurred on a daily time scale . It has been

concluded that this is a normal, benign effect . probably

resulting from slight physical shifting of the filament.

At 50 to 1,000 11x, enhanced noise termed "flicker

noise," which varies with surface conditions , occurs.

However, regardless of the high-frequency selectivity of

ntodenr spectrtun analzers, the broadband background

noise due to the EPC and the environment may mask the

cathode signatures corrt•sponcling to this small signal.

Tests will be perfornud on a'l'\\'I' known to demonstrate

this effect.

At 10 to 3(1 \1Hz , noise is more readily detectable

above the background ; work will continue to identify

signatures in the dependence of this noise level on

cathode current and temperature . During the cooling

down of it normal cathode after filament power
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ssitchufI, shat p increases in noise level have been oh-

served. M ore wo rk is required to quantihv Ihese effects

and compare theIr with the behavior of nonnormal

cathode,.

A chetnical sttuly ofthe surface hot iding of the oxide

cathode is be ing carried out in (:( )\IS .-\T I.aboratories•

\lirruelectr oni( s Division (\IE[) t.

Expert Systems Applications

Lxpert s'slents applications (F.SAs) have been stud-

ied with the goals of lowering the cost of satellite opera-

tions and minimi/ing the risk to in-orbit assets and

service. This project focuses ()it Ilre use of knowledge-

based (or expert) s\ste•tns to overcome problems ill

attitude control, electric power, thermal cone ol, proptll-

sion. and orbit deterntinatiou and control that ()((tit

during either nornr<tl or abnormal spacecraft operation.

llttt'ing Iflf^ 1,Ihcfollowiuggualswereaccunrplishecl.

The design of the first prototype. expert SN'sicill, tile

ISSLSA, which diagnoses the failure of the pitch comI of

loop of it Wheel-stahili/eel spacecraft, was inll)ruyed and

completed. A protnt\pc of the satellite conlnrand assis-

tance and monitoring expert sstem (SAT( . \\I ). which

treatsa planningprohlenl somewhat diftereutly From the

LSSI-.S. diagnosis problem. was initiated. .\ Iepolt (III

the risk and cost reduction benefits of FS:\s in satellite

control Centers was cotnpleteel. I he hest aurhitecttne

was selected for extending the attitude. control sstt•m

sinrtdatorh tlt(• addition of the selected electrical power

systrrtr simulator.

'I he integrated attitude Coll Uol and (-1(-( 11 i(al potser

scstent simulator will he applied to semi-independent

but cooperating FSAs that will he investigated itr MISS).

The S. F(-:A\l expel I sstcnl will be completed ill 1959.

Advanced Stationkeeping Techniques

'Flit. solid-propellant apogee motor has been sup-

planted bs liquid propulsion systems on many of the

newer conununications satellites. Additionnalhv, some of

these conligurationsarespun to achieve inertial stillness

(1(11 ing the several rn(It11r f 1 ► rigs Used to mist the sat Ihte

from the elliptical transfer orbit to the linal, circular,

geostationar orbit. The interaction of the spinning

spacecraft burly and the large liquid n)ass fraction can

result ill cdvanrical anotn:llies. e•.g.. spin instahiIily, as the

propel ties (If the hods change clue to liquid (onsulnp-

tiun(ltu-ingnu,torfire. This woiLattenrptstuanahtiralh

predict the chvnamic effects of the liquid.

A stirs (\ of anahsis methods applicable to static

stability of spinning spacecraft With tanks partialh tilled

with liquid Was completed. Because (;uihert's method

Was the easiest to implement. it computer program was

(le\eloped to cutr)pute the parameters ill (;uihc rt's crite-

rion for static stahilits. The program is being validated

using stability results lot I\\1.\RSAT II developed bs

British Aerospace. Piesentt, the capabilities of the

program are restricted to arralysis of cylindrical tanks

With hemispherical ends.

Small Earth Station Tracking

The primary Inetho(I available fur extending the

maneuver lifetime of geostationary satellites is to save

propellant I>s eliminating north-south IN-St station-

keeping. This results ill an increase ill orbit inclination

at the rate of approximate) 0 .9" per year. As it conse-

(Ittcnce•, eau th station antennas . unity of which could

te•nlain ess (•ntialh fixed oil the satellite in orbit, must

now track tile. satellite motion as %(-( - it fi otn the ground.

It the satellite is located at t11(• same longitude as tile-

cai lh Station, the motion appears as it figure eight with

the amplitude proportional to the satellite inclination.

For earth stations offset in longitude , the figure eight is

skewed as it (unction of'longiluclinal separation.

The performance of large earth stations has been

optitnitc•([ by step tracking ill which it satellite generated

beacon signal is rtsed to control the antenna position.

Because. Ihcst • systems involve a beacon Ieceiye ( 1 in the

loop. they a te somewhat more costh than a simple open

loop progranunahle s'sten) in which the ephemeris

data arc used to determine satellite position . 1\'I'1•:l .SAT

has eliminated N-S stationkeeping for a number of

IN FELS.\ I V satellites.

(:O\1S.\'1' has sponsored a small earth station track-

ing yrrif-( ation project to stueh and compare the per-

fornlancc aced cost of step tracking and program track-

ing for small stations in the #.r -m class . An existing

antenna as modified. as shown in Figure 3 to accom-

modate both types of control. The system was inlple-

nlc•ntcd at (.-band and is tracking the IV'FE I S I I\'-;\
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satellite, which had an inclination of approximately 3.5°

at the start of the evaluation period. Following an

extended test period, it report describing results and

recommendation s for low-cost implementation will be

issued.

ORBITAL

BEACON
RECEIVER

MOTOR
CONTROLLER

AZ

MOTOR

Figure 3. Small earth station tracking conjiguration

selected that allows for the passive removal

of heat. Optimization studies were per-

formed on various CPV diameters with a

variable number of'(-ell modules for a wide

range of applications. A lightweight In-

conel pressure vessel was designed and

fabricated. and it laser welding technique

was used for final vessel closing. Assembly

and te•stingofthisaerospace (:PVare sched-

tiled for early 1989. CPV technology offers

significant improvements in specific en-

crp (energy per unit weight) and energy

density (energy per unit volume).

COMSTAR/ SBS Batteries

Satellite Life Extension Studies

The possibility of extending INTELSAT spacecraft

life up to I5 years encouraged the study of the durability

and performance of Ni-(:d and Nil I., batteries. The hat-

ter performance computer model Consisted of it mul-

tiple linear regression function and an error function.

The voltage and life expectancy of all the batteries on

board INTELSAT satellites were calculated from orbital

data for the 1988 autumnal eclipse season. Efforts are

underway to improve the prediction model by modifying

the coast an is in the regression equation to reflect changes

in the design of the battery, such as the amounts of

potassium hydroxide, separator. and additives. An accel-

erated cycling test of flight-type Nil I, cells has been initi-

ated to determine the mean time to failure (MI-IT) and

thereby refine the prediction model. INTELSAT Vand

VI cells have completed 4.193 and -l.651 cycles. respec-

tively, without significant change in perfi i-mance.

COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL R&D

NiH2 Aerospace CPV Battery

During 1988, ATD initiated it project to develop a

prototype test module of the NiH„ common pressure

vessel (CIA) aerospace battery. I'his project is intended

to exploit, for aerospace use, technological achieve-

ments from a previous Sandia National Laboratory pro-

gram in which it terrestrial (:1'V battery was developed.

After thermal modeling studies, a cylindrical design was

Batteries representative of those being used in the

CONSTAR and Satellite Business Systems (SBS) satel-

lites continue to be life tested in a charge and discharge

cycling regime that simulates real-time battery opera-

tion ill orbit. Test results provide it database for project-

ing in-orbit performance and lifetime expectancy on

board (:OMSTAR and SBS satellites . By means of it

computer model, the expected end-of-discharge voltage

on the longest eclipse day is calculated and pertirrnrtnce

forecast. The CONSTAR-type batteries have completed

26 eclipse seasons, whereas the SBS-type batteries have

completed 17 eclipse- seasons . The real-time life test and

the performance projections provide it basis for estimat-

ing the battery capability for operating these satellites tip

to and be\ond their c'onlractual lifetime.

COMSAT SUPPORT

Technical and Engineering Support

During 1988, ATD provided technical and engineer-

ing support to several (:OM9SA"l' business units, iiiclud-

ing ISS, Maritime Services (MS). and CSD.

ATD efforts in support of ISS and MS involved

technical studies and reviews related to COMSAT's role
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as U.S . Signatory to INTELSAT and IN 1ARS AT. For

ISS, .\FD's major effort was technical evaluation of pttr

posals for the development and procurcntent of the

INTI•:ISAT VII spacecraft ssstenn . I hisevaluation aided

ISS in (stablishing its position on the prtogranu ( lilting

IN'l'I'.I.S,\1"s proposal ( l(Iihetations . .\ I I) led the 25-

tnctnhc • r esalttatiem support team, ,shi( h included cx-

pcrts It ont C( )VISA 1 l .ahoratoric • s and (:SD )' s Nest Iersrs

and Calif o rnia-opcralious. .\ I'I) conductc(I p(riocti(

studies and r (yic%%,, of satellite programs for the U.S.

Signatories in their roles as delegates to the INTI•.LSA 1

and IN\L-\ RS.\'I' technical committees.

A I D efhu is in support of CSD included (luahty

astir:utce for a Voice of :\nte • rica satellite interconnec-

tion ss • stc•m contract ,:uul continuing sttulies and experi-

nte•nts on ground -haled N i-(:d batteries used for lifetime

prcdi(tiort of their orbiting (ottnterp a ts. .\FI) also

acted as spacecraft subsystem const ) hant to the

INMARS :A1 II and INTELS.\F contracts being man-

aged by (:SD.

INTELSAT CONTRACTS

INTELSAT V and VI Batteries

In life-testing the I\I EI.S.\F V Nil I , batten, AFD

discovered that some cells vxpcrirnc eel loss of water

from their c•lectrodc stacks. This water accumulated in

the free sollit nc of tilt' ceIf*% pressurescssel. V1'he1Iwater

is lost from the stack. the c'oncrntration of electrolyte

increases. Its volume decreases in the stack and the cell

voltage is adset sch affected bs ohmic and eIettroche•)ni-

cal effects. 'I'll(- afle(te•d cells expel ie•n(e a higher ON-

charge and Tosser discharge voltage than normal cells.

Similar anomalous loss-voltage pc•rfou matte was

suhse(Iueuth observed for s4104 cells in several of the

orbiting INl1•:1 SA I \ Nil] hatcries. Doting 1987. a

rejuvenation procedure was d4sclope(I and then imple-

m(tit((I as a test oil one hasten. ill tulle lot- the 1988

serial equinox. Re•c ause this procedure produced tit(-

desired result uI cot u e(ting tilt- h ow-voltage prrfornnance

of the affected cells, it is pre•seuutly being used for six

additional i1-orbit batteries. INTE•.LS.\I is considering

rottine use of the procedure tot all IN I I.ISA I V Nil L,

batteries.

\TFI .S.\ F VI Nil I , cells suf cu not onh a (.tpacity

loss \\ hell slut eel for extended periods at room t(n0pera-

nuce in the open-circuit discharged (onditlon but ;list) it

low-voltage sc c and plateau in their discharge profile. In

support of 1NTELSAT VI, ATD (ontinucd it studs under

the Laboratories' Engineering Assistance ( auto act

(LF.:\(:1 shoving that rapacity ntaintcn;tne (11.11 '1( teris-

ticswerc• the santcsshen cells were stored cither passively

at 0`(: in an open-circuit (lischarged condition or tri(klc-

charged at O°(: at the (:, 600 rate. Neither of these

procedures is suitable for recovering tlte• lost capacity.

but tilt- 4onsenlional trickle-ch:uge method at (: I(It)

helps in capacity recover and in eliminating the s(•e and

plateau.

A life test using two(luadrants (two 16-cell batteries)

ofan IN FELSAI VI Nil I, battery continues to provide

data about thc• operating features of the hatters in t cal-

little eclipse simulation. After fist' seasons of testing.

there is no milked difference in change of (listhargc

voltage between the positive In(charge and hydrogen

precharge batteries: tilt- capacity of the hydrogen pre-

-charge batten has increased by `? All and that of the

positisI pert luauge hatter\ has decreased hs 3 Alt.

INTEL SAT VI BAPTA Testing

During ii I ltrghcs Aitcralt (:o. (TIM) life test of the

elect i(al contact ring assembly I 1:CR.\). a failure clue to

an open in the pollee tit (t)it occur I c(f. A constant-force

negator spring was used in the bearing and potter trans-

lerassennhls IR.\PT.\) powersection tokeep tlie brushes

in intimate contact with the slip rings. File RAP I .\. a

single-point failure device, is the satellite spun-cicspttn

intc•rf.t(e that transfers electrical poser and trlc•nu•u\

signals by means of slip rings. An ;\TD RAP I A was

retrofit(-(1 with the cantilever spring design adapted In.

I f_\(: 14) replace the nc•gat()i spring design. Designs were

developed for an oserspeed control circuit. as well as

anahvsis and computer simulation of a working speed

control circuit fin- tI)e• RAP IA. Roth circuits were sitc-

cesslulh• integrated Ill flit- RAP I,.\ control electronics,

and a life test \%:s instituted. I Ire priman assemblies its

the RAI'TA ate Ilic bearing assetthls and the E( :RA (Fig-

ure 1). The RAPT:\ with the new cantilever spring

design is being suhje( led to it real-titre' lilt' test to assess

the long-term pe•rlormalice of the hearing assembly and

tilt- ECRA.

the perforrnatcc• 4I the hearing assennbls and the

ECR:A is (1 itical in sustaining the life of the satellite
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because neither system has a redundant hackup. The

BAI'TAis being tested in it thermal vacuum environment

to simulate in-011)11 conditions . An insurunu•ntation

system fully monitors and assesses the performance of

the ball hearings and F CRA during the life test . Continu-

ously monitored parun (• te•rs are the drive motor voltage

and current . input driyc power, temperatures at several

locations, hearing lubrication film condition , noise sig-

natue generated by the bearing. and power brush noise

in the ECRA. Fite it iction torque of the hearing is cont-

pute•d . The BAI'TA has demonstrated normal pcrfonn-

ance since the beginning of they life test.

Figure T. I,1TELSAT VI BAPT.•\

I'nde1 an initial contract with HA(: and the LEAC:

with INTELSAT, A II) is conducting an accelerat(•(f life

test on the E(;R.^ with t1)( coil spring do sign. Pai allc•l life

testing of both designs provides added assurauxe that

they launch schedule will not he seriously compromised

if an ECI -k fails. The nominal in-orbit speed of the

E(:RA is 30 rpnt. To accelerate the life test. the :(:RA is

being run at 300 rent. The system is being tested in a

thernrtl vacuums chanth(•1 1o sintttlate it space environ-

ment. I hough there have beers several interruptions

clue to instrumentation problems, the ECRA has per-

lot 110 (1 normally in the accelerated life test since July

1988,

INTELSAT VI Thermal Model Conversions

Overall , detailed. analytical thermal computer nw(I-

els of the IN EELSAT V and V I spacecraft have been

obtained It ortl Aerospatiale and HA(:, respe(tiyeh . I'nder

the I.F:A(., ATI) is c( mvcrting these niod(•ls to SINI)A

thermal anahier program format for INTELSAT•s its(-.

This conversion will allow IN'1'FISAT to assess the 1her-

mal consequences of in -orbit anomalies or unusual

operation modes. Translators have been written to

convert the IO INTELSAT \' models simulating 72

orbital environments.

Conversion of the INTF.I.SA I' VI overall model :std

communicationssuhsvstent model, invol v ing 22 Owl Inal

models . is in progress.

'Bti'TA Enhanced Reliability

To improve the I(1-year long-life reliability of space

T^1T;1s to 15 years . All) is continuing to perform an

experint•ntal program of multiple-stressscreening tests

on flight -type T\%.] As, under contract to INTELSAT.

Although manufacture is carried out under the most

careful conditions, final acceptance of units as flight

models is always based on satisfactory compl e tion of

screening tests designed to iu(li(ate weaknesses that

could lead to premature degradation or Failure . I tt-orbit

(•xp(•rience has shown that more rigorous proceeiturs

are needed to meet the increasing life reqUil-CIVICIIIS 0I

ne•w-generation spacecraft.

In this program . experimental regimes of cyclic

operating condition and temperature \ariations a re

being applied to a population of 20 Ku-band T^1"I:1s

built for they IN FELSAT VI spacecraft series . Two units

at a time are tested in the apparatus shown in Figure 5,

while the y temperature is raisc•(I and lowered slowly be-

tween high and low plateaus. with it cycle time of 12 tit-.
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Figure 5. I: ,Itupment 1, Pr multtpl<• stress testing of T\XTAs

perature. The complete data for one test can he pre- The test program is intended to show the practical

se rated on three t ansparencies fur easy viewing. Irregu- utility of such multiple-stress testing: this is followed by a

larities can be seen at a glance and can he further inyc•s- life-test program to show whether subsequent behavior

tigated by comparison with time plots, or if necess:u-N, by can he correlated with observations during the test

more detailed printouts. phase.

Under computer control . the operating RF

power. 1)(: voltages, oil ofl. and other con-

trol functions are switched fur a period of

some days, while all sensitive parameters are

being precisely recorded. T'he variations are

chosen either to trigger latent faults or to

show anomalie s That could indicate reliability

prohlc•n1s.

Large volumes of data aic collected in

such tests. Presentation of these data in a

fount Ihat would he readily useful in a nlanu-

facturing environment is an important ele-

ment of'the program. 'Typically. in such tests

signatures fi tr device parameter variations are

developed that are easily seen only in graphic

presentations . Figure 6 shows hundreds of"

data points for three operating parameters

plotted by the computer as it function of'tem-
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OTHER CONTRACTS

Environmental Test Laboratory

A Ft) operates the Environmental Test Laboratory.

During 1988, vibration. shock, temperature, and humid-

ity test services were provided under contract to several

customers, including AA'einschel Engineering and

(ONIEI..

Design and Fabrication Center

The design. machining , and plating facility provided

services to outside customers for several projects.

An antenna feed system comprising a prime focus

feed horn and a tour-port, dual, circularly polarized

diplexer was designed and fabricated for British Tele-

com. The feed system was installed in the (;oonhilly

Aerial No. 1, and the expanded frequency allowed the

antenna to operate with both INTELSA'I' and IN MAR-

SAT satellites. Feed systems were also delivered to 1)alsat,

CONTELASC, COMSAT General (for installation in tile

U.S.S.R.), and American Technical Communications

Corporation.

Several large weldrnents for radar acquisition ranges

were supplied to System Planning Corporation for field

installation. .Ahove- and helow-deck electronics for the

MARISA 1 9100 communications system were manufac-

tured for Mobile Telesystems, Inc.
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COMSAT LABORATORIES 1988

he Communications Technology Division (CTD) carries out research and development and provides technical

support in transmission, video, and voice-frequency band processing; systems simulation; and systems analy-

sis and synthesis. Advanced communications systems architectures and technologies are used extensively to

achieve the lower equipment costs and improved transmission efficiency necessary to maintain the cost-

competitiveness of satellite communications relative to other media. These advanced architectures and

technologies depend, in turn, on widespread application of digital signal processing techniques. Examples of such devel-

opments in 1988 include 4.8- and 16-kbit/s low-rate speech encoding; 140- and 155-Mbit/s modems and codecs

constrained to pass signals through the standard 72-MHz satellite transponders; and an on-board multicarrier digital

demultiplexer demodulator development. Other significant efforts in 1988 include reduced-complexity decoding

techniques, advanced mobile communications technology, digital circuit multiplication equipment (DCME) protocol

analyzers, three-channel TV multiplexers, modified National Television System Committee/phase alternating line rate

(NTSC/PAL) processors, mobile gateway earth station technology, spread spectrum simulation software, and advanced

digital signal processing.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

Advanced On-Board Digital Processing

The objective of this project is to develop it proof-o1

concept ( POC) model of an integrated . on-board , multi-

channel demultiplexer ;' demodulator unit and associ-

ated test bed. Such technology will not only improve

link signal - to-noise ratio ( S/N) efficiency and provide

interconnectivity in a multibeani system because individ-

ual carriers can be separated and demodulated on board

the satellite , bitt will also make the on-board processor

independent of the frequency plan and transparent to

ground users . Except for the demultiplexer IF front end,

the embodiment is completely digital and thus its fre-

quency plan can he reprogrammed from the ground.

The systems-level architecture , defined in 1986, Was

refined ill 198 7. The effort in 1988 focused primarily on

hardware development.

The East Fourier transform ( EFT) and inverse FFT

(IFFT) subsystems of this on-hoard processor comprise

more than half the on-board hardware. A composite

butterfly architecture allows the saute general structure

to be duplicated and used in several locations in both the

FFf and IFFT. In addition , the hardware lute nsiye

delay ; ' switch/,delay (DSD ) function is implemented in

very large-scale integration (VLSI) lot III. DSD operation

requires eight application-specific integrated circuits

(ASICs ) developed by COMSAT and about 20 off-the-

shelf complementary metal oxide semiconductor

(CMOS) support chips. Fight 1)5D ASIC chips, shown

in Figure 1, and approximately 20 support chips replace

the hardware of three 370-rmn x 100-nom hoards when

discrete ICs are used. In addition to the size reduction

with VLSI, the power is also reduced by a factor of 6.4.

The POC model will he completed in December

1989.

Figure 1. Delay/switch /delay ASI( chip

140-Mbit/s Coded Octal-PSK Field Trials

A system capable of carrying 140 Mbit/s through it

standard 72-MHz transponder to allow efficient restora-

tion of the'IAT-8 fiber optic cable was completed in 1987
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and reported in the COMSAT /.aboralorics' 1987 Annual

Rfpcrrl. Until this system was developed. the maximum

data throughput Ior this satellite channel bandwidth was

120 Mbit/s. The: coded octal phase-shift keyed ((:OPSK)

system consists of an 8-PSK modem combined with a rate

7; 9Viterbi codes. Laboratory testing indicated that this

system is capable of'providing better hit error rate (BER)

perfinruiancc than tlrecurrent 120-11bit'sQl'SKsvstem,

and providing transmission at the required 140-Mbit/ s

rate.

During the first half of 1988, COMSAT conducted

performance tests of this system between the U.S., the

U.K., and France. Two COP'SKsystemslere included in

these tests, one belonging to COMMSAT's Intelsat Satellite

Services (ISS) and the other to INTF.I.SAT. Roth units

were designed and built at CONISAT Laboratories.

Alter careful equalization and characterization of

the links, BER was measured in both directions for each

transmission link. In Figure 2, the results of the Roaring

Creek to Pleumeur Bodou measurements are compared

with typical 120-Mbit/s satellite loopback performance.

The COPSKsvstem is thus capable of providing transmis-

sion at 140 \lbit/ s with improved BER performance

when operating over it nonlinear channel.

10-sF i I I m I A I
12 14

Eb!No (dB)

Figure 2 . Comparison of 140-Nhit/s COPSK with 120-Mbit/s

Reduced-Complexity Decoding of

Convolutional Codes

Since the introduction of the Viterbi algorithm in

1967, many attempts have been utade to reduce its

comptitational complexity for decoding long convoltt-

tional codes while maintaining it near-optimal BER per-

formance. Reduced-state and reduced-path Viterbi de-

coding methods have been proposed and extensively

investigated. The main drawback of these schemes is the

error propagation property. That is, once the correct

path Orr state is eliminated from the set of survivors in the

convolutional code trellis, the decoder is unable to

resvnchronize itself to the correct state, even if the chan-

nel remains noiseless afterward. A reduced-complexity

decoding algorithm that does not propagate errors was

introduced and -trial/ed. For long codes, its computa-

tional complexity and memory requirements are less

than with the Viterhi algorithm, while its asymptotic

BER performance is equivalent to that of it uraxinmm-

likelihood decoder.

Rather than decoding the random sequence of

equally likely received channel symbols, the redttced-

complexity decodingalgorithm computes and processes

a syndrome sequence that is an encoded but noisy

version of the channel noise. The decoder output, an

estimate for channel noise, is used to correct errors in

the received sequence. Figure 3 shows the BER (PI) and

event error rate (Pm ) performance curves of, the reduced-

couiplexity decoder (RCD) for it inenmor order 13

quick-look-in convolutional code of rate I /2, processing

64 or 94 paths at each decoding step. At it BER of 10',

with soft decision decoding, this code givesabout OA C111

of additional coding gain over the 6-1-state code with

maximum-likelihood decoding. Also, at it P, of 10',

more than 0.7 dB of extra coding gain is achievable.

Bidirectional Trellis Decoding

Bidirectional trellis decoding is it reduced-co rnplex-

ity method for soft-decision decoding of block codes.

I nlike the Viterbi algorithm, which processes ever

trellis state, the bidirectional decoding algorithm takes

advantage of the code structure to identify and process it

small subset ofpaths in the trellis diagram containing the

most likely path. The algorithm examines it received

block of channel symbols in the forward and backward

directions and selects the most likely codeword as time

-10
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transmitted message . The bidirectional algorithm It—

quires significantly fewer computations per clecode•d bit.

Extensive analysis and computer simulations indicate

that, for special classes of block codes, the BER per-

formance of the bidirectional decoding algorithm is

equivalent to that with it tnaxitnLill -likelihood decoder.

This decoding scheme allows simple. krw -cost inrplent-

t•ntation of soft -decision decoders for puwe•rful block

(tines,

a

a°

I I '

10
-61 t 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
1 2 3 4 5 6

E b /N 0 (dB)

Figure 3. Pcrf urmance curt es Jura memory order 13 contolutionaf
cafe of rate 1/ with eight -lceel soft decision over an

aciditire white (;aussian noise channel

B-ISDN Compatible Modem/Codec

INTI•:LS.-\T is expected to provide broadband inte-

grated services such as broadcast TV. high-definition TV.

and data transmission at high rates . modulation and

coding schemes have beat investigated that can achieve

high-quality transmission of information at the broad-

band integrated services digital network (B-ISDN) rate

of I55.52 \tbit s oyrr i2-\lI Iz transponders. Of particu-

lar importance is the hardware realizabilits of the se-

lected modulation format and code. Several candidate

coded modulation schemes have been investigated and

analyzed. In particular, it (OPSK modulation of rate 31

36 and channel symbol rate of tilt \lsymbol j s provide an

asymptotic coding gain of 3.5 dB over encoded QPSK

and can readih be implemented with available technol-

ogn. The channel symbol rate of ho \lsyntbols was

selected because the earth station sttbsystents have al-

reads been designed for operation at this clock we. The

codec is also applicable for transmission of 1.10 \lbits at

the same symbol rate while achieving a higher coding

gain.

Mobile and Portable Terminal Technology

Because of bandwidth and power limitations in the

current maritime mobile satellites, technologies for low-

cost maritime mobile, aeronautical mobile, and portable

satellite-terminal services must be developed. l)eselop-

ment of a 1.S-kbit/'s conurrunications-quality yocoder

and transmission of the 1.8-kbit/s signal ()\(-I- it 5-kII/

multipath fading channel bay(, been studied.

(:onlputer software and efficient algorithms fin-

reducing computational complexity for it code-excited

linear predictiyr (CELP) speech toiler 1we? e dcycloped.

A fast-search method for sector quautizets based on

a mean square error (\1SE) elistoition measure, an

adaptive rnetltud for tiausfornring predictorcoefficie•nts

to line-spectrum hrequencies, and robust schemes for

noisy ruyirourncnt applications were also developed.

These sclternes included speech activity d(,t(,ction under

noisy conditions, and pitch tracking in multiple-talker

situations. Informal subj(,ctise tests indicat(,d that the

reconstructed speech had high intelligibility, excellent

speaker recognizability, and natural sound.

Computer simulations Were also cunductcd to test

the performance of the nuxlenricud(,c in transmitting

the '1.S-kbit;%s voice-coded signal oye•r it Riccan fading

channel. The transmission scheme is based on partiall

coherent detection of it differentialhv encoded S-PSIS

trellis modulation code. ;\ clock synchronization algo-

rithm based on a nraximtnn-likelihood estimator operat-

ingon the squared sxnrple swasdc rived and simulated. A

frequency acquisition algorithm and it fl-e•quency

-11
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tracking loop were also simulated under worst-case

Dopplerscenarios. The simulation results indicated that

partially coherent detection oft he differentially coded 8-

PSKIrellistnodulation with properfrequenc^'synchroni-

zation is well suited to the mobile channel. lnrpletnen-

tation of the CE1.P coder and modem -'codec with DSP

chips is planned for 1989.

16-kbit /s Voice Codec

Initiated in 1985, this effort has reached its final

stages with the development of it new technique for

speech coding al 16 khit i s. This technique , called adap-

tive predictive coding with transform domain quantiza-

tion (AP(',TQ), meets the basic requirements of being

amenable to variable transmission rate operation and

delivering high speech quality , while providing satistac-

tory performance on sine waves, signaling waveforms,

and low-rate modem signals.

The AP(:'F0 coder is it predictive coder in which

waveform quantization of the residual signal is per-

formed in the frequency domain . At the encoder , short-

ternl redundancies due to vocal tract resonances are

removed from the speech signal, long-terra rectundan-

cies arising from the pitch periodic nature of speech are

removed, and the residual signal is processed in the

frequency domain by means of a discrete cosine trans-

form. A bit allocation algorithm then determines the

CHANNEL

ACTIVITY

SIMULATOR

IESS-501
DCME

ENCODER

DATA

CONTROL

BEARER

INTERFACE

UNIT

PC CONTROL UNIT

IESS-501
DCME

DECODER

CONTROL

PRIMARY
MULTIPLEX
ANALYZER

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I

Figure 4. f)C.ME protocol analyzer

optimal use of available hits for transmission over the

digital channel, so that the distortion at the decoder is

masked by the signal itself. The frequency domain coel-

lie ients are quantized and transmitted to the decoder.

along with the parameters for the predictors and the

quantizer.

Iu 1988, it full-duplex APGTQ codec was itnple-

nleuted on it single Analog Devices ADSP-2100 digital

signal processor. Informal listening tests indicated that

the speech quality is approximate) equivalent to that of

7-bit/sample log-P(Al transmission. Furthermore.

(:CITY ^i dual-tone multifirequencv (DT:AIF) sine waves

at 400 to 2,1O0 Hz and modem signals at 300, 1,200, and

2,100 bibs pass satisfactorily through the codec. A total

algorithm plus implementation delay of 60 ills is inter

dtrced by the code(.

During 1989, formal subjective and objective tests

will he conducted to assess the performance of the APC-

TL code'(.

Digital Circuit Multiplication Equipment

(DCME) Protocol Analyzer

IVTFll.SA ' approved it 32-kbit;'s low-rate encoding,

digital speech interpolation (I.RE,,DSI ) D(AlE specili-

cation that was sufficiently detailed to provide inletop-

erability between equipment built by various nrnrufac-

turers. The D (AfE protocol analyzer is it test bed for

I



verifying the functional conmpliautce of 1)(;\11•: built in

accordance with the l s I [.I.S.1T ^Iterification and is also

a maintenance tool lot U(:\IE users.

1 he I)(:\I1: protocol anahn•r is a PC-driven auto-

matc•cl test scenario generation a n d monitoring s'stem

that is progranune•d he the operator to precist.1% load the

MA IF. input trunks with known channel acti5ity. moni-

tor Ilene assignment message chaunrel t.-\\1(:I. and con-

firm proper ccutput Uunk conne•ctiyity at the l)( :ML

receiver. As shown in Figure 1, the protocol

analwe•r consists of the following functional blocks:

• bearer interface. trait I BI t' )

• I'(: control unit

• channel activity simulator

• primal- ► ntrltiplex anahic•r.

The Bit interfaces with tile. 11(:\11•: at its standard

2.II,18-\tbit 's bearer purls and allows the operator real-

tintc access to the assignment messages carried in the

[)(:\1l•: c•ncoderAM(:. I lie Bit' may he programmed to

trigger on specific assignment messages and either store

them lit. subsequent anahvsis or ntulih, them to initiate

specific I)(.Ml•.(lecodct re•sponse•s. file BIL' nt;tyalsohe

programmed to gtncrate known AMC patterns lot test-

ing the 1)(:\1E decoder under isolated conditions.

Fulttrc• plans in( ltdc transfer of this tec hnolog% to it

special-purpose test instrunmc•nt manufacturing contpaun.

Modified NTSC,, PAL Video Processor
Testing

As reported in the 11)S7 COMSAT l.ahoralnrres .1n-

nuul Rc/mrf , at modified N FS(: PAL video processor has

been developed by (:( )\1SA 1' Laboratories . In Ihisequip-

nte•nt, digital techniques enhance the performance. of

INTEI.SAT halt-transponder video transmissions.

Modified N TS(: P-\1. video signals can maintain video

s\ncluoniiation at vets low receive. carrier-to-noise

(C N) ratios (e.g.. -:; (IB). I lmc ntoclified NTSCP.A1.

processor calm also support at single high-rate digital

channel (-_' \Ihit s l o t NTS(:. -I Mint, s for I';\1.). and

four or eight high-quality digital audio channels tot PAI.

or NTS(:, respect is ON.

Ili IY*4. the video pe•rfOrnancc of the modified

NTSC P.M. processor was measured in the laboratory

for an IF Inophack ;i tid it nonlinear channel contigura-

tion. .\ 17.5-\II Ii channel was used for the IF loopback

testing , and two adjacent I ^..i \I11^ channels in it -I]-

har<Iwarc -sinurl tted satellite a anspunclc r we rr usedMl l/

lot nonlineat channel testing . I lie nonlinear e hanne•l

operating par;une•ters were those specified lot standard

IN I FLS.\T half-transponder video signals.

In general , tile. modified N TS(: signal exhibited

pet lot stance that was objectively superior to that of the

ntodilicd P :\ 1.. The nonline a r channel results showed

inn ceased dcgraelal ion relatiw to the IF lool)lan k case, as

expected . The peak video deviation (luring these Incas-

Urcnu ntswascqui^alent tothat for standard IN ITLS:V'

hall-transponder video, and therefore tilt- unweightcd

video S ; N ratio was equivalent to that ()['if standard IN-

I ELSAT hall-At aimspondcr video signal. For the nonlin-

c;u channel configuration . objective. mcasturments of

video crosstalk front one modified N IS(. carrier to

another showed that this crosstalk level is no worse. than

Hiatt lot standard IN I'El,SAT hall-transponder NTSC

call let s.

COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

Mobile Gateway Earth Station Technology

This project was initiated in 1988 to de%clop tile

h;tehyare tecltnolog\ for immobile satellite communica-

tions networks with earth stations as gateways between

mobile users and a central mobile rmetwork operations

cente r. The hardware will reside at the gateway earth

station and litnction as the data collection and

Uansutittiug terminal that communicates with the

geographically disc ihuted mobile terminals at b110 and

1.200 bit S.

Thc• tc•chnolog\ devrlopnte•n1 addresses technical

problems associated with the. signaling and message

channel packet lornmats. The major technological chat

lenges under scyc•reh adverse conditions are as follows:

• thcpreantblc lessdrntodulaux })1 (55 l(,isiloit

signaling clt;enncl packets

• low operating F. N ratio
11
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• large frequency offsets that exceed those of the

symbol rate, Doppler fiequencv shifts, and multi-

path fading

• the message channel demodulation process

tinder the saute conditions but with variable

packet sizes and it short acquisition preamble

• the complex signal processing functions asso-

ciated with a distributed unique word and a vari-

able interleaver size for the message channel.

During 1988, these problems were addressed by

developing sophisticated simulation programs to evalu-

ate the de m odulation algorithms for the signaling and

message channel demodulators . Hardware and software

developed in 1988 included initial system design: IF upi

down-conversion chains that interface the channel units

with the earth station ; and major

segments of link processor software:

link processor hardware for the sig-

naling and message channels that

perform scrambling , encoding, cyclic

redundancy check (CR(:), and inter-

leaving functions.

Work scheduled for 1989 will

include multiple DSP based hardware

design and construction of the signal-

ing and message demodulators, pa-

rameter optimization and software

development to implement the de-

modulation algorithms , design and

construction of the interfacing hard-

ware to the system controller. and

final integration and test.

Spread-Spectrum System

Simulation Software

or frequency hopping (Fl-I) signal formats. Figure 5 is a

flowchart of the general structure of SPREAD. After

generation, signals are operated on by conventional

channel elements (filters, nonlinearities) and are avail-

able for corruption by interference or,jamming. as shown

in Figure 6, or for signal analysis to evaluate low-probabil-

ity-of-intercept (1.Pl) designs. Algorithms are also avail-

able to introduce signal fading effects.

A final step in the simulation is correlation and

demodulation to evaluate BER. Considerable effort was

directed toward different receiver implementations for

fast FH. Because of the extremely large time-bandwidth

products that most be represented in the SS simulation.

computer run time becomes it serious problem. Impor-

tance sampling, implemented as an option in the pro-

gram, resulted in it significant saving in CPU time.

START

INITIALIZATION

GENERATE DSPN
AND FREQUENCY
HOPPING SIGNALS

r CHANNEL ELEMENTS

NONLINEARITIES
FILTERS

JAMMING
NOISE

RECEIVER

During 1988, studies of spread-

spectrum (SS) communications sys-

tents have concentrated on modula-

tion-coding tradeoffs and on devel-

opment and test of flexible simula-

tion facility software to evaluate the

performance of SS systems. The simu-

lator has been implemented as the

SPREAD program that models either

direct-sequence pseudonoise (DSPN)

ANALYSIS

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
DETECTABILITY

STATISTICS

IMPORTANCE SAMPLING
BER

OUTPUT
STATISTICS

Figure 5. Flutevcherrt f ur SPREAD simulation lrrqgiram
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Figure 6. Test case for one DSPN signal with various juamncrs

Advanced Signal Processing

The continuing demand for increasingly faster

contrnunications and signal processing capabilities rc-

quires parallel processors that execute multiple opera-

tions simultaneously. A class of matrix processors well

suited for performing multiple tasks was investigated.

Discrete Fourier transforms, Viterbi decoders, and sec-

tor quantizers were examined, with emphasis on fault-

tolerant algorithms and architectures.

The residue ntnnher system (RNS) was investigated

because of its modularity due to its carry-free property.

and the ease of incorporating fault tolerance in RNS-

based systems.

Computer software was developed to etuttlate the

function of'several matrix processors and to study their

dynamic range and precision requirements.

COMSAT SUPPORT

Standards Activities

CONISAT' s standardsactiyitiessupportlu deveh)p-

tnent of standards and recommendations conapatihlc

With satellite conuntnications sste•ms operation. CTI)

activities focus primarily on three study groups of the

CCITT: S(; XIi, Quality: SG XV. Transmission Systems:

and SG XVIII, Networking. Lower level activities occur

in S(_;Vii.l)ataTransmission.andS(;

XI. Switching. The CCITT works on

a 1l-near cycle, and 1988 was the final

tear of the current study period.

The primate effort in SGXII in-

solved improving Recommendation

6.11.1 to relax constraints out mean

one-way propagation time (\IOPT).

COMSAT successfully led the effort

to remove the obsolete echo suppres-

sor performance data from Annex A,

and to add test results, produced b%

COMSAT, showing satisfactory sub-

jective performance for circuits with

500-nms \MOi'T equipped with echo

cancellers. The hods of the recoin-

nuendation was not changed. but a note was included in-

dicating that circuits with M(_)Pi' greater than 400 Ens

nrav provide satisfactory service when echo cancellers are

used on the circ nits.

In SG XV, COMSAT held the Special Rapporteur

chair and led the drafting of a functional recommenda-

tion on DC\IE (Recommendation G.763). The devcl-

opntent of an equipment recommendation, based out

IN'I'1-:LS.A\1'SpecificationlESS-50 I, with sufficient detail

to provide compatibility between different manufactur-

ers' D(:ME is planned for the next study period.

In SG XVIII, CONISA'I' was influential in defining

the mandatory and optional leaturesofa 32-khits I)(:MF.

and helped to reduce its system complexity. In other

areas, an interest in standardizing a 16-khit s algorithm

has developed, and COMSA I 's contributions have estab-

lished it as a leading participant in this effort.

It SG VII, important work was accomplished in the

area of data transmission quality of service (OS), for

which three new draft or modified recommendations

were approved. Because of CO\ISA'l's participation,

these new or revised recommendations are compat-

ihl(- with satellite systems issues regarding delay and

availability.

In U . S. Committee Ti. CO\1SA I chairs the sub-

group that is drafting a DCo1E specification. INTELSAT

Specification IESS-501 for DC\1E was adopted as the

basis for the TIV1.2 Draft American National DC\1h:

Standard. Throughout 1988, the TINT 2 Committee

conducted a detailed review of the draft D( :VIE standard,

is h ich is expected to be submitted for letter ballot in early

1 989.
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Digital HDTV Transmission Over SBS

Satellites

In the spring of I98S. COMSAT Laboratories tested

and demonstrated the Canon DITS-I20 TV coder,

which provides high-definition television (1IT)TV) at

12(1 \fhit/s. In the satellite transmission demonstration

(see Figure 7), two 60-Mbit/s modems transmitted a sig-

nal via a 4.5-m antenna at COMSAT Laboratories through

two transponders in the SBS-III satellite for reception by

the same antenna and display on a high-definition

monitor. Objective tests of coder performance and

loophack testing preceded this final demonstration.

60
Mblts

60
Mbtts

C.S.m

ANTENNA

LI / f

(DEI1 AND
TIMING COMPENSATION

HIGH
DEFINITION
CAMERA

SIGNAL

GENERATOR

1
1 l^ C JJ F11
P PCk O OCk P O

DITS - 120

DE = DIFFERENTIAL ENCODING

(DE)-1 -INVERSE DE

Figure 7 . Sarellite transmission demonstration

Transmission of FIDT\' (1,125 lines, 60 I Iz, and 2:1

field interlaced), with 20 MHz of luminance bandwidth,

6 MHz of chrominance bandwidth, and 13-hit P( :M, re-

quires approximately 650 Mbit/s. With digital process-

ing, the DIT'S-120 codec achieves reductions of 2(1 per-

cent by removing blanking intervals, 50 percent by line

offset sampling, and another 50 percent by 1-bit differ-

ential PCAl, resulting in a bit rate of 120 to 14(1 \1bit^'s.

Such hit rates are compatible with QPSK transmission in

the 72-\1Hz satellite transponders available on IN FEI .SAT

satellites, bill re(luire more than one transponder in

most U.S. domestic satellites.

For

SBS

the experiment, the Laboratories constructed

HIGH.
DEFINITION
MONITOR

the necessary 2:1 demultiplexer/

multiplexer and timing skew com-

pensator to interface a pair of60-

Mbits modems to (lie 120--Nlbit/s

vi(leu coder. Because of the very

effect ive error correction;'detection

coding within the DITS-120 coder.

an impairment-tire picture was

transmitted via satellite as long as

the received BER was less than

101. This robust transmission for-

mat required sonic contprumise in

picture quality to achieve the 120-

\Ibit s transmission rate. The tech-

nique has possible application. for

example, for private network trans-

mission of HDTV as an alternative

to conventional FM/TV transmis-

sion, such asCO\1SAT Video En-

lerprises' distribution s}slenr.

International Satellite ISDN
Demonstrations

In 1988, support was provided

to tile Would Systems Division (\t:Sl))

f'()r ISDN demonstrations via inter-

national satellites. Demonstrations

HION-DEFNITION were held at the INT'F.I.SA Global
MONITOR

Traffic Meeting (\lav 4-6) and the

Expo China 19881'rade Fair in Bei-

jing, Peoples Republic of China

(October 27-31 ).

REFERENCE
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The ISDN switch and associated applications-

digital telephone, computer file trausfcr, facsimile,

slow-scan television, and color picaur telephone-were

located in the lobby of INITELSAT headquarters in

Washington. D.C.. the site of the Clobal'hraffic Meeting.

The switch worked with a host exchange located in Liv-

erpool. U.K. Access to the IN I'ELSATV'30 i°E spacecraft

was accomplished with it trausportablc Ku-band earth

station located at IN'!'EI-S.A I' headquarters. and via the

London teleport, with a terrestrial connection between

London and Liverpool. This demonst ration included

the first intercontinental ISI)N-compatible colorpicttue

telephone.

For the demonstration that supported the Expo

China 1988 Trade Fair, the ISDN switch was located

at CO\ISAT headquarters at L'f":ufutt Pl:va in

Washington, D.C. CONS:\ I also provided a no(ic of-Ihc•

network located at the trade fair in Rcijinn. This dem-

onstration was the first double-hop configuration. The

digital telephony, computer file transfer, facsimile, and

slow-scan video all performed properly despite extra

elelavdue to the dottble-hop satellite configuration. Fig-

ue 8 is a schematic diagram of'the network configura-

tion lot this (letnonstration.

DEMONSTRATION

SUITE
DEMONSTRATION
SUITE

63°

Figure 8 . l_;lnbal ISDN kinnnstrcation netua)rk

U.S. Armed Forces Radio and Television

Service

The U. S. Armed Forces Radio and ' 1'elevision Service

(AFR'I S ) has been distributing radio programming to

17

U.S. forces at sea and in remote land locations bs means

of the I IN \IARSAT system. To provide sat isfac ton service

to AFRTS receive-only stations, the receive signal was

required to remain within 200 Hi of its assigned fre-

yttcncy. This requirement, combined with increased

transmitter frequency stahilit\, relaxed the receive-only

station stability and frequency tracking specifications,

(ons)derabh lowering the unit cost of these stations.

lo meet Ihc i e eive fre(luc•ncy srthility rcquircrncnt

through the INMARS.\'F systenl, (:O\IS,\T Maritime

Services nullified its two coastal earth stations (C:ESs).

COMSAT Laboratories' involvement in this nunlifica-

tiou consisted of the design, development, and installa-

tion of an autontatic• frequency control (AF(:) system

that provided frequency stability by controlling the fir-

yuency output of the :ARTS up-link. Figure 9 is a block

(liagratn of this system.

'F'he AFRTS signal from the satellite is received at

the CES and is input to an INMARSA'F Standard-A

receiver. The frequenc\ of the Standard-A receiver IF

output is measured by a fi-equency counter and moni-

tored by file nticrupmcessor based :AFRTS AFC. system

controller. When Ihc• controller determines that the

AFRTS receive frequency has exceeded some preset

error limit, it commands the frequency synthesizer to

move to a new frequency.

The frequency svnthesiier output drives the AFRTS

transmit up-converter and hence controls the AFRTS

transmit frequency. The magnitude of the receive Ire-

(nt•ncy error is reduced by this adjusnncnt of 'the AFR'I S

transmit frequency.

Ilie (Y)MSAT (:ES serving the Pacific Ocean

Region (POR) was modified during the last quarter of

1988. Since then, :AFR I S has been successfully using the

I\MARSA'1' system to distribute its programming to

receive-only stations in the POR. The COMSAT (:ES

serving the Atlantic (_)cean Region (AOR) will receive

the same modification during the second quarter of

1989,

Inclined-Orbit Satellite TV Receive-Only

Demonstration for the National Association

of Broadcasters Convention

In ;April 1988. during the National Association

of Broadcasters (NAB) Convention, CTD supported
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( )\1SAT's W SD in demonstrating '1 Y a ansmission tia

an inclined-orbit satellite. This deuwttstration, con-

ducted tciih Ihc• Australian Overseas I c•Iecomnntnica-

lions Corporation, used the I\ fl•:LSA'F 1\'-A spacecraft

located at 177°F, over the Pacific Uceau. The transmis-

sion originated from an earth station in Perth. Australia,

and was received at ill(- NAB

Convcntiou by all earth station

in the parking lot of the Las

Vegas Convention Center.

Program tracking updated the

position of the antctrmu ev(.ly I.)

minutes and narked thc spacc-

craft, which tuotrd +3 every 2.1

hours. A fill(,[, optic cahlc car-

ried the received signal from

the parking lot to the CONIS:Vl

display within the Coiication

Ccntc r.

1 he transmission had the

following INTELSAT full-ti ans-

pondcr paranx•tcr talucs for

NTSC transmission: 4.?-Nil ii

top hasci and treclucncy, 10. 75-

N11 Iz peak video (levialion, and

single 6.6- MI!, audio suhcar-

y ,

q-
11 01

I IIIlI_'"^

tier. The rc ceivcd video ltad a Figure 10. E:irth ratitm in use dune, iN.A13 Loncennvm

51 -dB ratio of Peak-to- peak ltnninance to rtes-we ighted

noise . No impulsive noise VdS encountered iii either 1111

video or the audio , and no degradation clue to satellite

notion or pointing ti rors teas cletected . Figure It) is

a photograph of the earth station in use during the

cottvcnlion.

4-,
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Wireless Local Interconnect Systems for
Satellite Transmission

Satellites provide it cost-effective means of establish-

ing communications with remote locations. Further-

more, if the end users are not located at the earth station

site and if there is no local telephone s\'stetn, a wireless

local interconnect s'stcm nray he snore practical than it

cou\c•ntional wirelille systen1 in ternrsof both cost and in-

stallation time.

.1 suuIV was undertaken for ISS to determine the

design and cost of wireless local communications sys-

tems connected to the outside world by satellite. lnfor-

nration was gathered on the characteristics and costs of

ctu'rentl available local wireless and satellite transmis-

sion systems. priniaril in terms of the costs of using :nail-

able cyuipntent and services. Network considerations

were briefly im'estigate(l.

Potential applications for this type of scstt•nt include

private networks for which government et conunete ial

organisations need to rapidly establish conununi(ations

ill a re mote- area . thin-route- public contntunications ss-

temils in remoteareas; and ccnu-ali/c•d switching and con-

trol writes for small regional cellular systems.

Although (ellttlar mobile technololr, was satistac-

ton' for some local interconnect svstenls. ewe-way

radio and rural radio tole phony sstents were more

appropriate lot (crtain sstem requirements. Fight

wireless systems were compared. In some cases, spe('itic

technical requirements dictated a prrfctenc r for a

particular systenl, but in general the prclet ie(l system

depended on the size of subscriber pool it served.

Because- it is like) that :I regional wireless t nmrmnti-

('ations system will require oniv I to 12 circuits. small

earth stations arc• suitable. Much of the satellite transmis-

sion data in this study was based on the INTE:I.S.- I

VISTA service. which is designed lot low-density uattic

systems, uses small earns stations. and is currently

operational.

Results of the study led IO technical and cost guide-

lines for wireless local communications systems and the

satellite systems that serve theta.

INTELSAT AND INM ARSAT

Architecture Study for Processing Payloads

III this recent) cornple•ted INFELSAI-sponsore(I

Study. the application of on-board processing te•chttol-

ogy in the INTEL.SAT system was considered as a means

of increasing syste rn flexibility and reducing the overall

service cost to the INTEI.SAT user. The study, it joint

effort of CTD and the Network Technology Division

(NTD), provide sans updated asst ssnu nt ofthe potential

benefits of on-hoard processing based on technological

forecasts and traffic projections fur the 1990s.

'hoaccurate•h assess the overall benefits that may bey

derived by introducing on-hoard processing technolog\.

in the IN l'EI SXl' s\ stem. thestttch begins h\ examining

projected INTEI.SAT traffic reyttiretnents up to year

21)1)0. Out the basis of these reyuirrnu nts, several can

didate satellite sstent concepts are initially defined.

'T'hree concepts arc• selected for further definition and

analysis: an IN hEI.SA'I' VI satellite (Concept I ). an

INTELSAT V satellite (Concept _>), and a ntttlti-spot-

beam satellite with 13 spot beams at (:-hand and 33 spot

beams at him- band (Concept 3). \1'idtin this framework,

several b:ueband processing architectures are defined

for the following on-board processing elements: carrier

demultiple•xing. demodulation. decoding, hasehand de-

multiplexing, hasehand switching, hasehand remttlti-

plexing;uul reformatting (rate (onversion), receding,

and rcntoclulation.

Tr Ill lsntission analyse s and link budget Ir'adeofhsare

perforated to analze effects of on-hoard regeneration

paranu•tricall and to optimize transmission parameters

for the (:uulidate• satellite system concepts. Baseband

processing architectures for each concept are then de-

fined to a Level that shows the major components of the

design. Detailed descriptions of the technology needed

to implement each majel component of the on-board

hasehand processor is pro\ided. ( ailment and forecast

statuses of the technology for such major components as

clentultiple •xers. demodulators. basehand switches. and

on-heard buffers are examined.

Detailed cost-benefit analsis of these concepts and

technologies. for butts space and ea rill segments. indi-

cates the- following:

a. Detailed link analsisdentonstratcs that oft-hoard

regeneration results in substantial savings in satellite

power, earth station gain-to-noise- temperature ratio

((: T), and high-power amplifies (I IPA) power.

b. The cost of adding on-hoard processing (OBP)

cnutponents to a satellite pa%loacl is near) offset by the

cost sayings derived from the inclusion of on-hoard I(-

-generation to reduce satellite transmit power.
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c. Although on-board processing in itself does not

lead to significant reductions in spacecraft cost, the in-

creased flexibility it allows creates appreciable ground

segment cost sayings. This is most pronounced for serv-

ice s such as INTEL SAT's I1)R and IRS, with frequency-di-

vision multiple access (FI)MA) transmission in which

each station in the network can operate single transmit

and receive carriers. For time-division multiple access

(TDMA), the benefits of on-hoard processing include

simplification ofTDMMA equipment through elimination

of frequency hopping and multiple-burst transntissious.

Increased space segment capacity is derived by reducing

the number of bursts per frame (and associated guard

tittles and preatlthles).

d. On-hoard processing with rate conversion per-

tnits efficient and cost-effective interconnection of

diverse earth station apes. Thus earth stations can be

designed and optimized according to their own traffic

requirements rather than those of their correspondents.

C. AVluen multi-spot beams are used with on-board

processing as in Concept 3, there is it significant reduc-

tion in space segnicnt cost relative to Concepts 1 and 2,

which use more conventional beam coverage patterns.

Figure 11 .showvspotential-.savingsin total link (space

and earth segment) cost, derivable front on-board proc-

essing. The substantial savingsachieved with Concepts 1

and 2 (OBP-I AND OBP-2) compared with the non-

processing satellite are primarilydue to earth station cost

reduction. The additional savings shown for Concept 3

(OBP-3) include space segment cost savings derived

from tntiltispot beam coverage.

On-board Multicarrier Digital Demultiplexer

Study

Under INMARSAT contract, COMSAT I.ahorato-

ries performed a study of on-hoard multicarricr digital

demultiplexing for I\MARSAT's third-generation satel-

lites. The proposed demultiplexer will process signals in

both forward (ship-to-shore) and return (shore-to-ship)

directions for a possible third-generation satellite with

spot-beam coverages at I.-band, while complying with the

following INMARSAT specifications: Standard-R4 chan-

nel, 20-ki Iz channel spacing, offset QPSK modulation,

2-l-khit/s transmission rate, 6-Nilir available bandwidth,

and 12 spot beams. The baseline architecture denmdti-

plexes a 6-MIT/ hand into '100 20-kHz slots.

100 200 300 400 500

NO. OF TERRESTRIAL CIRCUITS

AT EACH EARTH STATION

FOR 20 CORRESPONDENTS

Figure 11. Example of link cost estimates for

IDR system using F-3 earth stations

600

The transponder configuration achieves flexibility

in bandwidth allocation while ntinimizingspectrurtt losses

due toguard band. In the forward direction, the proces-

sor rearranges the arriving carriers, by assigned Ire-

quency slots, into destination beam groupings. In the

return direction, the processor eliminates all hands for

which no carrier is present and collapses the 12 partially

filled spectra into a single 6-MIIIz hand.

A total power of 190 NV and mass of '75 lh are esti-

mated using 1988 technology for forward and return

links. To further reduce power dissipation, the total

processed bandwidth, number of beams, and ntaxirnunt

capacity of each beam may he scaled down. For 1990,

radiation-hardened (MOS and CMOS/ SOS (silicon on

sapphire) are the most appropriate technology choices.

ASICs will he necessary for power conservation.

By analysis and computer simulation, the feasibility

of onboard digital rnulticarrier demultiplexers was dem-

onstrated for IN'IvIARSAT's third-generation satellites.
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Analytical formulas and simulations determined the

design parameters. Implementation with FYI methods

combined computational effrciencv and operational

flexibility. Figure 12 is a block diagram of the forward

link signal processor; Figure 13 shows the FFI pipeline

the central part of the overall processor).

(.\P(;) and it 1-kbit,'s signaling channel data stream are

rate 3/4 encoded and multiplexed with dttmmvv bits to

form an 80-ins frame . Offset QPSK modulation at a 2-1-

kbit,'s modulation data rate is used for burst (voice-

activated) and continuous nuxIks . A new preamble length

was defined for the voice-activated burst mode. The pro-
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MH7

granunable 2-1-khit/s offset QPSK modem. \'iterbi de-

coder, and up,, down-converters with wideband :\CC

remain as before, with minor changes in the demodula-

tor software for the new preamble.

To assist IN\IARS:\ I' in evaluating the pe•rforinance

of the new 80-nms 'nice frame format firr burst and

continuous modes, special test mode formats were im-

ple'ntcntcd in the frame synchronizers to provide meas-

urcntc'nt data for the following:

During 1985-1987, (:OMS:\ F Laboratoi ies designed

and constructed a versatile test bed communications

subsystem for Iv11;\RS:\I'Standard Band acronautiral

modes. The test bed was sttccessfttllc tested under

additive white Gaussian noise (.\\1'(;\), adjacent chan-

nel interference (ACI), and ntultipath fading condi-

tions. During 1988, existing discrete logic-based trans-

mit and receive frame synchronizers in the CES drawer,

originally developed for the Standard-B mode, were re-

placed with new microprocessor-based (Zilog Superb

and'I'exas Insu uments h\1S 3201Q) frame synchronizers

that implemented the Standard-B voice channel format.

Figure 1.1 is a photograph of the completed unit. A

I6-khitis voice stream with adaptive predictive coding

• miss and false detection probabilities of the

unique word, fi anling hit, and end-of-data pat-

terns, including it test feature limiting searches

to the 0' pattern

• burst detection probabilities and mean little to

cycIe slip

5 1



• CVrlic redundancy check miss and false detec-

tion, to evaluate packet error performance lot

the 80-bit signaling channel packet unit in each

SO-ins flatnc•

• Irame reacquisition times after it sustained loss

c If signal.

ile traffic via the i N \l:1RSAT Standard 13 16-kbit / s digital

channel. (:O\IS.- l considered an approach where by

the analog facsimile signals %OUld be intercepted, de-

transmission rate. Channel dedicated facsimile inter-

face units (FII's) located at the CESs and SESs would

perform these processes.

FROM INPUT -- ^.A.i•2
DELAY
MITCN

R
RU r

AC r _
iE R' ~' V'1 -^

BUFFER -^-► Ml I! *1I
5-

.
I ! : I A, •

r

At BUTTE
H
RFLY "-ERF; ,

2

RADI -D1X 7 _ , 4. -L- tM
CONTROLLER RUTTFRFI PI TTERFLY ' WI

17: ,
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ocinv , -16-

COEFF ROM

Figure 13. FFT hruressur

Test results show that the BER and miss and false

probability data are in good agrcenient with theory. with

insignificant degradations at the specified frequency

uffscts of +1 kl I/.'I'hc• tincodcd and rate 3,`-I code d BI•:R

performance tune's are shown in Figure 15. Subjective

burst and continuous-mode voice code performance

with in IN\t.-\RS:1I-supplied Ib-khit APC vocoder was

also satisfactory. The modified (;ES drawer has already

passed the in-plant and final acceptance tests. The

modified Standard-B test bed communications subsys-

tem hardware has been delis ete•d to IN\IARS.IT,

INMARSAT Standard- B Facsimile Interface
Units

In 1988, a contract was awarded to COMSAT to

sttul an approach for acccmimud:uing Croup 3 facsini-

extension ofcomntunications to (ii -

The concepts incoi porated in

this study permit facsimile conunt-

nication hetwe (• n equipment con-

flrrnting to C(:fi-I Recommenda-

tion T.30 with intervening real-

6111c• dc•inodulation % rcutodtililt ion

of the facsimile signals . Special

techniques allow (-itch Flt' to

interpret the nat u re of all facsimile

signals. issue separate responses to

transmitting facsimile terminals.

and dynanticall determine and

introduce signal-dependent trans-

mission delays in order to preserve

the tight timing relationship be-

tween facsimile signal pairs en-

coded according tc i the same or clil-

fe•rent modulation schemes. Silt It

it real-time approac Ii enabled the-

( uits with one-way propagation delays up to 920 ins, and

the enhaucerttent of Group 3 capability to broadcast

messages to ship-based terminals by invaiis of terrestri-

ally based facsimile equipment.

Time-Multiplexed Analog TV

The time-multiplexed analog TV (TM; TV) tech-

nologn was initially reported in the 1915'5 COMSAT

/.n/xrnrhuirs .l turteal /{r^^otf and later in the /98 7 Annual

Rtprurl. In 1988, it I MATV demonstration unit (Fig-

MT 1(i) was completed tinder an INTF.I.SAT contact.

By reducing the diagonal resolution of the TV sig-

nals and introducing time multiplexing , the unit was

capable of transmitting three TVsignals and six program

audio signals through it single M-Ml Iz satellite' trans-

ponclc•r, as opposed to only two television signals with

ccntsrntional methods. Although only one video chan-

nel and two audio channels were fully implemented, I he

unit demonstrated the signal quality achievable with the
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I \1AT-Vic(Inriquc l )rail ihreechanneIswith a 3ti-or 10-

\1Hi tansponder. \\'h('n the IF carrier at the FM modu-

lator output was gated on only daring active signal tans-

mission. the unit also successfully simulated the receiver

burst acquisition of I'\I.-11\ signals berm multiple up-

links transmitted in TI)\IA node.

Figure 15 Measured continuous-male BER
1wr)imnance with the mafijted CE\ drawer

Figure 14. ivlodi}ic d (:ES dratucr with exiting
$tcmil<nd-B test bed comf)onents

An informal subjective evaluation o f ! MA I1' per-

forururce was conducted. The video and audio signals

before T\L \' tansnrision were the reference, while

the signals after TM \Ps' processing at the receive side

were evaluated at normal viewing distance , with the IF

loop simulating the satellite link. When compared with

the unprocessed reference signal under normal opera-

tion in the C(:IR live-grade scale , both video and audio

signal degradation were rated between imperceptible

and batch perceptible.

The video signal was also compared against a signal

tansinitted through another IF loop simu l ating the

INTEI.SAT half-transponder 'IV. The 'I'MA'FV signal

was rated consistently better than the half-transponder

I'V, par ticularl ( tiring severe fading.

OTHER

NASA Advanced Modem /Codec Technology
Development

lo advance the state-of'the-art bandwidth and power

efficiency of digital transmission via satellite. COMS.VI'

developed two PO(; models of FEC decoders at an

information rate of 200 Mbit s under contract to the

NASA Lewis Research Center. The decoders are in-

tended for use in a combined trellis-coded nodulation

system that uses 1(i-quadrattire amplitude modulation

(QAM) and rate 3/4 convolutional code for the up-link

(satellite), and 8-PSK modulation and time-varying rate

8/9 convolutional code leer the clown-link (earth sta-

tion). A bandwidth etliciencv of'snore than `' hit s IIi

1 5 3
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is achieved in both links. The tip/down-link decoders

were both constructed and partially tested during 1987.

Figure 16. TAM' demonstration unit

During 1988, performance testing of these decoders

at the 200-Mbit/s iiiforntation rate was completed in a

back-to-back, noise-free environment and over a digital

AW1'GN channel. To measure performance over the

AN%'GN channel, COMSAT developed a special test set

that operates at the full svnnbol rate (Figure 1 7 )and gcn-

crates quantized AWGN noise samples which closely

match the effect ofAAtiGN in an ideal modern. The test

set includes a svnnhol-mapping function, the digital

AWGN generator, and a digital signal combiner. The

symbol-rnappingfunction replaces the modem function

in the actual channel by mapping encoded symbols into

the associated coordinates in the in-phase and quadra-

ture (1, Q) phase plane. The digital A\V(;N generator

consists of PN sequence generators whose outputs form

the addresses of two independent AW('=N memories, one

for each coordinate in the phase plane. The memory

contents are loaded off-line with AN%'(; N vectors at the

desired ratio of energy per information bit to one-sided

noise spectral density E})/N.

PN NOISE
RAM

SYMBOL

FENCODERI ►

PN
0

z

NOISE
RAM

HARD-
LIMITER I

HARD-
LIMITER

Figure 17. Block diagram of the self- test hcsird
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Figure 18. Rate 3/4 code A%VGN curves
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burst suede modem also under contract for NASA Lewis

Research Center. phis modem allows contplete• charac-

tcriiation of the coded modulation system operating at

a hit rate of 1611 \Ihit, s in burst mode.

The modest design, fabrication, testing, and (le•vel-

opme•nt of special test equipment for o^e•rall system

operation have been completed. Measured BER per-

formance of the S-PSK modem is shown in Figure 20 for

both continuous and worst-case burst modes. After in-

tegration of t he modem and cude•c iu 1980, performance

testing of the completed system will be conducted and

the results compared to those achieved using the digital

Itntse test set.

10-2

10-3

w

tr

Figure 19. Rine 8/9 code Akk'( iN curves

Figures 18 and 19 show the measured BFR perform

ante of the rate 3 1 and rate 5 9 Viterhi decoders.

respectively. As shown in Figure IS, the rate 3A convo-

lutional code( is capable ofproviding it BER of I t)"at an

E•:I ';\ of I0 dB. l his compare s l:vtorabh Leith unc oiled

ideal SPSK. which requires approxintatc•tc I 1 (fit to give

the same error rate performance. Similarly. Figure 19

shows Thal the rate 8/9 time-vale ing code provi(h•s a BER

of 10" at an E )1- N of 10.6 dB.

To demonstrate the coded sstent performance of

the rate 8 9 code(. (:UMISAT has (Ietelupcd an S-PSK

0 10

w

10-5

10-6

v

r

r

6 10 12 14

Eb/N 0 (dB)

Figure 20 . Measured 5.I K modem
BER perJormnance without coding

16 18
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he Network Technology Division (NTD) conducts research and development activities and provides techni-

cal support in various facets of networking, from the design and system architecture of networks to the detailed

development and implementation of relevant software and hardware components. For several years, NTD has

been at the forefront of developing and applying hardware and software technology and expert system

technology to communications networks. During 1988, various satellite, data commnunications, fiber optic,

and integrated services digital networks (ISDN) were investigated. For satellite networks, architectural al-

ternatives for the design of an on-hoard hasehand switch, along with detailed implementation tradeoffs, on-

hoard processing architectures, and network control strategies such as synchronization of digital intersatellite links (ISLs),

were investigated. Other significant efforts in 1988 included modifying data communications protocols, implementing

them over satellite links, and obtaining U.S. support to incorporate these changes in the International Standards, thus en-

suring the development of satellite-compatible ISDN standards. Other activities included conducting an international

packet switching experiment, applying expert systems to network control, developing a network management facility for

TCP/IP networks, completing key enhancements to NTD's COSMOS operating system, developing a software simulation

test-bed for large mixed-media networks, studying network security architectures, and developing a fiber-optic-based

intelligent building network. Support was also provided to CO:AISAT's Maritime Services for aeronautical services.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

Joint COMSAT/NIST OSI Protocol

Experiments

'I'll(, International Standards Organization (ISO)

thasdevcloped an international standard reference n>odel

of open systeurs interconnection (()Sl), as a basis forco-

ordinating standards development for systems intcrc•on-

nectiotr, iw hilt allowing existing standards to he placed in

perspective within the overall reference model.

Since 1983. COMSNI' and the National lnstitulr of

Standard,andTcchuok^g^ (NIS1'.Iornicrlvthe rational

Bureau of Standar(is) hays conducted a joint program to

examine, intplcn>cttt. and test the perforrnanee of high-

level data cotnntunications protocols over satellites links.

The investigation lust analyzes the relevant protocols

and then identif its (he pat amcters and procedures that

affect tlu• efficient operation of'the protocols over satel-

lite links for dilfe•rent range of transmission speeds and

hit error rates. Acxt, the protocols and any necessary

nx>rlitications arc intplenu•nted and tested in the labora-

ton. Finally, a joint satellite cxpcriureut is conducted

with NJST. and the results arc presented to national and

international standards organi/atious for appropriate

modifications of the protocols.

l:xperimcnts completed in 1985, 1986, and 1987 by

the N I ' D concerned transport protocol class I (TP-1),

conncctionless netavork protocol (CI .NP), session proto-

col. and message handling svstent (\.400) protocols. All

relevant modifications to'l'l'-4 are, being considered by

various subcommittees (ANSI X:353and ISO]1Y;1 'SCG)

for incorporation in the next release of'TP-4 standards.

During 1988. the tilt transfer, access, and tnanage-

urent (VI Ah9) protocol was investigated. The E`I•_A\l

protocol enables users to n-ansfer. access, and manage

files. The basic protocol supports these file services by

means of the association control senicec1cincnt (ACSE)

and presentation services.

Although the FFA\1 protocol is designed with the

asstunption that the underlying service is reliable, it rc-

gttires coufirtuations belore proceeding from step to

step. Forexample. openinga file successtirlly is necess ry

before reading or writing. Because some confirmations

are not necessary (or can be grouped), a rnewv optional

enhancement was introduced that reduces the, ntunhcr

of confirmation steps in the current file transfer proce-

dure. This procedure considerably decreases the delays

associated with operation of l•TA d over satellite links.

Specific modifications to Fr--\-\l protocols, supported

by detailed experimental results, were prepared for

presentation to the appropriate subcommittees (:ANSI

X3T5.5 and X3T5).

"il i
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On-Board Baseband Processor Switching

When used on hoard the satellite in conjunction

kith other on-hoard processing functions such as carrier-

detnttltipi t-xi ng, demodulation, decoding, and base•band

dentultiplexing, haseband switching can provide en-

hanced service capabilit and fle•xibilit' to reduce earth

station complexity and cost . In addition , when on-board

switching is coupled with multiple spot beams. it can

provide interbeam carrier and channel routing in a

system architecture which is efficient in terms of the

spacecraft mass and power . This itt turn can lead to lower

spacecraft and launch vehicle costs.

NTI) has studied various functional requirements

and hardware design alternatives needed to provide

such switching on board they satellite . Basehand process-

ingarchitectures including tinter-space-time, time-space,

space-time , and unified ntentot }• switch architectures

were studied to determine their compatibility with vari-

ous s y stem functional requirements (mass. power, size,

and device technology ). Figure 1 shows tour system

architectures which compare circuit switching against

various itnplenrentauonsofpacketswitching . Each packet

implementation switch shown impacts the relative com-

plexity of the earth station and., or the satellite design.

Selection of the on-hoard switch functions . architec-

tures, and mass ; power cost tradeoffs will be completed

in 1989 prior to the implementation of' the on-board

hasc hand processor switch.

Quality of Service for Packet Connections

CCI'I-' Recommendations N.134 through X.137

define performance objectives for international packet-

s ritche•d data .services. Recommendation N. 135 (felines

performance objectives for three primary data (omm11u-

nications func tions:

• call setup and call clearing delay

• data packet transfer delay

• throughput capacity.

In 1987, N TI) nteasurc•d the quality of service (QOS)

parameters for a national packet-switching network

operating via satellite circuits. In continuing that effort

in 1988, NTI) measured Q()S parameters over an inter-

national link with two 9.Gkbit;'s satellite circuits on the

lN'l'EI.SAT 335.5°E satellite. Other participants were

AT& f, Deutsche Bunde•spost. and INTE LSAT. The

packet-switching networks for the experiment were the

AC(:1'NI:T network in they ('.S. and the 1)ACEN-P net-

work in West Ge•rntatn. The experiment was conducted

for both one-hop and two-hop scenarios. Figure 2

shows the one-hop configuration. Experimental results

demonstrated that satellites can he efficiently used for

providing international data services. A (:(TIT contri-

bution based on the experiment showed that the per-

trrntancc of international packet-switching links that

included satellite links is well within the requirements of

Recommendation X.135. Results for the throughput

and delay tests are shown in Tables 1 and 2. along with

the requirements specific <l in Recommendation N.135.

Local Area Network Interconnection by

Satellites

Ni'!) has investigated the use of satellite s for inter-

conm•cting local area networks (IANs) since 1987. In

1988, e•ffet is of'variotrs parameters on a satellite circuit

and a terrestrial link interconnecting two Ethernet seg-

ments were compared. The satellite circuit was sillltt-

fated in the laboratory by a delay simulator and an error

simulator . Parameters included link rate. hit error rate

(BER). and block size. Link level error rcco\et'\ pro-

vided on the satellite circuit and end-to-end recovery

p1,1 vide•d by transport protocols weir also studi< el. User

throughputs obtained over the satellite link intercon-

necting the two Ethernet I-ANs are shown in Figure 3.

The experiment demonstrated that satellites can be

effectively used lot- interconnecting l.\Ns and that the

c'hoic'e of optimal protocol parameter value rs is critical

for obtaining high prrfornruue.

International Fiber Optic Systems

A contprehensive• in-depth study focused on three

arias:

• the status of fiber optic technolog v and systems

that could have a significant impact on satellite

communications

• special issues such as global undersea fiber cable

networks . reliability of fiber optic components

(and redundancy requirements of systems). and

signal quality and standards
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Table 1. Measured Call Setup, Data Transfer , and Call Clearing Delays (ms)

Recommendation
Configuration 1 Configuration 2 X.135

Min Mean 951'( Max Min Mean 95 `-1 Max Mean 95%

CaII Setup 1.111 1,168 1,235 1.450 1.558 1.593 1,620 1.702 2,000 3.0011

(:all Clearing 4(N) 421 I-II) 5(i8 662 630 635 668 9(X) 1,20(1

Data Transfer

32ltctets 4041 447 460 581) 651 1161 675 697
61 11< leis 467 508 3311 68.1 714 721 730 753

12811eiets 586 624 610 716 832 839 845 917 9(X) 1,200

"Table 2. Measured Throughput (bit/s)

Configuration 1 Configuration 2

No. of Logical

Channels Min Mean 95 `,4 Max Min Mean 95"1 Max

4 7.667 8,218 7.733 9,022 8.650 8.824 8,803 8,958
8 9,102 9,406 9,140 9,471 8,785 8,880 S,792 9,1112
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• selected technology and network architecture

esaluatioll.

The final report provided a technical assessment of

fiber optic technology and systems and indicated that

the pi oblen) of missing or less reliable services in the

worldsside intelligent fiber cable network is heing rer-

tified rapidly by ongoing tcchnolop. improvenx•nt,

innovative approaches. mitt high-reliability sstenrs

implementation.

The current status of global tucdersea fiber cable

networks reflects this intense activity by both common

Carrie n and private owners or operators of cables. Esoly-

tug triter optic technologies incluele dispersion-flatte•ne•d

fibers. narrow-linewidth single-freyt ►encv lasers. hroad-

handwidth photodetectors, optoelectronic integrated

circuits, libel- amplifiers, external integrated optical

modulators and switches, all-optical repeaters, and wet-

nrux; active undersea branching devices for high-speed,

long-hard operation and improved reliability. The svn-

crgv between these technologies and standat ds activities

worldwide will allow improved services and extended

networking in hitln-e undersea cable systems. Also, the

progress of sc•veraliiber-tc, hums projects for broadband

nudtic barrel suhsc i}x r services has improved the pros-

pects for global all-fiber networks. The possible Impacts

of this technology on future satellite communications

must be investigated.
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BIT ERROR RATE (x 10-6 )

Figure 3 1 'ser throughput ucer a 9,6-khit/s satellite

link used Jtn interconnecting LANs

ISDN Commercial Service

10 11

I ,u 111r d l l - l )\ mid ISDN-ts pe sc•n it es ,u t enu • t;,;in,

in y;u tors n (forfeits. NTI) assists (()\l ,\ Is Intelsat

Satellite Senices ( ISS) in facilitating introduction of

these services over the INTELSA I wstem . Tit(- division

is ac tiveh- detailingthe•requirententsforexte nding ISUN

service deselolnnrnis of European countries to private

networks in the U.S. and will likewise extend U.S. ISDN

service developments to private , networks in Europe and

Asia.

This project involves system engineering tasks re-

lated to conunercialh avail a ble switches and private

branch exchanges ( PBXs) and the use of these subscs-

tents in accessing the INTI•a.SAT sy stem via either

Intelsat Business Serice ( IBS) or public -switched inter-

mediate data rate (II ) R) earth stations . Detailed re-

quirements are associated with basic- and printar-rate

customer access proton ols used in the switc he•s and

PBXs. The gradual inn oduction of (:CITI Signaling Sys-

tem No . 7 (and its national variants ) in national public

networks and the extent to which such out-of=band sig-

naling can to ilitate the introduction of ISI)N services

over the IN l'EISAT sy stem are also being investigated.

COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL

Software Technology

Software is a critical anti often expensive ele menu in

data communications todavand sill be increasingls so in

the future. NT D has long recognized the need for soft-

warc (levelopment methodologies and architect ui es that

allow rapid development of high-duality and high-pcr-

fonnancesoftware, that exploit parallel and multiproces-

sor hardware architectures and the inherent piprlined

sittu'ture of data communications software, and that al-

low rapid construction of experimental systems for ex-

ploring new, networking it-( Itnologies. Ongoing re-

search in software technology has produced a mattire

set of architectural and design principles, a large libran

of reusable software components and tools, and several

successful implementations of data and voice contrnttni-

rations svsten)s.

A cornerstone of this development is the COSMOS

operating systen) and its corresponding large library of

data communications software. (;OSh1OS is a highly

efficient. portable. multiprocessor. real-time operating

system that .allows i.tpid development of high-perforIll-

it ]WC Coll) ntaIll ications systems. Cturrenlly, COSMOS
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supports the Motorola (iM0x0 series of microprocessors;

it can he very easily ported to other processors because

most of it is written in the C. programming language. It

supports mtanv cominci cially available \tult ibus and \'\1 E

bus hoards and inputolliput (1 0) devices. COSMOS

is more than just an operating system: it embodies a set

of coherent principles that are used throughout the life

cycle of the systems design: specification. design. iin-

plernentation, testing, and maintenance. Although let-

working and svstenis applications are not part o If (( )S-

\tOS, their design is influenced by its architectuie..uul

all non-special-purpose software becomes part of the

COSMOS library.

In 198 8, important software development and Ili:ul-

agement tools were added to COSMOS. The new pack-

ages aid the design of unattended network nodes. A new

menurn-based file sstemi allows systems to save impor-

tant infoi Illation (code, parameters, and error logs) in

batten-hacked memory. The PR( )M-based debugger

was enhanced to allotw hooting of system software front

code saved in nonvolatile memory. Several important

run-time diagnostic cheeks were added. Due-ing normal

operations, the systems can detect hardware, and software

failures such as infinite loops, stuck interrupts. I 'O chip

failures, and mentor errors. .Also in I¶.ltiS, COS\IOS

software, development was transferred from the V \X

System to the Sun system. All proprietan development

tools were ported to nut on the Sun system. Tools were

developed to transfer code from Sun sstemis to target

processors on er Ethernet.

A new tool called "mkmk" was developed to auto-

mate the process of software compilation and linking,

and to provide advanced configuration nlanagcmt•mt

functions (see Figure 1). Software compilations and

linking are nornialh• clone , under the control of the I'nix

M:\fiF. command. The MAKE. command Files. called

..makefile•s,.. contain commands to comipilc amt link files

and contain dependencies among files, so that it change

in one file causes all dependent files to be compiled.

Mkmk attomates and greatly simplifies the creation of

makelilcs. It has built-in rules to autonlaticalll generate

mostnlakefilessiichasthoseforcreatingohject libraries

front soiure files and for creating executable's front

object libraries. Built on top of the MAKE, sstem, all

facilities of the, mkmk system are available to the pro-

grammer, a feature that can be useful for creating non-

standard mtakefiles. As a result. mlakefiles are always

accurate•andup-to-date. \I kink also produces rules her

certaiil standard maintenance operations, such as

updating libraries, deleting all re, reatable files, and run-

ning tint on source tiles.

EXTERNAL
SOURCES
OBJECTS
LIBRARIES

PARAMETERS-
DIRECTORY SEARCH

PATH
TARGET MACHINE

()B.1FC'S
LIE3HAH LS

FXFCUTABLES

Figure 4 Architecture, of mkmk . the nuekcf ile generawr

\lknuk also finds foreign tiles such as include tiles.

object files, and libraries ()if the basis of it user-specified

directory search order and inserts their full path mantes

ill the mlakclilc. Phis feature facilitates the nlanageincnl

of different versions ofa systettl and allows systems to he

created front a hierarchy of versions by appropriately

spt•cilsing the search order. It is also use ful duiiiig

ssicnt de•u•lopnu•nt and maintenance, when a small

subset of it large stable system nltut be modified. \lklnk

generates nrtketilcs for tititlxfl crossdeyelopme lit amid for

native host sofn%art• development for both tilt' VAN and

Sun systems. This feature improves portability of the

software because ntakefiles in general :try not potlable

across machines. In all cases. appropriate, comunands are

generated fn- the correct tools (su(h as compilers),

along with the proper options and flags.

Although (:OS\1OS is a real-time sstcml, several

applications require low-cost. large-c apacits stable stor-

age svsterns. i'lxantples are syste ms that produce large

amounts of data that need post-processing or analysis,

and ncttwork manage nu nt sstents. 10 meet this require-

ment in (:OSMOS, support for small computer systems

interface (SCSI) based disks was added. SCSI is it versa-

tile interface to which a number of peripheral devices

besides disk drives tan he attached. II operates at

transfer rates of I.") lo 1 \fhste/s: Ihe•se rates are

expected to increase in the future.A commercial. high-

pci forntance \"\l h. tills-based board acts as the interface
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to the SCSI bus. Performance close to tile limits of the

disk system was obtained during testing. This develop-

ment brings an important functionality 10 COSMOS

because many peripherals use, the SCSI bus interlace.

SCSI can also he used for inlerprocessor communica-

tions and the building of adapters to high-speed I.ANs.

Network Management

NTD has an ongoing research program to investi-

gate, evaluate , and implement data colliIlltill lcations

and network technologies . Various network architec-

tures and communications protocols have been imple-

mented, yielding an abundance of information , experi-

ence , developiltent tools, and cxperlise.

Data common ications recline tlofr, and protocols have

made steady progress over the last several years. The

number of public and private said networks is increasing.

rapidly and so are the sizes and coniplexity of each

network. Coupled with the increase in complexi ty is the,

additional factor of nntltiyendor equipment within the

same network . Management of these large complex

networks is a proble m area which has laigel • been ig-

nored until recently . NTD has embarked on a research

program to investigate and implement network manage-

nlenl st rategies.

A number of areas within the umbrella of network

management have been identified-network admini-

stration ( network configuration and de finition ), fault

management . problem management, statistics and re-

ports ( including billing and accounting ). network plan-

ning, and design tools. ()if(- of the design goals of they

network management system has been that the network

operator should not he ove rloaded with information

about the network : instead , the network management

should handle most routine ( and some not so routine)

prohlents automatically : the operator is involved and

with problems that the system cannot handle (vet). Of

course. all information is awailallle to the operator. when

lit•edecl.

N'ID has performed research and development in

network design and implementation h r a number of

years. The nlultinlicroproce • ssor-based network inter-

face processor (NIP), developed by NTD, is the primn.trv

vehicle for network node implementation . COSMOS

remains the primary software vehicle for inlp l enle•nta-

tioll of communications systems software.

NEWNET, an NTD packet network , is used as it re-

seat c It tool for experimental networking architectres,

protocols , and network management strategies. It pro-

'ides automated solutions to traditionally difficult net-

work management problems . It enhances network rclia-

hility against failures and outages by means of it routing

and congestion algorithm, without manual intervention

from network operators . The adaptive (list rlhtlted

rooting protocol ( ADRP) optinnally routes traffic through

the, network on the basis of the current availability of net-

work nodes and current traffic levels. ADRP is executed

in unison by all nodes in the network. Each node

exchanges information about traffic Ievelswith its inunc•-

diatch connected nodes . Through this exchange. an

optimal and consistent set of routes is generated, inde-

pendently by each node, for each destination node. As

traffic levels change and nodes fail, the routes are regen-

eraie • d by all nodes : traffic is routed around congested

or failed nodes or areas . I'll(- algorithm , t ransparent to

end users, increases performance and availability of the

netwui k.

All NEWNI•:I configuration information and soft-

ware for a sonic , are kept at it cent al network nlanage-

ntent center ( NMC). where oper ators can define and

ntodity it . On pc ewer-tip , each node fete lies this informa-

tion from the N MC rising a neighboring node as an inter-

ntediar\ . If a copy is available in battery -backed nlenlorv

in the node • the inforrllation is fetched only if it has

changed in the N\1(:. This facility eases installation and

configuration of nodes and software upgrades.

The NM(: node accesses files and databases on disks

and uses a Macintosh terminal as it display terminal. The

virtual console system ( VCS) software enables the Macin-

tosh to he an intelligent terminal liar ;um, host svstenl,

including it (:( )SM OS-based NIP. Application programs

residing in the NMC access high - level facilities common

to most Macintosh - based applications , such as pull-down

ntentls, nlttltiple windows, and dialog boxes . The result

is a highly interactive and user-friendly operator inter-

face , based on color graphics and familiar Macintosh

objects . Prototype NM(: applications allow graphic dis-

play of network status a nd statistics at various levels of

detail.

As part of the network management task. NTD

has also been investigating management of ntultiven-

elor, multiprotocol networks. Protocol architectures

t urrc • ntl ill widespread use include , T(:P%IP, Dl•:(:NE.T.

X.=':o, SN. . AppleTalk, a nd PC.-NET. Most protocol
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suites have varying amounts of' support for network

manageme nt functions . OSI, whose protocols are soon

expected to dominate the networking world, is defining

a comprehensive set of network management protocols.

In addition to keeping pace with ongoing developments

in protocol families, NTD also has a keen interest in im-

plementing it strategy that can be used to manage a

network operating with multiple protocols from it uni-

fied NMC.

Development of a prototype NMC: that initially will

Manage 'I'( 1'- IP networks, but will he enhanced to

manage ( )S1, SNA. Appke"Ialk, P(: NET, and vendor-

proprietary networks, is underway. This NM(: operates

under the simple network management protocol

(SNMi'). recently standardized for TCP/IP networks,

and which will eventually evolve into OSI protocols. The

NMC is based on it Sun workstation with color graphics

display and X-window- display system. The Ingres data-

base management system supports network configura-

tion management . Standardized protocols and software

tools have been chosen to enhance customer acceptance

of the system.

Expert systems technology has been enlisted to solve

certain network management problems. Expert svstent

prototypes have addressed problems in optimal network

design and network fault diagnosis. A prototype expert

system that performs network fault diagnosis for'l (:I' 11'

networks is under development. This system is hosted on

it Symbolics workstation, uses the knowledge engineer-

ing environment (KEE) experI system shell, and inter-

faces with the Sttn-based NM(: over Ethernet. Figure 5

shows the implementation architecture of the NM(: and

the expert system.

The Generic Network Simulator for Intelligent Sys-

tems ((:1'.NI:SIS) simulates distributed computing sys-

tems. It is currently used to simulate and evaluate the

performance of comnurnications protocols in large net-

works, and to test network management protocols. It

consists of a set of design rules and it librarv• of functions

that rapidly create simulation models for networking

functions that rely on it message-passing paradigm.

Models have been created fitr simulating serial links,

Ethernet. l)ol) Internet Protocol (IP), Dot) t_'ser Data

Protocol (l'DP), Routing Information Protocol ( RIP).

Network File Service (NFS), and protocols for narrow-

band ISl)N strpplententan- hearer services. GENESIS is

written in the SIMSCRiPT simulation language; its

compiler is available for several computing platforuts.

Artificial Intelligence in Network Control

Packet networks are subject to traffic surges and fo-

cused loads that create congestion, overwhelm network

resourc(-s, cause increased delays and reduced through-

put, and create deadlocks. Because of the increas-

ing complexity of large ntultivendor. multimedia net-

works, and the large spectrum of possible causes of con-

gestion, devising control strategies that limit congestion

is becoming unmanageable. A knowledge-based expert

system can reduce the number of possible solutions and

render control more manageable. Network control

mechanisms for most conununications standards are

moving toward distributed implementation for each

layer of the protocol suite. Such controls, although

having it limited view of Ile' network, are self=reliant and

able to operate without it centralized network control

center.

Nil) developed the Artificial Learning Intelligence

for Congestion Identification and Avoidance (AI.ICIA)

program, it distributed cooperative expert system that

resides at each switch in it packet-switched network and

that identifies and avoids congestion.

Each switch analyzes the data traffic passing through

it, the control traffic from neighbors, current connectiv-

ity, and its own buffer utilization. From this inForniation.

the switch regulates the incoming rates on its links

according to heuristics that pertain to globally efficient

use of its resources, fair allocat ion of resources among its

neighbors. deadlock prevention conditions for the im-

pact of congestion on end-to-end flow controls, and the

behavioral model for congestion control mechanisms

of' neighboring switches. The switch communicates

requests and allocations for conuuunication bandwidth

using it transaction protocol that establishes it coopera-

tive congestion control architecture.

GENESIS, which allows it quick implementation of

packet-swit(hed protocols, is used to test the control

architecture. This package has been used to simulate the

Dot) int(-rnet suite of protocols, as well as some narrow-

band ISl)N protocols.

Fiber Optic Based Data Networking

In this project , use of' optical fiber cables in an

intelligent building (IB) network was investigated.

With its large bandwidth, optical fiber cart easily
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accommodate the presently available shared tenant ser•-

ices of an IB network. In fact, optical fiber provides a

safeguard against future ohsolescencewhen nnu-h higher

speed services will be required. Additionally. optical

fiber cable is small, lightweight, and free of electromag-

netic interfere'nce' (EMI).

Connectivity ancf channelization schemes for inte-

grating voice, video. and data services in an IB network

have been investigated, taking into consideration neces-

sarvfiheropticp ttanu-ters. Optical components needed

for the architectures have been identified and their

performance and price evaluated. A cost comparison of

these architectures has also been performed.

)n the basis of these studies, it low-cost fiber optic

architecture has been recommended for an IB network

(see Figure li). IB wiring uses conventional star-struc-

tured systems with wiring closets on every floor and it

service center from which the backbone riser cable is

distributed. Star couplers, typically situated in such it

service center, form the huh of the IB network. h:ach

cable section that starts from the huh shares the riser

cable conduits fin- the normal building wiring system.

Because the optical cable is light and free of EMI, it can

share conduit space with the existing wiring. The cable

sections end in it distribution panel on ever' floor (or

every other floor), where with the use of wavelength

division multiplexing (WDM) the horiiontal system

branches out into TI, video, and Ethernet channels.

SYMBOLICS

Expert Network
Fault Manager

(KEE)

SUN

Network
Management

Center

An Ethernet Multistar-based unit can allow further

extension of' Ethernet LAN segments on each floor.

Each of these I --YN segments can operate on any wiring

medium , allowing a variety of subsystems to be mixed

and matched . The TI channel can he connected to (:R

or l'BX equipment . and circuit-switched voice and data

services can he provided throughout the building. l.ow-

speed telemetry signals for energy management and

securitycar ► be transmitted on DSO channels by means of

the CB/PBX arrangement. Finally, the video channel

can support CCIA, surveillance , video monitoring of

equipment . and videoconferencing . A small - scale prate-

rype of such it fiber optic lB network architecture has

hcen designed, installed , and successfully tested by N TD.

It is envisioned that such it fiber optic network can

he easih upgraded to higher speed networks such as

the100-1bit/s fiber distributed data interface (FDDI)

network when they become available.

Crisis Briefing System

The crisis briefing system task explored technology

for establishing a c c rc n dinated crisis managemen t system

for improving communications betwe en crisis nranag-

ers. Potential applications for this technology include

nuclear reactor incidents, forest fires , law enforcement,

and intelligence operations . The system consists of'

Figure 5. T(:1'/1P nerve nk rnanagernent architecture

f

i
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Figure 6. Filer optic network fur an intelligent lulldmg

normal telephone service and advanced workstations

connected to a data network to provide voice, data, and

image communications in interactive sessions between

users at various geographical locations. The telephone

establishes conference calls for a group of users, who

then initiate a shared workstation environment. (,on-

nections to the workstations can be provided by either

private or public data facilities. Each workstation con-

nected fora briefing system has a window that can display

a variety of the same graphic material, e.g., drawings.

maps, data tables, curves, and text, to all users. *1 he user

can readily display overlays containing text, graphic

outlines, and pointers. The system also provides a real-

tinu• pointer that appears on all screens.

( .1 iris management consists of the following four

elements:

appraisal of the situation

development of options to handle the crisis

decision dissemination and coordination

pos t-crisis analysis.

The workstation supports both analysis and cont-

munications between users. To demonstrate tilt,

capabilities of such a sstem with readily available

hardware and software. Sun Model 3 workstations

and T(:P/iP network connections have been inte•-

gi ated. Either a Sun workstation or a local Macin-

tosh computer can prepare materials for the brief-

ing sstem. The demonstration can display text.

object graphics. bit-mapped graphics, data tables,

and curers.

III the current demonstration, an NTD Eth-

ernet network can initiate a conference session be-

tween three workstations. Participants in the con-

ference are invited to join the session and enter a

password to accept they invitation. A conference

window appears when the invitation is accepted.

All users view the same window. A separate window

displays the names of conference participants, and

indicated which user has the "floor." Any user can

request control of the floor by clicking a mouse bill-

toil. and when in control, can point to objects on

the screen with the mouse, and alter the window

contents. The system has not been tested between

use•rson different networks, but thisfunction issup-

ported by system Components.

INTELSAT

On-Board Processing

Under an INTELSAT contract , members of

NT[) and (;I'D investigated alternative on-hoard

processing architecturesand ne twork conu- ol strate-

gies that minimized ground terminal and on-hoard

processing complexity and cost while providing

maximum traffic routing capability . reconfigura-

tion flexibility , and link performance. The stud

was divided into four phases:

• Phase 1. Architecture tradeoffs

• Phase 2. Technology definition

• Phase 3. Cost/benefit analysis

• Phase 4. Synchronisation of dig ital inter-

satellite links (ISI.s)
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Phase 1, 2, and 3 are described in the CI1) section of this

Annual Report . The work carried out tinder Phase 4 is

briefly described in thr following paragraphs.

The ISI, studs included calculation of ISI, range

rate and range variation , ISL processor architecture and

their impact on ground terminals, internetwork ' I'I)MA

synchronization , and optical ISI . transmission analysis

and tradeoffs.

Worst-case range rate anti range variation were com-

puted for a satellite 1(mgitrufinal separation of 60° to

120`. the worst-case range rate and range variation

occurred at 60°. With this separation , it range variation

of 261 to 132 km for an orbital inclination angle, i, of(). I °

to 3.0° ( assuming longitudinal drift of ±0.1°) and a

range rate value of 5 . ( in%s(i=0.1 °) to21.9nvs (i-3.0►°)

were possible. In comparison , earth station range

variation was 73 kilt (i = 0.1 °) to 708 kin (i = 3.0°): earth
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station range rate was 2.4 to 25.9 m/s. Mininn ► m buffer

requirements set by earth station and ISL range vari-

ations were determined on the basis of these values.

Other huffier components such as frame alignment and

clock drift were also estimated.

ISI. transmission architectures were examined. and

various alternatives for on-hoard processing of IS[. sig-

nalswere presented. Within the context of transmission

architectures, both '1 I)h4A and 'I'I)1f; FI)1^4r1 systems

were considered with 120 -Mhit s ('llAf or TI)MA) ISL

transmission. .Nvailable on-hoard processing alternatives

for these systems, including no processing (transparent

link), regeneration, IF switching, basehand switching,

and hasehand processing, were examined. ISI. payload

interconnection options were also considered for satel-

lites with either the sank or ditterent ISL payload con-

figurations (Figure 7).
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The major part of the study focused on ISI . TDMA

network synchronization, identifiing on-board process-

ing requirements, impacts on earth station design, and

buffer requirements for the ISI. stthsvstem and earth

station. Both ground- and on-board based timing

techniques were considered.

For synchronization of nnitltiple-TI)MA networks

interconnected by ISI.s, several network timing alterna-

tives were studied in conjunction with ground reference

and on-hoard reference timing. These included inde-

pendent network timing (networks operating with dif-

ferent satellites are independently synchronized to their

own reference clocks), synchronized on-hoard timing

(one control station provides reference timing to both

local and remote networks), and synchronized ground

timing (identical to independent network timing except

that ground reference clocks are synchronized using a

terrestrial link). In addition, it mininhnn on-hoard hard-

SATELLITE
A

RCVR

r-+ XMTR

BASEBAN0
PROCESSOR

RBBT

TB & ISL-TB

ISL-RB & ISL-TB //

ware configuration (Figure 8) was investigated in which

ISI. synchronization and processing functions are trans-

ferred to the traffic terminals to simplify the on-board

hardware at the expense of inure complicated ground

processing.

After examining the alternatives, it was concluded

that independent network timing is the simplest to im-

plement and results in reliable network operation. Slight

enhancements at the reference stations (such as adding

synchronization circuitry and a terrestrial link between

the reference stations) will provide synchronous opera-

tion of the I'DMA networks.

For an optical ISI. transmission analysis, the optical

ISI. transmission stthsvstem and parameters, optical power

hudget tradeoffs, and ISI. BER considerations were de-

lined. Based on the ISL transmission rate requirements

and the level of maturity of'various optical technologies,

it was concluded that GtLk1A.s technology was promising

Figure 8 . ISL TL)MA transmission configuration
requiring minimal on - hoard hardu are

(i!I
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for this particular application. Parametric results show-

ing iSI. BER versus optical antenna diameter were pre-

sented as a ft nction of'iSI. separation angle fin' two levels

of transmitter power (50 and 200 m\b'). An example

of the study results is shown in Figure 9. ISI. BER

requirements for 120-Mbiti s transmission were also de-

termined with and without the application of forward

error correction (FEC) coding. For FEC coding. both

end-to-end and on-board decoding and recoding were

considered. ISL-BER curves (link BER - I()) for both

cases were presented.

\NEA-03Nrad
in-

ANTENNA DIAMETER (cm)

TRANSMITTED POWER - 200 mw
DATA RATE = 120 Mbd's

Figure 9 . Accumulated BER u< antenna diameter
(ISL optical fink budget)

Packet Switching Experiment

N l'D supported INTEL SAT in determining the QOS

of an international packet - switching link that included at

least one satellite hop. The data gathered front the

experiment were analyzed in detail. The resulting report

contained recommendations on choice ofoptinral proto-

col parameter values when satellite links carry packet-

switched data.

CORPORATE SUPPORT

CCITT and TI Activities

NT'D has actively participated in international and

national standards organizations dealing with ISDNs

and data comnnrnic ations issues . Members of N'TD have

participated in Study (:coups Xi and XViII of the CCITT

and in subcommittees of the ANSI TI Committee on

'I't-It-communication. These efforts have been directed

toward ensuring that satellite system characteristics are

accommodated in the development of national and

international standards.

insuring the compatibility of satellite communica-

tions with ISDN standards development required analy-

sis of issues ranging front simple timer parameters to

detailed protocol procedures. Interworking

(Recommendation 1.515), additional packet mode

hearer services (Recommendation 1.122), broadband

ISDN (Recommendation 1.121). asynchronous transfer

mode (ATM), non-D channel application of link access

protocol-D (L-V'D). and ntultipoint broadcast services

were some of the specific topics which were investigated

if) detail.

Recommendation 1.515 defines the parameter

exchange for ISDN interworking. T-ypical examples in

which parameter exchange takes place include termi-

nal adaption compatibility establishment. modem type

selec tion. and voice encoding compatibility establish-

ment. The time parameter Nt t hounds the time

interval allowed forcompletingthe paratneterexchange.

'I-be proposed value of 500 ms would have ruled out

satellite links for interworking situations. Nt,id is now the

intplententer's choice.

Recommendation 1.122 defines frame relaying 1,

frame relaying 2. frame switching, and X.25-based pac-

ket mode hearer services. Differences between these

services arise from the different applicable user-plane

functions. (In the control-plane, all signaling capabili-

ties for call control, parameter negotiation, etc., are

based on a common set of protocols, e.g., Recom-

ntenclatiun 1.451.) In 1989, it is expe•< led that some

bearer services will he deleted and not considered

further for standardization.

In the frame relaying I service. both the user and

network perform I.111 core functions, whereas in the

frame relaying 2 service, the user terminal performs

1.4-11 protocol, whereas the network performs only 1.4.11

core functions. In the frame switching service, both the

user and the network perform full 1.441 protocol func-

tions. In the X.25-based additional packet mode bearer

service, both the user and network perform full I.4-I1

protocol and the data transfer part (DTP) of X.25 packet

layer protocol (PLP). The core functions of 1.441 are

frame delimiting, frame rnultiplexing/demultiplexing,

error detection, and frame inspection.
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The diflercnce between frame relavand tram- switch-

ing protocols is that no flow conu-ol or local retransmis-

sion is performed in the former schemes. As it result. an

additional congestion control technique is nee'de'd in

the frame relay protocols to prevent users from flooding

the network. The proposed congestion control scheme

(I-eduction of Windows to one) will not perform will over

satellite links because thev typically operate with large

windm%s. Ill the (:( )\ISA1'sche•nte proposed to the sub-

committee TISI. the multiplicative decrease in the win-

dow site upon ttse•r-perceived congestion is considcrahly

m iterforsate llitelinks. Frarrwswitchingarid\.2: -based

services have no such problems.

IAPi) is bring modified 1tll nor-D channels. Nil)

has been participating in this dc%clopment to ensure its

compatibility with satellite Ic•chnuiog v.

Recommendation 1.121 (Idiot's the hroadhand

aspects of lSl)N. Broadband yeti rs to digital rates higher

than Tl rates ( 1.51-1 \lbit's. in CH)T. 2.0 IS \lhit/s),

and can he as high as 151) to 600 \Ibit ; s. These digital

rates are intended to be supported over fiber optic

transmission media, but so far the specification of stan-

dards has been kept independent of transmission media.

NTI) has been active in ensuring that satellite-based

services are an integral part of B-ISDN.

Maritime Services Support

Maritime Services announced its intention to offer

transoceanic aeronautical communications systems us-

ing satellites in the iN\LARSA I System. These services

will greatly enhance the capabilities of air traffic

control (AT C), resulting in fuel cost sayings. They will

also provide efficient tracking, permit instant emer-

gency communications, and provide airline colpanv

and public correspondence (both voice and data) to and

from the aircraft. N1 1) supported Maritime Services in

specifying the interface between the acre mautical ground

station and the packet network operated by .\RIN(:.

N'i l) also contributed to ARiNC-7.11, an international

standard for the aviation satellite communications sys-

tem. Specific re•cununcnelations for the standard im-

proved the available tltruughptit and trade possible the

external measurement of delays through the network.

Nil) also assisted ill specifying the requirements lot- an

carl•-seryicesground station and ill writing a request for

proposal (RFP) for the full-services ground station.

Computer Network Security

Sponsore(1 In (:SD, a study in computer network

security has been uncle • rtaken to expand CO\1SAT's

understanding of this rapidly growing field. Various

security features and mechanisms to in)plement them, as

well as security requiren )ents of they defense. civilian, and

priyatc sectors, were examined. This work included

reviews of the trusted computer system evaluation crite-

ria ('I CSEC) and tare trusted network interpretation

J NI)NI) systems developed by Dol) as a guideline for

spe•cifing . providing , and evaluating security functions

in autor ) ate d data )roc essingegtuipn1ent. Security' archi-

tectures and functions of the protocols in the Secure

Data Network Syste m) (SDNS ) were also studied. SI)NS

is an outgrowth of the work done by National Security

Agency's (NSA' s) Development Center for Embedded

Comtscc Products (l)( E(:pj. Also evaluated was the

impact (I' proyieling various security functions at

diflc•ret)t layers of they ISO-OSl model.
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The System Development Division (SDD) is responsible for system design and development activities in sup-

port of COMSAT lines of business, INTELSAT, and other COMSAT clients. SDI) projects enccnnpass

development of computer-based systems, including design and implementation of software and the selection,

acquisition, installation , and integration of hardware. Other SDD activities involve development of digital

hardware and microprocessor firmware for prototype equipment produced by COMSAT Laboratories, and de-

veloprne7nt ofanalysis and simulation techniques and computer software for evaluation and optimization of sat-

ellite communications systems and subsystems. State-of-the-art software development techniques, including advanced

methodologies, computer languages, and computer hardware, are investigated and applied. During 1988, SDD contin-

ued development of several major systems analysis programs, expanded the database of satellite system information,

implemented a computer network to support program management activities, and initiated a research program in

lightweight satellite technology.

COMSAT JURISDICTIONAL R&D

Interactive Channel Modeling Program

As reported in the 1987 COMSAT l,abomalories

Annual Report, a baseline version of the lntcractive

Channel Modeling Program (ICHA\MP) was developed

in 1987. An enhanced version wasdrvehpc(l jointh'with

the Communications Technology Division (GTD) in

1988. IC!LAMP is it time-domain simulation Program

that runs on the IBM 3083 Processor under the (:MS

operating system. Although designed primarily for

simulation of satellite communications channels,

l( .1 IAMI' can also he used for analyzing terrestrial com-

munications systems and as it general software package

firr digital signal processing.

l(:1 IA\1P simulates the steady-state transmission of

digital signalsover it satellite channel, and generates per-

formance measures such as hit error rate (BER) and

signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). Graphical outputs of signal

envelopes, eye patterns, scatter diagrams, Phase-plane

trajectories, and power spectral density plots can be

generated at any point along the channel. The analysis

algorithms used in W1 I:\\11' originated in the Channel

Modeling Program (CHA\1I')

I(;li \1P enables it user to graphically describe

digital or FM communications channel configurations

in block diagram form by means of it taint-driven

interface (Figure 1). Icons representing filters, amplifi-

ers, signal generators, and signal operators are used to

tIIIIIllU$$I$llllf I IllIlIttIll111fff 4l

PPW'

.PM OM O^

am an

Figure 1. Block diagram of a satellite channel in ICHA,MP
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SDD develops analysis software and engineering data base facilities
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build the diagram . M ultiple channels may be defincel in

order to model adjacent channel interference (A(:1).

Indivi(lual channel (ompoltcut parameters stored in it

component database ma% be ic trieve(I and used to con-

struct specific channel ntoclels . 1-he channel block

diagram is stored in a channel database that niav he

edited by the user.

Integration and testing of the enhanced version of

ICHAM1P were completed in 1988 . The simulation

results were validated against (iiA\1P and known the•o-

retical results . An ICIIA\ IP user's manual . progrant-

nter's manual , and theoretical manual were prepared.

Network Analysis Program

The Network Analysis Program (NAP) is an analyti-

cal tool for evaluating the quality of se• ► -Nice of a packet-

switched network which has been augmented and re-

vise•d since 1987. Network performance is (lefined by the

throughput and end-to-end delay incurred in sending

messages from it source node to it destination nclcle.

Network performance may also be evaluated by intro-

ducing network component failures. An availability

analysis of time complete network may he carried out on

the basis of the mean time between failures (MITRF) and

the mean tittle to repair (MfI`FR) for each link au(f node.

( :o ►npone•nts of the network model include network

nodes: processes residing at each node corrununications

links between nodes. traffic sources, allot (list ribiltiolIS:

and link level protocols used over each link. A descrip-

tion of each of these components sere-, as program

input. NAP runs on the IRM 3083 processor under the

C;\1S operating system and also on the HP 9001)321)

under UNIX. Program output includes tabular listings

of network parameters. node connectivity, and perform-

ance of various network components.

NAP has hcen tested and its doe unte•ntation up-

dated. A user's mutual, programmer's manual. and

theoretical manual are available.

General Antenna Program

I)evelopnte•tit of an integrated version of' the Gen-

eral Antenna Program ((;AP) for nto(Icling a reflector

antenna s%stcin continued in 1988. (;:1P can analyze

reflector antenna systems with inttltiple feeds and

multiple reflecting surfaces with diffractive rim bounda-

ries. It performs surface and aperture integration. geo-

meu is al diffraction theory calculations, and sampling

and reconstruction techniques to predict radiation pat-

terns of a variety of reflector antennas.

GAP creates an input file describing the antenna ge-

ontetrv. invokes a rav trace of the radiated field, performs

f;u-field or near-fielel integration, and then produces a

plot of the radiation field on a graphics terminal. I he

far-field radiation patte•tn shown in Figure 2 was gener-

ated by a dual reflector system with four fec(Is. To

analvze the performance of an antenna system, the user

ntav iteratively adjust paratne•ters describing the antenna

geometry and repeat the ,unilvsis.

Developed on an IR\1 ntaintiante. GAP was u-ans-

ferred in 1Y18M to the HP-9000 (Series 840) computer.

Roth versions of the program are currently operational

within CC)\ISA"I Laboratories. Supporting doctttnenta-

tion for (;AI' was also generated.

In 1989. re•strurnn ing of GAP to make it more

(.111( icnt and easier Io use :uu1 maintain will he initiate(l.

DUAL REFLECTOR CASE -

100 80
MAXIMUM GAIN 38 .89 IdBI)

Figtcre 2. Far-field rad iation pattern generated by GAP
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COMSAT NONJURISDICTIONAL R&D

Lightweight Satellite Technology Research

There has been considerable interest recenth in po-

tential applications lot lightweight, low-orbit sa te llites,

using contetnpora r v technology . (:O L SAT I.aborato-

rics has a(ti\elV followed de\elopnre • nts in this area to

plan for the application of SDI)'s technical capabilities in

systems engineering , on-board Illicro(1unputing . solid-

state RI and digital c•Ie•( lromics , flat-plate , antennas, and

efficient long-Iite haueties.

SDI) led am internal. nlultidi\ isional stuck to stul•t•c

appropriate applications for light\\cight, lo w-orbit satel-

lites. an ( t to dt:\elopcol responding s\ste m concepts that

made effective use of the applicable base of laboraton'-

dcnlonstrated technolt >gv. In the stul\, SDI) chose to

explore the next step be\ ond individual small spacecraft

operating independcnth . That is . SDI) concentrated on

designing efficient net\\orks with modest numbers

(tens)of lightweight lo\\-otl)it satellites, interconnected

Figure 3. Lhhrtteight satellite i urlstelfanun

NORTH ANTI NNA

CTRb\ millinlrter \\a\e intc n:ucllite links 1 ISt s), to provide
TRA SCENER CONTROLLER

P
osdata relav coverage of 'a local arc .I anvwhere on earth. c

plus longer range (onnecti\il\ if re( luiterl.

1 be resulting CO\15:1 l l.ightsat Network concept. CTRCTR DATA ROUTING

with sate llites alltollotllmisl\ p)sltll>Iled relative to each TRANSCEIVER SWITCH TRANSCEIVER

other in polar orbit plane.. 1)1-( )\ ides Rill-time I ll 1i- /

cations coverage (without gaps in time or in space) that

is Illllllt •(II.tt(l\' av a ilable tl) a It1illlall ('otlllllalld(•1 :105- i.)P-IINK CTR DOWNLINK
IRANSCEIVER •

EAST ANTENNA

% MTRMOO

/ =

7 DE 7

tchc•rc•.atan\•time. Figure•ashrncsat\piCalrnntigtlration :,, J

with eight satellites in each of four polar orbit planes.

The SDI) studs'a\oide•d it single-point design for the

s\stenl or al WV 0-01111310114,1111, but tat lieu attempted to ex-

plore the range of p;ualnelel s ov(.1 which the basic Coll- Figure 4 Lightweight satellite hlni k diagram

cept was applicable and to develop selected design ex-

amples. For instance. SDI) found that the concept is

attractive, at orbit altitudes between 501) and 2.0111) kill

and at spacecraft weights of 400 to 500 11). Figure 1 is a COMSAT SUPPORT

top-level block diagratrt of it suitable Conttmunications

pa\load. ISI. data rates of several megabits per second

were feasible. but tht•% could be increased to 100 \Ihits

by the more, advanced onlpont-nt technolog\• that has
Communications System Planning Model

been demonstrated in tilt- laborator .

St id iosofa.igh(Sill applic;uionsau(fapplicahlete•cl1- the (:omnmuui(ations S\xtenl Planning \lodel

nolugs will continue in ll 89. ((_:SP\1). begun in 1987. is an interactive c omputer
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program that facilitates the planning of a satellite corn-

ntunications system[. 't'he need for CSP11 stemmed from

the large amount of data involved in the planning proc-

ess and the desire to examine many System alternatives.

(:SPs'1 contains it number of analysis algorithms for

performing time-consuming and iterative operations.

Implementation of the model entailed focusing not only

on these analysis algorithms, but also on the user inter-

face in order to design and implement a package for it

system planner.

CSI'sl is it flexible and expandable software pro-

grant . 'I'o ensure the most general model possible. pre-

defined parameters and sire limitations were avoided.

(:SPM1 allows h)i multiple ocean regions. each contain-

ing several satellites.

Global Traffic
(specified by

service)

Global traffic matrices must first
be divided into separate ocean
regions.

Each ocean region is handled
separately by CSPM's algorithms.

This example shows traffic being
partitioned into the three
traditional ocean regions.

.,

Current satellite communications systems accom-

modate numerous communications services within a

single satellite , and often within it single transponder, all

of which are supported bs' CSl'.\1 ' s algorithms. The

model addresses both system capacity and costs. Parame-

ters and data are easy to change, simplifying the process

of' iterative analysis.

In tising the (:SPN1 model, it systems planner

defines all the basic pill ameters of a satellite com11uni-

cations system, including earth stations ( network

nodes ), oceans , satellite deployment data, transponder

configurations , beam coverage regions. earth station

equipment , and service categories . Traffic requirellielits.

in thv tin nt of iraflir rttatriccs, rcptescnt at trial or

linecast trallic 101 cal It conurtunications scr\icc. liv

Global Traffic Divided into "Ocean Regions"

Figure 5. T rujjic lxtrrituming in CSPXI
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I
editing and noutipulaling tite Svstelu and IIalli( d:lla,

the pl:urtu•r (I ealeS s\ SI(•nl contigul atiuuS I hat :u'

tested lur fcasihilil^ or analv,ed liar pet fill m:ulte (e.g..

c:apatif%l and cost. (.SP\l suu'rs. nt:util,tllatcs. and ana-

h 1(•S III ()I* these data.

Several anah•sis algorithms were intpIcnu•nted liu-

( SI'\I. Tiaflit manipulation algorithms pro\ide 111.1-

llipul.uion finl(lions for I Fdifit data in(I1t(ling Off- addi-

tiult. subtr11ttion. staling. and partitioning of traffic naa-

tI i(c•s (see Fi;gnre T)). A tlafit routing algorithm di\ides

sS>t(nl-hide teallit he"vet-1l the defined Satellites ill an

OCltil I I CO() I I I4) create tialfic I Ilatrl('(•5 for 111of h\idll.ll Sat-

rllittS. ,\ a affil aSSignntrnt algurithnt:n.Signsa Satelli[r s

uaffi( I4) spc cilie 11lUSPundc•1S. resulti ► tg in a t ansp(,n-

dcl Ii111(11ng Itlall and it sununarc I vp )l I un (apacit\ utili-

talion. Finalh. 1111 ecouutni( uto(lc•1 produces Irp)rtS of

I(\(nuc recluilentrntS and net present value.

.\n intc•rLtt e to the IN 1l•.I.S.\T S,u(•Ilitr Sc•1U(CS

ISS) I)atahlse Management Fatilin ( ii)R\1F) allo\csthe

(:SI'\l user It) it tiit'rdatafiota [hetenaal ISSdatahasr.

The 11)8\1Ftontainsac-

tu:al .and forecast traffic.

as„(•11 asntamvof the ba-

sh p;u:uneters needed

fool tiescribingatontn ► u-

Ili(ations S\Stt.lll. Tile

ahilily II, rctrie'r data

from the 1SS database.

Signiti(anth rrdu(('Sihe

am ount of data that nutst

be c•n lered hs t he (:SPM

list''.

The (.SP\1 SuIn\ale

wits implemented ml all

IBM ntainfranie using

the Graphical k'rnel

SYStc•In ((;KS). The user

accesses tile pmMol-illn

tl-ol ► 1 a Standard (unin-

telligenI) graphics ter-

minal. I lie user inter-

face design incurpill ates

ntam feature' tont-

tllotll\':1SSOCiate(I wit It

telligelit workstations,

including split ' teens.

Pop-tip dialogs. Scroll

bars, and drop-down

minus (Figilic (i). 'hit Sc re•e•lls fur CSI'M tlt;tt 1()rnt the

basis of its interface has(' cunt of hut1on5,'(•Iectio11 hut-

tuns. and editable fields. F.a(h Screen (-all \1(-\% and edit

;I Specific (.tcgon of satellite s\sletn Hata ur ;utahsis al-

gorithm parameters.

Most litre( tiff ltS and tln11nandS are imuke(I using it

drolxlcnc11 111(1111 5551(nl, but the ttse•r can iu\uke 4)111(1

fl-coluenth lased f InlcliulS related to \ ic•%(in1 and (A111111.

the tables of dataIm S(lecti11gcuntul bottomsdispla5td

on the Screen. Se roll h;us allow Selrchii g thluugb ill(.

numerous tables ()I Satellite S5S1( to (laid. Sc^(1al lunt-

tiuns irtcorpul tiled into the Scroll bar make this I,rucc•Ss

(Ittick and cast.

Urse lupnu•nI of (.SI'\I began in 14187 and the first

\(rSion was tonlplete(I ill the end ()I 198S. llut ing 1985,

the CSP\1 interface wits refined. (inks to Ili(- II)R\MF

wcl( inlpl(11lcnttd. an;tli,sis algorithms liar leer(.

(onlpl(t(•(I, and Ilic Soflwlrr helped loc\alu,u( the new

I\ TE1.S:\T\ 1I satellit(sIll opoSe(Ifill IhrPit( Hit Oea11

Region.

U,splayIL Reports

Satellite types
rte. Dalype Title Selecting menu title

drops down menu to

display commands

Elevator indicates the

number of the current

record displayed and its I::
relative position.

Figure 6. T'pi„11(:.".1'\1 rttput screen
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ISS Database Management Facility

The II )R\II•'..l. d(trlupr(1 of an IR\I I I l:Iiuti:uuc, is

Ihc• crnlr:tl Fc}osilol\ fill satellite s'sI( IIl data (% lll)n

ISS. 1)!)11(111114 the ISS stall with torrent a n d 1(culatr

(I:It:t lot. man' plahnih14, rugillt•c•rin14, and nlarktlin14

tasks. It also) prn'i(Ir. a srl of (lrlincd leporl. and IIi14h-

(1ualit\ tlaphs fn1 u.c• in pit'sciltall('11s mid published

(lutuntcnl.. and '.I 1/)/)1145 (1.11:1 dire( 114 to Ili(- (;Sl'\I.

Planning III Ih4 IDR\IF tel. initi.u(d and ( oh1iir1((1

in ltl9S . In If)S,, Ihc• s'strlIt %Nas in111enu•Itc•d and nculc

.1\.111.11)14' lur use.

Ctntruth. 1114 ISS (1:I1aha.c• Contains I1)( 1011(Ilting

IatcgOl its Uf data:

• \s.istaul ( ,o'c•rnol data

• \Ilrrnatr (:o't•I nor data
• ( I Iuiu, IlMil 5 and I I (' rod(.

• 141);11.11011 data

• Ru.u (1 1(p1(.rntation 14rmlps

• I\ rE1.S.\1 tralli( actual,

• I\ I EI.S.\I .hart-t:ut;ir i.Itlic (sliln.u(.

• IN I F'.I.S:t I Ion14-range 11.1111( cstinl:u(s

• 4'.n I1) .1.111011 data

• earth 51.1111111 antenna s'strilI.

• (.;It Ill sl: Itioll stan(l:u(Is

• ..u(Ilitr (1. 11: 1

• .:11r•Ilitr ro.I data

• ..1101114• d(pIo'Intnt rrcor(Is

• .,Itc Ilitc (ohliguration.

• onIiiln,uion (I(.criptio ns

• 01 hital .1,111011 (Im.1.

\1:1111 rhart.:111(1 t 41)urls based ()It (1.11;111 ( nn (Inc ut nun r

( .11411411 i4. hale 114(11 d41intd .111(1 .11e . (':Iilahlc to Ow

11.(1 I Fi14u1c i i.

In 1! ► IS4), atlgmthl.Ilion of Il)I\1F is c•XIcctt •d to ill-

r111(l( c•\trnsiun ()t existing (-. 11cgol it 's as toll as uscl
appal I.

COMSAT Orbit Inclination Analysis

Program

1)111 inti 19141. SDD 04'cl(yed .1 baseline \rlsiotl of .1

.olft\''ar( 111()141:uh to (umbutr the (.fit . ( IN of orbiull incli-

nation buildup 1111 I\ I 1.1"S A-1 .atrIlilcs I)1 dctt•rrllinin14

it a .p(( ifir(1 .,11(llite ill inCliird 1(11111 IN tisible• I4) the
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earth .1:111011. aCtrsin14 it. Tltc (:O\IS.\ I Oi hii Ihrlih:I-

tiotl I(:OIN) anal sis pro141:1111 rotnpcurs tit(- c•Ic•l,11ion

.u1141c. Till these (.1111) .I:uiolt.:u regular 1)('114)(1s o'rt

un( conlplttc ()Alit and (milIar(. these angles Milli a

ntininnnn acccpt.Ihlt rIr1,11ion .ul,tilr critt•rion.

In the ha.tlin( \rrsion of COIN. the user sp(tili(.

IInI\ Ihr satellite I4111141111de and in( 1111.111011. %\Ili(It the

pr(^14ran1 u.cs to tm)del 11 l lt(II at ()1 hit Nid) .o)1 alhitlat\

liter 01114111. The 1)10141.1111 al.o rra(1. a clataha.e of earth

.t.uion dc%(I1pti4)n. That (ontain. Ihr 104,111011. 4)1 the

1.11111 sl.11i(nIs act rs.ilt14 the.p((ifi(d satellite. I'rotiratn

output 10115151.01 a 141)011 listii14 IlmNc stations ;II

tchitII 1114 rlrcalic cn angles t:III huh m Ihc• .pt•c ilit•d 11111 11-

11111111 I(((ptahl4 angle at :u1'tinIc d111in14 onr orbit. .\

di.u ihulioh plot 5hot'S lhc• 4•.11 t1) .lalion. that 1054 attrss

to the ..11rllitc as .1 funs tioi of 1111 linatioll. Plans 11.14(

been 1)101)0.441 lot extending the basclin4 'crsion of

((11\ to at( u1att I' 1111)(1(•1 inli11alion !',to\\lh o'er lithe

111 IIII))) I n (( is(14 1111)(lrlint thc• s.urllitc•'s m bit.

In1( 1.1(li'c• \rrauns ((I (:OH's (writtcu in PAM AL.

(tith (.111 to 14c•nrr:ur plolsi 11 I\(. 111411 d4\411Ipc•d lot

the IR\I 1,70 \'\I (:\1S .t.tt•m aid f()I IR\I 1'(-1 )( )1

(011111)1415.

ISS Software Support

sI)I) prrsunnt•I often .11114 .'struts.Inalt-

sis 10oIs I4) c1111c•ttt pruhl(nts I4) .155151 ISS staff with its

(1.1114 tasks. Pro141:u11' aIr often nlodific( 14) produr4

.1)4( 1.11 .u•aIsrs III IcpolI Iilrnlat.. In addition. SI)f)

V



SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

provides training ill thc• use of these , tools to new ISS

sofnvare users . and maintains it library of existing soft-

ware tools and associate d (Iocumcntation for ISS.

In 1988 ISS published an INTEI .SAT Satellite (:ov-

erage Notebook that consisted of maps showing the an-

tenna beam coverages lot ('aol) ofthecurre • nt and planned

satellites in the IN'TE•:LSAT system . The coverage, maps

(as shown in Figure 8) were produced at the I.ahorato-

ries using the A ntenna Coverage Program (ACT). This

task involvedgathcting(tatastuhasantenna pointingbi-

ases for each of the spacecraft and antenna gain data

and mo (lifving A(:P to read this specially formatted data.

SI)I) assisted ISS with formatting this notebook for

publication . :\(: P also plotted INTla.S:\" I \'I I coverages

to aid in evaluating INTELS AT \TI proposals.

INTELSAT V II u:ulsponder loading plans were de

Veloped using (: Sl'\l and verified that the, new space-

craft had sufficient capacity to meet the projected IN-

, t aftic requirements. Tailored reports were

frequently generated fit traffic or earth station data

contained in the II)B\IF.

SDI) also sttl>portcel ISS in determining require-

nlcnts for migrating existing systems anal y sis software to

It(-\% computer systems.

Figure S . Plot from the Antenna Covciage Note hook

Integrated Project Support Environment

During 1988. SDD developed a comprehensive, in-

trgrate•d em ironnlent fi,r- the management of major cn-

ginecring development projects undertaken by C(\1-

SAT Svstc•nls Division (CSI)) and ('O\1S.VI Lahorato-

rics. This integrated Project Support l:nyironntc•ttt

(IPSI•:) will assist project managers and stall ntenlhers to

ensure that the following ohjc(tiycs art. tart:

• All projects arc completed on schedule and

within budget.

• All applicable standards for development. docu-

nre•ntation. and status reporting are followed.

• Complete, records arc kept for each project, ill-

( ludingthe dcliyerahlydocumentation list. nl:tte-

rial list, module suttus reports, design and code

walkthrough reports. test reports, discrepancv rr-

potts. acno ► I perils. and project correspondence.

• An accurate, list of system requirements is main-

tained, kith each reelttirenlent traceable toonc or

more specific system components and to one or

morc specific test cases.

• \II deliverable docttnl(nis adhere to a comtnotl

accepted standard firr style and content, and the

cut rent version of each document is kept on-litre

an(1 protected from unauthorized changes.

Thus, II'SI•: facilitates the tasks of each project team

nx•nlhrr and serves as it nle:uts of communication be-

nveen them.

'I'll(- II'SE environment consists of it network of

\lacintosh workstations, it \':\X host computer, and a

set of software, tools residing on each. The II'SF local

area network includes an Ethernet network intercott-

► lected with an AppleTalk network. The Ethernet net-

work links the \':\N host with (RI' terminals. and per-

units the terminals to conttnunicatc• with each other and

with the VAX host. The :\pplc Falk network links the

\lacintosh workstations with ca( it other and with a

\lacintosh file server and lau•r printers. An asynchro-

nous server attached to the, AppleTalk network

permits remote users to access the network through a

dial-up telephone line. :A g:urw:ty is provided to link

the AppleTalk network with the I•:Ihertlrt network.

t scrs of the IPSE system ;it-(- provided with it com-

prehensive set of software tools. including tools for soft-

ware intplrntentation, project management. analysis.
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and dc)cumentation . files( uesourcesresidcoi the IPSE

tcu,kstatiorts, the. scanner station, the Macintosh file

server . or the VAX host contpnter.

SCOPE

The user interface to the Macintosh workstations is

pruvielyd by the S(:OPi 1)rogram . which was developed

by SI)1) using Ilvper(::ud , an icon-hosed infinnruion

tuanagemcntfill ilit% . In I IN-pc I- ( ;aril. information isstored

on catcls.whichairorganindintr)stacks . Figure !) shows

the star ks included in S(:( )PE. along with application

Cost
Accounts

Work
Packages

1.1 estones

M,,cProject II

Master

Schedules

Detailed
Schedules

Dei verables

Test Reports

S-W Reamnts
Review Forms

Anatool

Data Flow
D,agram

Data
Dictionary

Mill

Specs

Subsystems

Test Sets

Test Cases Change List

Discrepancies

MacDesigner

Module
Descr iptions

Modules

Design
Review Forms

Code
Review Forms

MS Worc

Prooos,

Correspon•
dente

l.ix• Hates

Resumes C

Development
Standards

ti

Glossary I
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programs that are invt_tkrd and the docunu•nts associ-

atc•d with each application. 'I'll(- ()f it 1%1)i(;Il

SCOPE. stack is shcnvn in Figure It).

S(:OPE provides easy access to all IPSE functions,

while maintaining a database of all project informa-

tion. For proposal preparuiun. S(:( )I'F, tYtaituains the

resnnt(•s of all technical personnel in the resutnt•s stack

on the file server. The cturent labor rates (including

(verhead;out (;&A) forrarh laborcategon within eat It

technical organization are stored on the labor rates

stack, wlticlt is also kept orr the file server. The proposal

manager and cunt account managers have access to I here

SI)

COPE

Figure 9- SCUI'E rnenrieuw

PowerPoini

Presentatons

KEY

0 Aup cation

Document

Stac•

Pointer

Cal. Flow

r



Requirement List

Category
S ttbsystem
Keywords

Requrement:

Division Level Reporting Requirements

Cost, Division Manager

Renumber

Version 1.0

Provide project - by-project cost performance status for all direct projects

in the division, The same information and display requirements apply to

this item as to the requirement 1.1. Additionally , a comparative display

showing the projects in the order of worst to best is required.

Implemented In O Software o Hardware
Verfted By. 0 Testing Q Rnelysis

Fir gir

a*

Sect No
SOW Ref 11.1.2

O Other

Q Observation

Cal
Changes

Figure 10 ['-,picul SCOPE suck

rates when filling in the pricing sheets, which are Excel

docnnrents accessed tiuough S(:OI'F.

- 1 - he (:onstrtctive Gust \lo(Iel ((:O(;Oh1O) is Illain-

tailled om another Excel document that is accessed

through S(:(_)PE. I'he proposal nnutaget• can use

(:O(:O\MO to obtain an estimate of software develop-

ment costs and schedule for any projecl in%olving soft-

warc deyelopm)ent.

The proposal mtamager has on-line access through

S(:OPi-. to all documents generated in the proposal

phase, including the proposal plan. Ihc technical pro-

posal, and the msanagenient proposal. SCOPE call store

and maintain connnon (boilerplate) infirrnlation for

these documents on the file server.

SCOPE nlaintaills current descriptions of (levelop-

mrc•ilt standares in the (le%elopnscnt standards stack on

the tile server. 'I'llc Hanle of each distinct project phase

is identified ill the phases stack, along with it list of the

activities to he perforinecf during that phase and the de-

liverables required at the e•nd of that phase. For each

activity identified in the phases stack, it brief description

is provided in the activities stack, along with references

to any relevant developmu•nt standard documents. In

addition, a brief (Iescription of each deliverable identi-

fied ill the phases stack is provided ill Ihc• deliverables

stack, along with references to anv relevant cfevelop-

lnent standard documents. 'rile software coding stan-

dards are defined ill lilt- (toting standards stack.

Discrepancies

At the start of the project, the

project mlamagc•r call prepare it

proh•(I plan that identifies the

activities to he pc•rformlc•d and the

resources to he applied to the proj-

ect. The project otganiratioll

chart is maintained on a \lacl)raw

(locunlent accessed through

SC(-)PI':. Siatulard projecl n<t-

agenictit tools such its MacProje( I

and :1R I'E\lIS are accessed

through S('. ( ) PE as well. SCOPE

also maintains a list of major proj-

ect mlilestont-s ill the rttilt•stoncs

stack, which call he atitotnaticaliv

updated with imfirrmtation from

the projecl nrsnagelltc•ot tool.

SC( )PE contains additicinal slacks

for ciitc•ring lilt- work breakdown

structure (WBS) dictionar, cost

accounts. and work packages.

The Proposal nlanager can generate it cunlpletc list

of'systcn) requirements and enter silent in the S(:OPI'l i c-

quirc•nlcuts stack. (:hanges to the regttirentents after

consra<tawardareenteiecfinthechangeliststack,along

with pointers to the requirements affected. S(:( )1'F. has

it facility lirr verifying that:

• foreaclt system rcgttiremc • ttt implemented in soft

ware, one or more software tnudttles arc spc•cifiecl

that address this requirement

• for each systems regtirenlemt verified by testing,

one jr more test cast's are• SPCCificd that address

this requirement.

S( .( )Pf-.'s action item stack maintains it list of'action

items a ising bums formal meetings with tale customer or

informal requests by the custonte•r as well as action itenls

generated by the project staff. A list of all contract

deliverables is kept in the deliverables stack. All c1cliyci'-

able documents adhere to the standard style defined in

the S(:( WE document template. The project manager

naintains a list of all ntatc•rials to he acquired and

delivered Iii the customer in the material list stack. A list

of ntamuf art titers and vrndors is fi cund ill the c•quipn)c•nt

sources stack maintained on Ihc• file server.

S(X)PE provides a uunlher of tools and stacks to

facilitate the software de•ye•lopnu•nt phase. Software
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requirrntrnts anah•sis is performed hs Anai Lool, sshich

grnrrttcs a hierarchical set of data flow, diagrams. it data

dictionar'. and it set of stand;ucl specifications. Software

design is pet formed h' \lacl)esigncl. which gcnclatesa

hie•rarchit al set of Sit adult charts, ntocfulr prologues,

and program design I:m{tt.tgc t1 L)I.t descriptions of

c aclt module.

All sottwarr• ntbs'stcros identified ill the data Ikns•

diagrams are included in the subsystems stack, ss hiclt can

track tilt, status of soft'arr ic•guirentrnls inah•sis lot-

cm.h sttbsvstc•nt. Software tnodilles idt•ntifitd in the

st,rtctttre• charts are inclu(e(liu the modules stack, Which

c an Into k the status of design and coding fot eat It ntod-

tile. 'I'll(- sottwarr QA tuanageu ittmkrs the t'r'ies forms

stack to enter the results of each internal review (anah-

sis, design. or code Walkthronglt) and to track the status

of changes rrgucstt•d (till Iug the review.

A number of iniplemcntation tools art pro'iclecf on

Ili(- VAX host, including sourer code templates. lamt-

guage-sensitise C(litot,, and pi-ogrant analsitrs.

Tilt, integration and test manager ent(rs eat It test

case and test procedure in the test cases ,tak and enters

the results of all fo rmal (witnessed or unssit nesse•(l) tests

in tilt- test reports stack. Separate test cases and test re-

ports stacks ale inailitaine(t It u eat Ii phase oflcsting. All

discrepancy (or trouble) reports are entered in Ilse dis-

crepanc its stack. and this list is updated .situ informa-

tion regarding the status of the (list repan(y report .

The IPS1•:.'.trill, including S( ()PF. has hten in-

stalled at CO\ISA I in ( rat ksburg a Ind cut a enth .serves

users in both SI)l)and CO\IS.\ I SvstcutsDivision (CSI)).

Expeticlice gained in applying S(:( WE to cnrrt•nt tlevel-

optlrc•nt projects deed iltines whether flu Ihcr cuhance-

nicnt, ,uc• recluirtd. ,tiler Its() sshclhrl (:O\IS.\L will

make S( OP V t'aila blc• Io c•xtt•rnal user,.

Ada Software Development Environment

Acla is a mode l it computer language designated b%

the L)epartnu • nt of Defense ( I)(il)) as tilt - official lau-

gtntgt• for all fatale projects. :\(lat supports two

hash' sottwarr enginct,ring principles: al,stiaction and

inforniation hiding. Ada is a strongl I'ped language

(with respect to definitions of'ariahlrs) and has strict

cross-(lie( king of interfaces. Furtherntorr, it is a highls

portable language That pIO'idcs.I lofts.arc do srh.,pnu nI

environment that is independent of the computer and

the operating :'atilt. Thus. software desrloped in \da

tends to he error Ire(-, highly modular, and rcusahle,

Which significantly increases software productivity and

del teases InaiitirlI'll lne t osls.

(:O\IS.\'I' will soon (ft \elop Ada softwau-r or ith e-

gratc soltss,u e dt•'clopccl hs subt onrrac tors or supplied

by'rnclors. In ;my case. COMSAT must acquire exper-

tise in managing all asput is Ul an Ada software project. \

fulls integrated Ada PIOjcct Snpporl Ln'ironntrnt

(APSE). including an apptopriatr souls:ur ctlginerring

mcthodologr\, is the lust step toward this goal.

Ks tilt- end of 1958, (:O\1S:\ I pet sonrtc•I had I-c-

ct•i\cd.\(la Iangua;tic raining an(I atcndrd scseral senti-

na t s on :\(la prolecI ntanagcmenl. I )ol) rcgttirrntenIs Ior

Ada soltwarc, and Ada software design ntcthodologics.

Se•st,ral Ada compilers were tested to select it conlpil(•r

silite•d to (:( )MS.\L's needs and Iwo tnc(liuut-sized \da

pt ograms were wt item and tested to gaits some, practical

c xpet lent e in Ada sottwarr development. Flatly. a pre-

lintinan it-port Was prepared that stinesttl existing Ada

softwart• drsrlopnu•nt methodologies, including Ohjt,ct

Oriented Design IOOI)).thc Pith essAl1stattionMethod

fogy Large l•.mbeddcd Applications (P:\\lEL\). and the

Extended Ruhr I)cvcloptncnt \lc•thod i E.R1)M 1.

INTELSAT SUPPORT

Fixed TDMA Burst Time Plan Software

SDI) continued to maintain and enhance Ihc• fixed

ll)\1A Hurst Time Plait Gt• nt•ration (R'I'P(;E.\) soft-

s';trc syste m for I N l i_I.SAI in 1988. This ssstemconsists

of four plc,grann used to develop network burst time

I,Ltns. indisidual caulk station Imastet tittle plans

(\lI'Ps),aunt condensed time plans ((:-L)s) for the

IN I E-I S \L fixed 11)\lA .'stem. Major developments in

l.iM8 consisted of moditving Ihc software to acconuno-
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(Lit( (lirc•ct digital interim c• (DUI) nuclides and digital

cit(Ilit nrtiltil)lication c(luilnncnt (I)(:\tl•:t. In addition,

all (lu(untc•r ► tatinn on the'ottwarc• s%stcnt %%:t-, rcwised

and rc •i..urd.

Satellite-Switched TI)1MA Burst 'Time Klan

SoftNtare

SD[) began d eveIuhing the Satellite- S1tilt llyd \fa.-

ter I itne Plan (.unden.cd Tine Plan (tiff\l I l' SS( :I'I'I

softtwarc .w.tent fur tISC• with the finthcuntiug I\-

TF.I a:\ I SS TI)\I.\ system (Figure N). The SS\f ll'

SS(: 11'.uftwarr S\.tc to run.ists (, f IWO) hrugt 'ant. usrct tc,

gcne•ratc \ITPs an(I (:I'1's iui each indivi d ual earth

Statiun,a s%6i(11 statc tinir plan (SSTPI. anda(fiagnustic

prucc.SUr tinic plan (1)1'11'1 for an I\ I I•:1 ti.-\1 SS

CU\l.\ nctwurl . I'll(, software is being de elupecl on

1\Tl I.S.\ h s Iii\I mainhan ►e under the \I\'S TS() up-

crating svstent . I he (:cncratc SatrIliu -S%%itched 1'ara-

nu•icrs ((;SSP.\R\l I>n,gr:nn teas develope d to gc•net-

att• sintnlatcd SS I l)\I•\ uc tVUrk I>arantctei s that arc rc -

(luircd hV the I T SS(:TI'software.

INTELSAT V1
(X)

DIAGNOSTIC
STATION

I•igurc I 1 I,\'TELJ.\ I' SSi!! ),\1.1 c (,terage areas

S:^



COMBAT LABORATORIEB 1988

Since 1984, the Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) program has been under development by

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Under direct contract to NASA, COMSAT is

responsible for developing the NASA ground station (NQS) and the master control station (MCS). Sifmficant ac-

complishments recorded in 1988 include the NGS/MCS harder are and sof tware developments required to implement

the ground control and operational equijnnent needed at NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC ). General Electric's

(GE's) AstroSpuce Division, the spacecraft contractor , is well on the way to meeting its requirements . The overall

goal of developing basic technologies to ensure the continuing preeminence of I'.S. technology in the satellite communi-

cations industry is being realized. By combining its outstanding technical resources with a highly effective program

management team, COMSAT Laboratories is demonstrating that it is capable of assembling and managing a large systems

development and integration program.

ACTS PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE

In Januar%v 1988 . NASArest rtu • ttn ed [fit- entireA(TS

program in order to streamline relationships with con-

t actors and to connol costs . In accordance with Con-

gressional direction, the program cost was capped, with

each contractor to assume all responsibility fin au% cost

exposure that excee d ed the cap.

NASAe • stablishe ( la reporting relationshipvvith ( :O\1-

SAT as printe • cont ract or (NAS3-25O84 ) for the NGS and

M(:S that replaced CO\1S_-\T• s subcontractor relation-

ship through GE's Asu o Space Division. However, the

(:O\IS.-\T subcont ract with Motorola for the groan((

modem r(Itipnlent was assigned tiirccth to (;E.

In conjunction with these changes. N:\SA nlodifie((

the prugrant schedule . The launch claw \%as postponed

to \lav 1992 delisc•n of the N GS,,- \1CS to G F' and subsc-

gue•ntly to N.\S-\'s Lewis Research Centel t,as delayed

accordiiigIS.

COMS.V 1' contplctch reestinlated the cost of the

restructured program ill order to establish it cap value

and to determine the e•llect on cost of, the (lelay in

delivers of ev(ttiptnent and subsequent launch of flit

satellite.

Work remaining on each technical e lement of the

program %%as reexamined and replanne •( I to nlininti/e

cost and to coincide with the c ( elave (( schedule . A rey isrd

program plan was pt(-pared and submitted to N:\S:\ in

the third (piam-r of Ihe year . C<_)\1S:\T has been

working according to this new plan sincr , 1uh 1, 1988.

The A C TS Piogiant Management Office (P\10)

directs the program within CO\1S.\T L ihoratorics. and

manages the interface N:\SA. The PSI(_) includes the

technical nt.utagers of each of the major elements of the

program, as well as (-(-)St atui schedule control managers

anti staff.

Technical nia11agers operate with counterparts in

the t:moss Illnclicnial organi/ations, defining and

scheduling the work to be accomplished and the re-

sottrce•s reguire(I. U poll agreement. these parameters

entered into a computer-based :\RTE 1IS cost andare

schedule control system, which pro(luces s\stenl and

subsystem sche(lttle networks and detailed cost projec-

tions for ea( It element of the progt:un. This information

is continually monitored and updated, (list ibuted to

varitnrs COMSAT ntanagen)ell l Ic yens, and reported on

a regular basis to the customer.

The P\lO was instrumental in directing. coordinat-

ing, :std supporting the development of this plain. Com-

ple Lek n(•yy schedule networks were constructed and

refined until all timetable c oast aints were nat. New

cost estimates were developed for each segment of the-

work breakdown su senate to determine new bu(lget:uul

estimate ate ontplc tiur ► amounts associate d w ith increas-

ing the duration (4,111c program.

Because of the uncertainty surrotutcling ill(- NASA

course of action and the new ground titles associate((

with the re•suuctured program, the (:O.\IS..\I' staffing

levels were dcliberate•hv held in chick until new cost .tnel

schedule estimates could be developed. Coltseguenth,

instead of the work eflor t teaching a peak eluting 1988.

stall levels remained relatively constant Os-a-vis 1987

levels, with approxitn: telyv 2(1 percent ( d tile total

Laboratories' staff engaged in :\(:I S-related activities.
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Systems Engineering

COMMSA ' F's systems engineering role in the ACTS

program inclttefes responsibility for tile - engineering,

analysis, integration , and testing associated with

COMMSA I"S deliverable harch,are and softt, • arc.A sec-

ond responsibility is the direct engineering and anahvti-

cal support of NASA as prime contractor , a rulc that

inyolhessubstantial interaction on technical matter swith

NASA and other program subcontractors . Huth roles

draw heaxily on tilt- Laboratories' technical resources

and have led to significant engineering and analytical

contr ibutions.

During 1988. with the restructuring of the .\("1S

program, NASA forntaliied the technical interactions

among subcontractors by instituting working groups to

coordinate the imple mentation of the overall ACES

system. Each working group is chaired by NASA and

IircUSes oil a specific technical area. e.g.. the program-

ming and control of tile ntultiheanr communications

package abo a rd the ACTS spacecraft. The working

group provides it forum in which technical interface

issues are discussed and resolve d. Related contractual

issues are resolved separately between subcontractor

PMIOs . Each working group also maintains art interface

control document ( I(:1)) as tilt- governing document

over the technical area for which the group is respon-

sible. In I4 )2itt, CO\15,\ 1' was heavily iuyolye d both iu the

initiation of the several working groups relating to the

ACTS ground segment and as a participant in theme. As

the implementation of the A(A'S system) proceeds, the

critical system engineering coordination font Lion per-

formed by the working groups will nitinue to grow ill

importance.

With systeItt development efforts nearing ..omple-

lion, the systems engineering focus has shifted toward

the integration and test ( I&T) phase. which will Icad to

the verification of system performance . A major effort

has been the ongoing development of a comprehensive

l&T plan for the COMSAT portion of the A(TS (:round

Segment . Because of the unique comtplexities of evalu-

ating it satellite-switched comm u nications system.

COMISAT' s test activities are significant to the total

ACTS program. Wi tet eas analog repeater systems per-

mit the loopback of test signals through spacecraft

transponders . satellite -switched systems, tsith their

essentialhv independent up- and clown-links , place new

demands on communications systems test programs and

require rethinking of classical spacecraft t Otnnttutica-

tintts lest tcchttiquc ,. The technical challenge is further

compounded by the hopped ,pot-beam antenna c user-

ages and the digital it-generative repeater, of the A(IS

spacecraft.

In the 1.\T process. the major subsystems will he

tested sepatatch by the internal COMMSAT engineering

group, developing them. prior to delivers ()I the subsys-

te•nts to the s\stcnr IT process. \l hen d(Akrit-d. tile

subsystem elements will he integrated into the NGS,/

\1(S systein residing ill the ACTS sys tem te st facility at

CO\1S.\T Laboratories. The equipment ettsetnhle will

include the Ka-band RF termtitial equipment developed

by the Microwave lc( hnolu y Division N _l D1. the \l(:S

cotuputcr equipment and software, developed by thc•

System Deyc•lopnu•nt Division (SI)1)). and two Sets of

fl)\l \ terminal e•quipmx'nt developed by the Network

Technology Division (NTD).

The egttipment ensemble will also include gosern-

nrent-Iurtished equipment (GFE) produced hs other

ACTS subcontractors. This equipment. re•quirecl to

exercise and test the COMSAT ground segment equip-

ment, includes modems produced by Motorola for use

with the low burst rate (1.BR) TDM.\ tthsNsicni, special

test e•quiptuent lot those mccclents, a spacecraft sinmtlatur

produced by GE and TRW (the engineering model of

the ACTS spacecraft cumtmtttmicatiunS payload), and

support equipment fur the spacecraft simulator to per-

mit numitoring and control of the simulator via it sinur

Lued TI'\(: channel.

The functionality and correctness of the interfaces

bcI%%ccn ,uhsysteml elements will he verified as these

c•lenu•nts al e integrated into tile system. When tilt- inte-

gration process has been completed, the entire en-

semble of equipment will he exercised together ill it

series of functional and performance vc•rific atiun tests

designed to verily compliance of the COMSAT ground

segment equipment with the- require•nu'ntsof thegi outd

segtncmt pet lotmancc• specification.

Tilt- I& F tests at COMSAT will verify the complex.

multifaceted operation of the- LBR network. Incluclittg

\1(:S control of network and spacecraft function,, dv-

matmic nrc•ssage routing and demand assignutent of

channel capacity, lade comtpensation and housekeeping

functions of status monitoring and data Ioggiug fin

ground sc•gntent c•gttipment, space segnumt equipment.

and network operations. This test approach provides

pre•limin:ul data oil the functioning of the overall :\( :TS

86
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Figure 1. ,N( i\/tsll '\ ,'quipment W-mur at NASA IA-HC

eight deliverable subassemblies suer( complete, includ-

ing all the operational uf)- and ducVn -cunVrner . for tenth

the co lnnltllncatlutls and '1`f,&(: signals.

Figure ?̀ shows asselnhhv Work in progress on the

second production command up-converter plate. -Phis

up-converts a 70-NIHi signal to the 241975 -GHi transmit

frequency. Figure 3 shows te sting oft he production 1_l R

ufrconyerter, which tIp-consorts output It ()ill

the nuc(lulators to the 29.2 6-(:Hi n'anstnit fre(luencv.

The design. assenlhh . and test of I he loupbac k subas-

semblies have been ongoing activitie s this scar. These

loopback subsystems will be used to colnpletc all the

signal paths that are incomplete ill the absence of the

Ypace•ctaft. 1'11ey Will be Used to test anel U oubleshnot

the completed station. In addition. they will be used

extensively during the station I&T phase. when the

satellite signals arc not available.

As the number of crnnpletcd stibassemblies in-

creased, work began on the RVI I&T phase. Racks that

ultim: tel Will be installed at I.e•R(: were procured, rack

lasouts were developed, and equipment was installed in

the racks.

The need to measure rain fade atlcnuation using

signals transmitted from the spacecraft has presented

special challenges. Measurements of rain fade attenu-

ation using spacecraft signals generalh < ntploy
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dedicated beacons. In the .\(:TS system , the requite-

ment is for two coI (lie three rain fade attc•rtuatinn meas-

urements to utilize modulated spacecraft carrier. ;ul(I

bra(otts . I he ntudulati(m nrty be that associated with

digital telemetry, analog telenu•Ir. mr ranging tmncs.

The need to extract fade data from these modulated

carriers over a wide dvnanti ( range has required the de-

velopment of innovative circuits and techniques that

were completed in e'arl ' 198$.

During 1988, changes to characteristics of these

down-link fade beacons were made bo the custmnler.

l'sing new measurement tech i n g% developed as part

cot an R&D program . (:O\IS:\T was able to respond to

these changes and, (()nc III tcntl. to sintplil the original

design. Following CO\IS.\' I"s new approach , conune•t-

ciali available equipment (mild accommodate the ct[s-

unner changes and, in addition. cmttl(1 perform func-

tions for which, ill the prcyi,,ns plan. spcciali/ed custom

(ir(uitrvwas Icquire(l. 'I'hc change reduced the Ic•chui-

cal risks to the program and simplified the hardware to

he fabricated.

The RFI pe•rlorttts 111;111'. mf its functions, and is

monitored. under complier (control. I It(. fillictiolls are

controlled by the RFT supervisor. III 111' 900( :35O(:

(computer. Other elements cot the digital circuitry arc

located in the rain fade mc;tsurentertt equipment, an-

Icnnacuntml trail, andcxpc•rimeal nu•asurrmrntequip-

nlc•nt. Most of the hardw;u e has been prof urrd. and the

software is under (It•.elopntc•nt.

Parts cot the RFI we're de've'loped outside C:O\IS:\ 1'

in parallel with haudware being developed at C(_)MS.\I

laboratories. Stthc()IIII is being monitored by (:MI-

SAl low modem equipnx•nt and for I.IBR tansntittets

were' in place at tile' beginning (f 1988. During the \-(-;i t.

(;1•: asstuned the nuulcnt subcontract responsibility.

I Imtivever. CO\1S.\T '.viii still be inyoir(I in monitoring

the progress III the modems until they are delivered to

:( )\IS:\T as (;FFI.

File LBR t;utsrnittcr strh(mntractcame close to cunt-

pletion with the (lcliven to (_:O\IS.-\ T of three 50-W.:30-

GI Iz transmitters at war's end from I lughrs.Aircraf t Co.

Daring 1988, signilicant work was done in planning the

pt-()(ute•ment (f. and seeking potential vendors lilt. the

(onunan(t t;utsntittet, with the objective of placing a

subcontract lilt that transmitter. During 1988. \:\S.\

reduced the (Otutnand Iransmilter e.i.r.p., permitting

the cmnintan(t fun limn t( he Itct formed h( a transmitter

(•ouforntinges.cntialh ucothel.BRdcsign. Consrqucnll.

p

ik

Figure 2. .1cccmhlh.,> f ,t r„nnruuul rep - r,nu refer

Figure 3. 1 'emus „J the 1.1;h up-onicrrtrr

Sit



ill( • s(paratr I.IiI2 an(I ct,ntnrtnef tt:utsrnittcr rack designs

\\c rr conthinrcl into.t sin^lr t ask. anti ;t ne\s suht t lntracl

for a cotnrnantl rr;rttvnitlct hcc:unc Ill lt ((,s.u\.

TDMA TERMINAL DEVELOPMENT

(:O\iS:\T' I .ahoratorit s is (lest loping IwoT1)\I:\ to

ntinals that will he integrated into the \ ( : I S N(a: a I In-

\Issnihol's TT)\l:\ terntirtal serving as both the I.Rk

rt•ft•rencc• terminal anti as a tiatlic terminal : and a 27..-,-

\lss111huls II)\l. trrntinal serving as a st:ild-alone

traffic terminal. The refi•rrnce trrntinal acquires and

s\ it chroiii/es to the s:ue•Ilitr's hasc•h:tnd pruccsu,r (IiRI')

grnc•raIc d TI)\L\ fi:une to transfer the M( :S CC) I It I-(-)I and

,tints ur(It 'Wile chann('Is to the RRI' and to the I.Rll

terminals. Tile refer (.It((. terminal 1)1(1)1 o(cs,r, these

ordc r%%irc channel,. which base a (omhinrd nt:t\imunt

rate of I. 17h \lbit s. The referent r trrntinal also con-

tinuousls c ompar •s the RBI' on -ho:u (1 c lock Britt to a

local fre•quent•s standard. and periodicalh I ('ports devia-

tions to the \I(:S. Thr \I(:S then n1) link, h rquc ncs cow

rc•ctions to the I;RI' to maintain network cluck stability.

Tile ,,flit trrntinal, ac quire and ,\ n( het Ili/c• to the

RRP T DMA Iramr to intcrt onnrct c•\prrintrnter trrres-

itial c ircuits to the I.RR network. I'he I III-\Issnthol s

te•rntiual provides srr\ice• Tor eight TI interfaces op-

erating at 1.51 1 \lhii , and six ino•rf:u r, operating at

(1.312 \1hit:'s. Thr 2,..5-\Is\mhol s terminal pro\idc,

u•ni(c• lot- tour TI interfaces mid t\so 6'312-\Ibit s

interfaces. Iogrthct, the terminals can interlace 1,1)72

(i 1-khit s equiyalrnt voice channels to rift LRR network.

(:all ptoccssing funcliuns within the tt•rntinals plo6lu

ti,r both singl(•-channel ch nantic routing using dial digits

1111(1 ntultich:(unc•l 111111K routing in ('itht•t point-(r,-point

0I broadcast coillit-clions.

N 11) has pi int:u s t c•,ponsibility for Tl)\L\ terminal

tl(\cluLnnent, ranging fiord alt hurt lutal t oncc•pt.

through design and lilt dor lion and suh,\ stcnt ac( cp-

lance testing . NTT) \\ilI also provide support during

,\ stc•nt integration and at(c • ptancc• tt•snhig.

the design oI Iltc forward meow correction ( F1•(:)

dcco ( Ic•r ntotlnlr \\ as (lc•\c • loped by (IT). This module

u,rs an large scale integration ( I SI) (I('( o(Irr circuit and

proyidcs some on-hoar( se-11-testing Ic •a tttres.

NTT) has descloped a I I) %l\ tlt'sign and tloctimc•n-

latic,lt lnethodolog\ that is suructtncd in a six-level. top-

down hierarchs . The highest Ic\cls include external

intrrfact, speciticatiuns and major suhs\strnt functional

partitioning. Middle levels inclutlt• analsses to (irrist•

lo\\cst level functional c•letnt•ttts in t(•1-m> of hardware

software partitioning and trade-offs to 111.11) functional rc-

(Ittirrments into the phssical itnplt • tne•ntation . I'hr low-

est levels ins Itult• detailed cle(tri(al design of h:u dwarc•

using contputrr aidc(l c nginrc ring workstations, logical

design and coding of embedded microprocessor soft-

\s:ur. and oscrall I\T of the tt•rmin.tls. I his ntrtictilotts

lop-down approach cnsurrs that iltr design intplrnu•n-

tatitrn fulfills all program requirc•rtt(nts.

Figure .I is a functional hlo(k diagram of the 1 10-

\Is\mhol s trrntinal design. I'hc 27.5-\Isvnthol s de-

sign is i(Icnti(al t•xccpt for dtIctiou of the transmit anti

rrcc•i\t' \l(.S intrrfacc•s. I It(. Irrtttinals me partitioned

into two majorsuhs\,lents,the to rrc stria) intrrfac c• t'tluip-

ntent ( I'iE) and a T I)\1-\ burst controller. I Its major

functional requirente• nts for each :ter as tollo\ss:

7'1 and h. 312,111,it/slnleiJares . I'ro\•idt' I(•rrrsit ial lilt('

inter face, plesiot hronous httllrrin!g of (hanue •I data.

and TI supervisory signaling processing.

l rausmi! and /?,i,u• '• Bus (:o„ (rnlG •rs. hmidc digital

s\sitt ping of channe l data to lrom the burst cuntrol-

lc•r or rite signaling r\na( lion signaling generation

(S\(•,.' S(:t ) harch\arr under call processor c min ol.

.S.\('/.S(('s . I'royidc• (111.11-tune nntltiftrqurnt y setrc-

ti\e signaling reception transmission to horn r\-

perintrnter channels for tlyn:ulnic single t hanncl

routing in the LRR network.

Rorive a„ d Trausmi! Traffic l!u //er Inter /aces. Buller

channel data for high-speed transfer to It ()ill the

I I)\L\ burst control)('r.

1)rmurul -. I ssifrned 1111/11/ph'-Am %% ('all /'raressnr. Proc-

esses supe11•isurv and address sign a ling to/lions

t•\perintt•ntrr channel ,. ,wild, and It( (i\(, order-

wire messages to/front the \ I(:S to acquire and

weirasrsatellitrcapacity ,(hn:unicalh route , channel

(Iota to, from the burst controller , and nr,tintains

call recor ( Is for operator status cfispla\.

I I)\I \ Ruts( (:onUrollt-r

• l(ereiiu and lit,,, unit :\I(:S I„!er/awes . Pit side higlt-

spc•c•tl uansfer and preprocessing of ordrrwire

tU)
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Figure 4. .\U\ 7I ).\IA LnhIII al IIFIICtdmal hi(k:k diagram

I Itatl11rls (I huts the \1(S, IN well as the BIAI' and

ualli( trr11Iinal ncncork.

• lirrritea till l r ((r(vnil Tiu//it. Ill lrw/(elec. iintl(•rch:11tIt

data to hunt the HE anti rou ► r 0IIan11c•Is into \I( S-

assignc•d satrlliIt slut,.

• (lit(I•i(rnr((1Irn(mu((Ilr(rmr.llnnnL*rr(rrnlt. Ih-

11anticallt .111(1, 11)\1:\ li:utte structure mill tialfic

slat l' It.1111Ir11isinIc,puust 11)\1(SUIcl(rtcircco11l-

nt:tnds. ,IIIl pc•rfi) rnts ', % Ill Ill m1mI s hunt tittle plan

I hang,.

• lu(rir, au(1 •I•rF(rls(nil 7-inrirrkr (Hill Gott!(((. .%( quit

,11111 Maintains ,tn(hroni/:butt Io the IMP I l)\1_\

I aIlie.

• 1 I I IF '(' and l rnnsmit .\/r(ur \rLrnrnl h(!rr/^(n'.. \I nlti-

f(Ir\ drntttltiplr\ channel data Io ti-om the I l)\I-
hursts at either the I I11- or 27.5 \1sxmhol s serial

rate,, and prl )\ ic it FE(: (11(1 (ding decoding at rate -
I 2 ll1(1 ( II IIs11.1111I lengI I1. k :).

• S\,Irln / (1(Jirr. Nrnti(les otrrall terminal 111o11ilor-

m1mg and (o11uo1 , \l(IS ttronit)r control

and I_BR faclc• (Iota links. and interfaces to the ternti-

11a1 opcratot III( (onurlands and status displ:ns.

!11

I he terminal design prc•scm cd in Figure .l repre-

sents a (alefulh• balanced selection of cligital hardware

and 11ti(Ioproccssor sofntarc components . I ligh-spcr(I

digital logic and (.ucfulh rnginc ' ctc•d digital 111tcr(on-

nrctioU hackplancs ensure errnr-Ircc and reliable per-

fttrnt.tn(r . The extrnsitc Else III prugranunahle• arim

logic 0);\L) hardt\ arc• 1111 (1 1111(roproc •(ssor sollwarr

('nsltrrs a design that call hr casiit adapted to the nerds

of \:\'s \ , r^pc riIn 11(.11 program , a, tr< Il .ts to III opera

tional It-quirctttc•11ts of lulElrr (onuncrcial terminals ill

(hr :1( :1 S ,tstrnl.

( )'.(call, the I l)\1.\ terminal design requires 15

El11IlluIt • h.uchVaI( nto( I III( designs:In11 7 8 software proc-

esses. I)uriig 19.88. ntrr 60 prrcrnt of lilt- hardware

schematic clesigns welt ( ottplett•d. Fabrication and :ts-

sc•mhh (If hardware ntocltties began in 1988 and trill ron-

tinur throughout I!1;i'. ► . Figure -1 shot'., testing progr(•ss

on thrcc modules in it protottpc Ihassis. The

suhrack hackplanrswct e (Ic signed, fabricate d, assembled.

and test ed. 'Ibis monolithi c printed cir c uit hackpl.ure• is

,I('( )\lS.\ I' design based on the \'\11 -Bu, standard. Fig-

urc I) shows the mechanical (::\I) design and phtsi(al
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Figure 5. TD;\1A build- I testnt,k

Figure 6. TD:\fA subrcuk chassis

realization ofthe burst c•onuroller hackplane tnottntc•d in

it subrack chassis. This hackplane simultan(•oush passes

transmit and receive data at rates up to 1 1(l-\lbit s. Test-

ing showed error-free performance.

A test set for the FF(: decoder was completed by

CTD. Fills test set permits extensive systematic t(•sting of

the error correction perfornruur for the .A(°I'S down-

link FIX: decoder module.

Sixty-live percent of the program description lan-

guage for the firmware nx)duleswascomplete(l in 1988.

Fir nnware coding is 18 percent complete and '?t) percent

of the code has been tested. I'his coding uses an N FD-

developed State Machine ( ;e•nerator utility' program that

has proven highh• succ- e•ssfttl in creating ( :-I;tnguage code

from high-level state machine descriptions. All code for

.A(`I S 1 1)\1A microprocessors is designed to run in the

(:( )S\I( )S tan NTD-developed real-time e•xeecutive pro-

grant) operating ettvit'ontttent.

I I)\I:\ terming) operator consoles are• based Oil

N i l D's \'irtttal Console Svstem (\'(:S) and Macintosh 11

cortlputers.

MCS DEVELOPMENT

Figure 7 is a functional block diagram of the \ICS,

which is responsible lot the real -tine control and moni-

toring of the A(TS I.BR conununicat i ons networks. as

wellasassociatedcuntof oftheACTSpit%loacl, including

the Iilil'. It also supports ACTS experiments by control-

ling s\stein configuration par;unetcrs and managing re-

corded data.

I'he \I(:S. imple mented entirely in software hosted

on it VAN 86(11) super -minicomputer consists of the

following so ftware subsystems:

• 1.111(."seiwork (:o,thnl. Provides real-tithe monitoring

;utd control of :\(I S LBR networks, call-h%-call

t ).\\1.\ functions. aelaptive fade compensation, con-

trol of ternlin;tl acdttisition. and recording of net-

ssork pc•rfornnulce data.

• ;\I(PTel?,xehl a,ed Control. l'ro\ides real-tithe tnotti-

toring and control of the:\(:TS \ 1 ( : I ' (including the

BBP. the scanning beam antenna. and the \I(:1

nraslcroscillatoi ). and operates in conjunction with

the• LBR netwoi k control subsystem.

• li/h7' /nlv,[ace. Records RF tileasurenrc•nts made by

the N•GS RFI'.

/':.y/,e,tnu„I Co,e/igtuuli„lr .Seel po,l. Provides off-line

functionstocon!igure the \l(;Sand \l(:P for spccifis

exlx•rintents.

• /:sf,anm n1 Data /'roee •s^i„g. Proyidesoff - linetnanagt-

nu•nt of data recorded by the \1 (:S during AC-I'S

experintcIts.

• L .er, 1n, and ( lilrlirs. (:cnurols the startup and shut

down of the \I(:S, and provides a library 01 reusahlc

utility tontines.

• list Su/,r,cnr .Sofluvere•. Provides nonoperational test

solnw;ur consisting of simulators used in testing the

I .RR. \I(:P, and RFI ' subsystems.
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Figure 7. \f( S I IInctunutl Musk dia14n-utit

The I)_-\).L\ functions prrfitrmed h\ the \l(.S list-

s(seral:Ilgrn-ithnis, dcpcndtIIL un the tpc of connection

recluirecl (single-411 nudtichanne I, single ur n

ation, c•tc. ). I h( derelupinrnt of these algorithms I-(-

(luiri(1 careful (unsitlet.uimi of conflicting obli.itises

and constraints, including I-sporise title, frame utilisa-

tion. Rill' operational ( mist taints, recoseI% trout errors

ill control messages, cxperint•ntal Ilexibilit, and ins

pk•nu•ntation cost.

In particular, tit(- rcduirt-ni(nt to provide call .ctup

times on the order of 3 to .) seconds. and the rnmplexi-

tiesof programming the RRI'. offered significant techni-

cal (hallenges lo the A(aS %H *S and I1)\L\ It-ans.

Srcrral simulation programs were detrloped to test and

reline' alternati\r appioac hey. to the 1).\\L\ pii)h1cnl.

Tit(- r(sulting s\stcn( design and algorilhtus dc\rlopc•(I

In (:( )\IS.\'L will fulls (1cuunist:ue the Ilexibilit and c•f-

ficienes a\ailahle in a TI)\L\ network with tit on-ho:nd

haseband sWit(It .:\ first release of the \I(:S DA\1.\ soft-

ware was conipl(I(d mitt tested hs the encl of 1987. This

release prosidccl till- DA\I:\ flinctions associated with

initialisation and acquisition of the rcitieiIc( terminal

equipment and l1)\1A traffic terminals. The second

t

grainmed . C\Y•Il in the strut othit errors ill the

command channel . By the end of- 1988, all of

the software associated with the programming

of they RRP was coded and tested.

The experiment conliguratiun support software al-

lows the user to set up s:n(Ilite conununications related

cxpt•riments. :\ full LRR network experiment call be

configured to include the tetcrence terminal and up to

-111 (attic terminals. tth(•re:ts an \1(.I'-oml• expe l intent

will nut include ans traffic terminals. An experinte•nt is

set up by selecting option.:tnd choosing desired salves

fill LRR network parameters and \1(:P parameters. Ilu•

It-slllting configuration is salidated by the expel intent

cullfiguration support .olhw:ur. .-\n initial burst time

plan is created and the cxp(rini(nt is stored ill a libian

of c•xpc•rinte•nls that can he later I-till a" needed. B\ Ihc

c•nd of 1988, the c•xp(rinitnt configuration support soft-

wareeWasc(Itlccl cm (-Ill fin the program thatsaliclalcs the

\1( P configuration.

he operator inlet face. to the \f( :Sconsist of textual

and graphic tlisl)l:t\a implemented ()it colorgraphi( CRT

terminals- Because all control and monitoring functions

lit- associated with tit(. operator interface. these pro-

cgranis are among they largest and InOst complex in the

NR ".S. Figure 8 depicts a serie. of 1 AR burst title plan (1is-

pl:rss, showing th(• location of (ht- scanning beam (155(11

pc•ri4(15 and a allit bursts Within (ac h LRR TD\1.\ I I ant(.

Figure 8a shows ti(- (lrt-ll schedules lot cacti of the four

93
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TDMA frames. Figure Hb shows the bursts located in the

first dwell in the west scan up-link frame, and Figure 8c

shows the contents of the first burst in the dwell shown in

Figure Mb. By the end of 1988, software was coded for the

LBR subsystem operator interface, the MCP subsystem

operator interface, and the experiment configuration

support subsystem interlace.

@ ric: I. ILL 90EI
ow is

dw !LOAM wm

fair !CM wum

EMT f1CM WALIIE

Figure Ha . LBR dwell schedule display

For the total \ICS project. approximately 130,0(X)

lines of code (LO(:) of an anticipated 165,000 LOC for

the entire system were produced by year's end, and 73 of

101 programs were complc•tc•d. Six subsystem builds, in-

cluding five I.RR subsystem builds and one MCI' subsys-

tem build, were successfully integrated. The five 1,RR

builds included the I.BR subsystem software which con-

trols the startup of an I.BR network. Fhe MC1' build

included software that receives and displays the'l(:I' te-

lemetry. As currently defined, the M(:S integrates 21

builds, each of'which comprises two or more programs.

This incremental development, integration approach

provides for early testing and demonstration of key fea-

tures of the system, and permits maximum use o1' paral-

le•I development activities, shortening the total project

s,dwdi le.

Work on time M(:S project has been performed by

C<)\1SAT Laboratories' Systems Development Division

(51)1>). which has brought to bear its well-established

methodolog v, including software design, coding, test-

ing, and documentation standards ; an effective configu-

ration management 'software performance assurance

(PA) system : and an ever -expanding set of sophisti-

C

cated software development tools

and reusable utility software.

Measured productivity for the

M(:S project is approxinruch 38

percent higher than the industry

norm.

PERFORMANCE
ASSURANCE

During 1988, the COMSAT

PA team focused on the actual

performance of "hands on work..

as it applies to hardware, software

and firmware built or purchased

for the A(`1'S program. The

(rant•s activities included design

reviews, component and subsys-

tem procure ment reviews, inspec-

tions, manulacturing engineer-

ing. production planning, con-

figuration management , produe I

assurance , and product safety.

The quality assurance meth-

ods, quality engineering, and inspections used on pro-

cured and in - house fabricated items have proven to he

effective and have continued to operate well. The con-

trols exercised over the A(;TS stockrooms have pro-

duced positive results , in that the inventory of prodticts

is accurate and quickly accessed for accountability and

preparation of complete as-built kits. In-house fabrica-

tion inspections were pc•rfirmed on both the RFF and

"['DMA units. This process resulted in assemblies that

were compliant with contracted requirements and qual-

itv standards.

Meetings of the key PA program control groups (the

Configuration Control Board, the Sol tware Review Board,

and the Material Review Board) have continued . Formal

PA reviews have been held for both in -house ntanufac-

turing and otrt-of-house l,rocurentents . These reviews

9.1
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Figure 8b. Dwell contents display

Figure 8c. Burst ronttnts display

implemented to support parts

procurrntcnt and assembly

build and test.

1 he change management

prat eclures for both in-house

1.11(10 ut-of hotts0a(tivitirshave

established Ihc• standard level

of cc,u a oI nc•c c•ssar% for this type

cut comprcicn.iye program.

Drawings and hardware and

sofhcarc cunfiguralion control

have be'e'n merged into one op-

erational control ss•stem.

Sultscare I':\ personnel

have intplc•nu•ntecd theconfig ► t-

ration control database for all

related \l(:S software, and are

now 1(0 (IVII 114 RVI and Ti)\1:\

inputs lot appropriate applica-

tiou.:\t veal's e•nd, the (:\IS Ii-

brar% ( ontained i,•III)() of it pro-

Iccted 6,000 .\S( .11 source and

[(•%t tiles related to lie I.BR, test

support. and \I(1' suhsystc•rtts.

I ht tnodttlt. nt.cnagrntent svs-

lent database store's the execut-

ables an(1 hin:u- files associ-

ated with these subsystems.

In tic areas of manufac-

turing and fabrication. the I':\

tc•atn c ontinuecl to control and

monitor the preparation of

subassemblies, vscmhlies. and

subsystem hardware (both in-

and mil-of honsc•). The procc•-

(lure•s developed to manage

.\(:i s hardware' an(1 solts%at e•

dcliyerahles have been intple•-

nu•nte(I and ;it(. ill continuous

use. The tnanagentent procr-

tlures intplenx•n led e•ncontpass

the entire hardw;u e build c vcle

Front design, procurement of

puts and components , inventory control. kit assembh,

and fabrication . through final test and checkout.
will continue through the entire build c sc Ic and through I'he• guideline doe unre • nts and nn•thods developed
system -level integt ation and test of the ground ssstctn . cat lies fi,r progratn safety and ntaintain abilily have been
I larard and safety anahsis procedures hays been intple • tncntrd. with positiyc result. achieved.
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T7.FNG, F. F., "Multipuke E:xe itation Codrhocck Design and

Fast Search Methods for (TI I' Speech Coding," IEI'.E.

Global Tclc• (onnnunications Confcrcnee. Ilolh-wood, Fl.,

November 1988, Co„ franc(, Re(urd,Vol. 1, pp. 18.6.1-18.11.5.

\'.AIDV NAT1i-1N. H.. "Long-Fern[ Storage of Nickel -Hvdro-

gc•n Cell s,"^nrui,al n/ Pouwr'.Sbu rr, s. \'of. 22, 1988, pp . 221-228.

VAIDY:ANA1HAN, I I., and F.arl, M. \\., "Capacits and Pressure

Variation of IN III SAT VI Nickel-Ihdrogen CcIls With

Storage and Ceding." 23rd Intersect ie uv 1•.nergs Conversion

Engineering Confet 'ence. t)nnsct . (:O. [uk-:August 1988,

Pro(., 1). Groswami , ed., The American Society of \lechani-

cal I•nginceis. New York, NY, pp. 471-475.

WILLIAMS, A. F.., and Bo nrtti, R . R.. "A Mixed Dual-Quad-

Mille Mode 111-Pole Filter." 18th Fnropran \licrowasc•

Confcrcncr. St, o( kit- din. Sweden. Scptcnthcr 11188,

pp. 116G-968.
w'ISF1, I'. (:.,' Kell, W. I I., and Sharma, S . P., "Critique of the

I het ntal Design Verification 1'iogrant for a I ligh-Power

(:ommnnications Spacecraft." :\L\A I'hennophssics. Plas-

madsnantics and Lasers Conference,, June 1988. San Anto-

nio. 'I S. AIA:\ Paper No . 88-26 18.

LA(;I 11 ( )t 1., A. I., Sorbello, R. NI- and Assal , F. I ., "De clnp-

ment of Actisc Phased Arrays for Reconfigutahle Satellite

Antennas," l•.uropean Space Agency (A)S1 213. KU

I'hased .arras Workshop , Leuven , Relgiunt , October 1988,

Pray .. pp. 135-150.

PATENTS

fits hollowing patents were , issued to employees (or

fin tnci eutploscc•s) of CO\ IS:VF Laboratut ic's in 1988.

A\11'ANEI.I_ . S. 1.. and Inukai.'1.. "Satellite (:lock System."

I . S. Patent No. -1.792.963, issued Decetnher 20, 1988.

Gt1' I .A. V., Onuhy. M.. Suvderhoud, I L. and Virnpaksha. K..

"V.uiable Bit Rat t' Speech Code(' With Back%aid-Tyc

1'rcdiction and `uantiiation," 11. S. fates[ No. '1,751.7311,

issued June, l 1, I988.

L (;III (WI.. A. I., "E lcctrornagneticalh Coupled Microsuip
Antennas Having Feeding Patches Capacitisch Coupled
to Feedlines,'• V. S. Patent No. •1,761,65!, issued August

2, 1988.

I he patent listin;, below was inadvertenih omitted

from the 1987 Annual Report.

GF:I.I.1•:R. B . D., and 'Laghloul . A. I.. "Ge'ne'rl Technique for

the Integration of MI(: M\II(:'s With Wavrguides ," l'. S.

I'atenI No. 4,636,753 , issued January 13, 1987.

. Non-COMSAT author.
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HONORS AND AWARDS

COMSAT Laboratories is pleased to acknowledge those of its scientists who were recognized in I988 for their sig-

nificant contributions to the field of satellite technologi.

l:.AC:LP77O.A;1 /. L\ 1 E's 77O.V . ui:1R7)

For the second time in its history, (X) MS.Vl'

I_aie,ranIrie•s presented the Exceptional Invention

Award to two CO^1SA 1' researchers. Fhis award rec-

ogniie•s CO11SA I engineers whose patented inven-

tions are the basis for substantial savings or income

for the corporation. This tear. Dr. Russell J. F. Fang

and Dr . Lin-Nan Lee of the communications Tcch-
k%s

nologn Division were awarded $5.11110 each for their

invention, 'Security System for SS'I1',•• U. S. Patent

No. •I,18-1,651, an encn'ption system that prevents un-

Dr. R. J . F. Fang authorize d reception of the visual or audio segments

of a TV signal. This system form e d the basis for it se-
Dr. 1,N ' . Lee

ctu-it 'svste• ►n design that is licensed to Scientific Atlanta (S,- A) and incorporated into they S A B-MAC video transmis-

sion system-the premier video scrambling system in they video transmission and (list 'ibution industry, and the only

one I lat has not been compromised, even though more than 71),00(1 decoders have been in operation worldwide. The

corporation receives a steady royally revenue through R-MA(: sales as a result of tIt is invention.

//•,/,:/., /•l•:/,1,011,

The Institute of Flectrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) this year awarded

the grade of Fellow to Dr. Krishna Pande for his outstanding scientihe research.

l)r. Pandc received his Fellow for cunt'ibutions to III-\'senticonductor materials and

device it.( hnolog\'• and particularly for acvancing the new area of indium-phosphide

field-ef1e•ct transistor (FET) technolog. FETs fabricated with indium-phosphide

have they potential to he at least two and a half tinn•s faster than FETs made using

gallium arsenide (GaAs).

Dr, K. Pande
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811: •S1•:,-11? U / 111:-11?/ 1 S

Four outstanding research projects carried out at the Laboratories over the past se veral wars have been named

winners of the (;O\IS.\T Laboratories Research Award for their valuable contributions to the state of Iltt art of

conunttnications tcchnologv and their st r ategic importance to the cor poration . \1 inners shar< a cash price and their

names are added to a plaque listing the recipients of this annual award.

8 5 I ht• 1'185 Research Award was presented to Lin-Nan Ixe, Neal D. Becker . Yih-Sien Kao . and Mark D.

J Redmanfurtb<irt.orkin de.rlopinga(Y)^IS:\ I vet i nt ot antultiplcxtdan.dog contponent (MA(:).idco

it.ut;ntission s.stcnt. -1 his work contributed to a video rutn-ption sstem and represented substantial

progress in .i(lco transmission techniques, which find application in high-definition irk-vision (I Il)TV) and video

nttltiplexing.

86
Two Research Awards were presented for exceptional pieces of work performed in 1986. Jack H.6 Rieser . Michael Onufry , Jr., Krishnamoorthy Vintpaksha . I lend G . Stn•derhoud .a nd Vaikunth N. Gupta

were honored for contributing ke% concepts to tit(- de•.clopntent of the INTEI.SA'I'32-kbit/s low-rate en-

coded. digital circuit multiplication equipment (IRE I)(:\IF). which is now being built into the global satellite

sstem. DCME allo.. s as tram- as fora telephone (on.rrs:uions to he carried on a single circuit, and is an essential

feature in INIL! SA I'•s program to compete successfulh with fiber optic cable.

A 1986 Rrst.u-ch Award t.as also presented to Robert M . Sorhello, Amir I. Zaghloul, John E. Effland . Daniel F.

DiFonzo , and Henry B. Williams for twit contributions to the design of a flat-plate antenna for use with direct

broadcast satellites (DRS). This de.i(r targets the I)1RS IV market and is txptcted to.itld significant ro alts reve-

nues. Einbod. ittg a nunibe•rof technie al innovations, this inexpe•nsice and attactive ante•nnacan be used in situations

and locations where larger p:u abolic antennas are impractical.

87
The 1987 Research Award was granted for the de.rlopment of a coded modulation s•strtn that enables

tight satellite tanspottdcts to handle the same amount of tral(ic, at the same digital transnussu ,rt rates.as e an he cart ied the entire I AT-8 fiber optic cable. Russell J. F. Fang. Farhad Hemmati . Neal D.

Becker . and William J. Hersey III wort cited as innovators and developers of the I-10-MMbit/s coded octal phase-spilt

keying ((:OPS1:) tin dtiLuiun technicfnc . I he s stem has h(-(-n sucees;fitlh demonstrated over INTEI.SA1 72-.\IH,

bandw idth transponders and was employed for sending 140-\tbit 's I ll)1 V between the U .S. and Japan.
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